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Alderman Sutherland Spearhead of Attack— Claims City 
Has No Program of Construction and Money Wasted 
in Oiling— Mayor Retorts Alderman Approved Budget
R o a d s  B u ilt  F r o m  C u r r e n t  R e v e n u e
«  V H I S  practice of putting oil on the dust is worse than useless;
1 it is inefficient and it must stop,” stated Alderman Sutherland, 
in a debate which at times grew heated, at the city council meeting 
Monday night, when the charge was made that the city aifairs were 
not conducted on a business-like basis.
Alderman Sutherland provoked a discussion on streets and 
methods of road construction which at times grew so heated that 
tempers flared near the breaking point, when he asked if the streets 
department was going to continue the practice of oiling the streets 
of the city which have had no work upon them. He expressed the 
opinion that it was just nioney thrown away as the oil failed to 
control the dust and was of no permanent benefit to the roadway.
Several other members of the coun- -- ----------------------^ —
cil disagreed with him and Mayor 
Jones pxjinted out that the people living 
on those streets were entitled to some 
measure of protection from the dust.
This was essential from a health point ____
of view and in addition, the dust ruin- r,/.,, v> j  . n*- , ^  .
ed many dollars worth of clothes. If Will Lndeavor to Make Up Bal- 
oii was not used, the only other me- ance of Funds from Canvass
thod of control was water and that had ------—
been tried and had been found to be Though the Canadian Horticultural 
not only ineffective but also far more Council sought a grant of $8,500 this 
costly. The council prefers permanent year from the Dominion authorities, 
work but haven't money for greatly the estimates as finally adopted pro- 
increased construction. vide for only $5,000.
Alderman Sutherland said he was This will mean that either more 
not adverse to oiling where there was funds are to be secured or the activ- 
Tock top on the roadway but he was ities of the council are tq be, curtailed, 
not in favor of putting oil on top of according to A. K, Loyd, of Kelowria,’ 
the dust roads. He added that “much chairman of the finance committee of 
more road work can be done and much the council.
more. I  urged last fall that the rock A  meeting was held recently in Ke- 
crusher be put in shape and relief lowna in which the situation was dis- 
labor be .used through the winter to cussed by Mr. Loyd with two other 
crush rock and get it ready for use directors of the council who are Qka-
iX'--
W ill Assist Wendell Farris, K.C., and English Counsel 
with Defence Of Constitutionality of Provincial M ar­
keting Act— Leaves Kelowna Thursday Afternoon
E x p e c t  C a s e  T o  B e  H e a r d  O n  J u n e  2 7
WB. H ASK INS , B.C. Fruit Board chairman, leaves on Thursday • , afternoon’s Canadian Pacific train from Kelowna for London, 
England, where he will assist in the defense of the provincial mar­
keting legislation, which will come before the Privy Council. An  
appeal from the decision of the B.C. Court of Appeal is being heard 
by the highest court in the British Empire.
Some time ago it was rumored that Mr. Haskins would likely 
be going to 'the Old Country, but no definite decision was made until 
last week. Because of his extensive study of constitutional law and 
his knowledge of the operations of boards under the Marketing Act, 
Mr. Haskins has been chosen to make the trip, along with Wendell
C.H.C. GRANT IS 
CUT TO $5,000
Kelowna s beautiful Aquatic Club building, situated as it is amid such lovely surroundings, can be seen above t? • v  /-« 
ready for the big opening ceremonies of the 1938 season, which took place Wednesday evening. The major improve- Harris, K.C., well-known Vancouver lawyer.
nient to the dancing pavilion this year is the addition of an orchestral shell which is believed to be a real asset, p r o - ------------------ '---- ---------------
viding more dancing room and better music reception. Other improvements have been made to the ladies! lounge /'ArfcE'T 'C D D  A fC17r\
, to the bathing cubicles and to the swimming and boat rafts. A  huge crowd attended the opening L / tJ/JCi I O  r K A l d f i L Fdressing room 
dance of the summer season. Photo courtesy Riblen Studios.
M . S .  H o l d - U p  S c h e d u l e  HUNDREDS OF
D is t r ib u t e d  T o  B u s in e s s  LEGIONNAIRES
M e n  B y  C o u r ie r
A T INSPECTION
this summer.
Several of the Aldermen chorqsed in 
one voice, “We gave you the necessary 
consent.” '
“Yes,” said Alderman Sutherland, 
“blit it took far into 1938 to get a 
couple of hundred dollars to put the 
crusher in shape.”
Alderman Whillis .entered the'debate, 
“ That may be but the work was not 
held up. The crusher is working and 
we are using the rock.”
, “Yes, but there is no definite pro­
gram,” said Alderman Sutherland. 
“There is nothing definite before the 
city.”
“Just a minute,” the Mayor inter­
rupted, “ there is a budget.” - 
‘Tt’s a year behind,” - 
■ “We can only budget for the current 
year. The department o f streets drew 
up its program and had in it exactly 
what work they planned to do this 
year.”
Sutherland: “City saved money this 
year by using relief men.”
Whillis: “We did it other years, too.” 
Sutherland: “I would like to see the 
city get down to a business-like basis 
and do something.”
Jones: “You are part of the city ad­
ministration. We are anxious to carry 
but any good suggestions you or any­
one else may bring forward. We are 
Ttu*n to Page 12, Story I
nagan residents. Major M. V. McGuire 
and F. A. Lewis, of Vernon. Also at­
tending were H. B. D. Lysons, repre­
senting the hothouse growers and T. 
Wilkinson, representing the vegetable 
growers,
It has been decided to write to all 
interested parties with a view towards 
assisting the council in its valuable 
work.
“Would yoii care for a copy of 
the M.S. Hold-up schedule for 
your office?” enquired a repre­
sentative of The Courier to prac­
tically every business man in Ke­
lowna early this week.
“What’s that?” was the general 
reply. “Oh! Ha, ha! Sure, very 
handy. You certainly are going 
after that ferry service. Hope yon 
get somewhere,”
The Courier has printed sever­
al hundred of these schedules on 
neat cards, available for office 
use, and has distributed them 
wholesale around the busiiiess 
district.
If- you have .not received one 
and desire one, coimunnicate with 
'The Courier-
TO VISIT HERE
Big Annual Zone Picnic to be 
Held in Kelowna Celebrating 
His Majesty’s Birthday
S PE C IA L  T R A IN  FROM  
N O R T H
R e p o r t s  F r o m  C o a s t  
I n d i c a t e  F e r r y  
H o p e s  F a d e
If reports in Tuesday’s coast 
papers are correct the people of 
the Interior may expect little 
road; work in this district this 
year. The tenor of the reports 
would Indicate that all hope of a 
new ferry is rapidly vanishing 
and the same situation applies to 
work on the Kelowna-Vemon 
road and that between Summer- 
land and Penticton,
The reports stated that the as­
sistance to be received by the 
provincial government .from Ot­
tawa falls far short of the gov­
ernment’s hopes and, as a result, 
the proposed program of con­
struction and hard surfacing will 
have to be drastically curtailed.
Milk Producers’ Aefion
This case is an appeal from the de­
cision of the B.C. Court of Appeal, 
which upheld the constitutionality of
______ the marketing legislation of this pro-
mi. 1 • , vlnce, in an action brought bv the In-
The annual inspection of the Kel- dependent Milk Producers’ Association 
owna Sea Cadet Corps took place on of the Fraser Valley, in which they
h S S r t T s " * " ^ ’ ultra v r^es.
In his address after the Corps had 
been reviewed Captain Mitchell, the nrem^
inspecting officer, praised the efficiency -^5* uncon-
of “Grenvilles” and laid stress on the c o S S ^ ’ Chf..f r f  
excellent training in leadership the r
senior Cadets had received. ”  ^^Phillips and
A  detailed account of this inspection ^^cDonald, reversed the deci-
will appear next week. sion.
•_____________ _ Going on previous experiences in
SH IP FIRST FffFRRiFS ' marketing legislation, the fruit indus-
®HIP f i r s t  CHERRIES OF _  try in the Okanagan Valley is not en-
SEASON FROM OSOYOOS tirely hopeful of the fate of the pro- 
Black Tartarian cherries, the first , of vincial marketing legislation, and is 
the season, were shipped from the^  Os- endeavoring to pave the way for a 
oyoos Co-op on Tuesday of this week, continuation of grower control by 
and the first Bings are expected to means of the standard contract, 
move at the end of the week. Picking Af ffio i. • _ •
Per Cent O f  Okanagan Tree 
Fruit Growers Have Signea 
Proposed Standard Contract
Penticton Has Best Percentage for Largest Areas—-W in­
field and Okanagan Centre Back Plan W ell— Even 
Oliver Shows Support Cars w iir meet the train and convey 
_________________________ the visitors to the city park, which
ixT-.rr.ir ^  r r „ f  tt 11 be the scene of the festivities. At
IF T Y  per cent of the growers of tree fruit m the Okanagan Valley n  o’clock there will be a veterans
have signed the standard contract, it was revea;led by the office parade to the Cenotaph, led by the
Parade in Morning and Full A f­
ternoon of Sports to Feature 
Legion’s Big Day
At ten o’clock Thursday morning, 
the special train carrying several hun­
dred Legionnaires, their , w;ives and 
children will arrive at the Kelowna 
station to be greeted with the skirl of 
the bagpipes and the shouts of wel­
come from th.e Orchard City returned 
men and their families.
For 'Thursday, June 9, the King’s 
Birthday,, is also the day for the cele­
bration of the annual Canadian Legion 
zone picnic in Kelowna. From as far 
north as Enderby will they come, be­
sides a nurnber of delegates from the 
southern country.
The special train bearing the Legion­
naires leaves Enderby at 7.15 o’clock 
Thursday morning, leaving Armstrong
at 7.40 a.m., Vernon at 8.30 a.m. and D. McDoUp-all Claims P i f v  H a c  'namacro/l Wi’ c* T  “ s will be unable to make the trip
arriving in Kelowna at 10 o’clock- VTaims^ W aS U a m a geC l U lS  L o t  b y  and that his brother, Wendell Farris,
Parade To Cenotaph ^ X C a v a t l l lg  Caravel— P i t  Encroachcs Oil His Property, British Columbia.
is Glaim - ' government is also retaining
Wilfred Barton, K.C., eminent London 
counsel, to act with Mr. Farris. It is 
that the Independent Milk 
Association has retained
Five Hundred Dollars Claim
For Damages Made On City
By Bankhead Taxpayer
gathered from a comprehensive study 
of the British North America Act, 
vvhich do not line up with some gen­
eral opinions held.
Brother Substitutes
It . was at first thought that J. W. 
deB. Farris, K.C., would make the trip 
to the Old Country bn behalf of the 
B.C. Government, but since then At­
torney-General Gordon Wismer , has 
announced from Victoria that Mr. Far-
A /~»t  ATtiir e 1 • ^  L L «A 1 M  for $500.00 damages has been filed against the city by understood
Norris and Bredin on behalf of their client, D. McDoueall The Producers’
ASKS FERRY
INFORMATION
of B.C. Tree Fruits Ltd. this week on Tuesday morning. The per- Canadian Legion Pipe claim arises out of alleged damage to lot 4, block 8, map 1925, which Sains? c S o f ie d ” m arifeW
centage over the entire fruit area of the Interior is 44 per cent. include an°Sd?ess^ by Bad^^G e1 Bankhead property, tion.
--------—  ---- —^ —---------—— ——— Including contracts received on Mon- Davis, lament by a piper, the last’ post, , rvicij»ougaii Claims tnat tne c ity  has rem oved or destroyed a Leaving Kelowna on June 9, Mr.
IVCM  D I  A / 'IT  day, the total was 1,061 contracts, made placing of wreaths and reveille. ^^ *"ge section of the top soil oh lot 4 and, in addition, the city gravel Haskins sails from Quebec on the Em-
d r l U U l d .  up of 966 from the Okanagan and 95 Then there will be the march to the pit has encroached on his property. On Mondav nip-ht the ronnril of Australia on June 15. The
n n  v v  Kootenays. The campaign is ball park, breaking the flag ceremony discussed the matter but nostooned anw aetinr. oii 4-ul I ia  ^  ’^ ^1 likely come before the Privy
7 2  F O R  v l C T O R Y  ®^d it is expected that be- and an address of welcome from Mayor coon i-Vio ^ ^  Ction until all the aldermen Council on June 27 or thereabouts, and
' “  *  ■ *  * ^  • fore long the necessary percentage will O. L. Jones. God Save the King will Mr. Haskins will arrive back in the
The Kelowna board of trade on Tues­
day decided to send letters to Hon. F.
course on Tuesday afternoon to be the 
deciding factor in a win for hi'; team
■n/r * a i.,- in a four ball foursome. Black was
M. MaePherson, minister of, public partnered by Tommy Forbes, and play-
be in sight.
Ken Black, Vancouver, British Co- Penticton leads the list, with a per- 
lumbia’s leading amateur golfer, shot centage of 66, having signed 152 grow- 
a sparkling 72 over the Kelowna golf ers out of 230 registered. Sorrento,
with its score of growers, really has 
the best percentage, being 75 per cent, 
but of the large centres Penticton is
be sung before the dismissal for lunch. The parcel of land comprises about 
In the afternoon all manner of sports two acres and there was some discus
ed against Chester Owen and Dan Cur-works, Hon. K. C. MucDonald and Capt
'•'Bull, pointing out that earlier in the ell, fwo of the Kelowna club’s leading 
^ r in g  it was claimed that the reason .shotmakers. Black played an even 
ho definite word could be given on the game and never faltered no matter ly with 56 per cent. Olwer, despite the
tops.
Winfield and Okanagan Centre has 
an average of 70 per cent, while Rut-- 
land is backing the scheme quite solid-
for veterans’ children have been ar 
ranged* starting at one o’clock. Includ­
ed in this race program will be a 
mother and daughter and father and 
son relay race, a ladies’ rolling pin 
throw, and a veterans’ mystery race.
Kelowna Versus Vernon 
Kelowna Legion, which has -been
sion of the city purchasing the proper- FERRY SCHEDULE
ty as It was suitable gravel for use on 
the roads. Mr. McDougall asks $800.00 
for both lots and refuses to sell the 
one affected without the other.
Mayor Jones stated that he had seen 
the property and there was unquestion­
ably some damage, just how much was
Okanagan about the middle of July. 
Mr. Farris is sailing on the Normandie 
on his trip to London.
E 'l ir '/ ’^T'W'rv Despite the fact that the case will 
J u K lliV  1 l l l J  up before the end of this month,
no decision is expected to be handed 
down until the opening of the fall ses-
Large signs with the complete sum- sion, probably about the middle of 
mer ferry schedule are being erected September. '
at strategic points throughout the Vai- Growers of tree fruit and vegetables
ferry question was because there was what type of game his partner or op- 
no knowledgge of the extent of the ponents played.
Ottawa co-operation this year. The ----- ----- -^---- ---------
letter will point out that now. as the UNPAID LICENCE FEES
province knows where it stands in re- The city council on Monday night 
gard to finances from Ottawa, the instructed City Clerk George Dunn to 
board respectfully requests any inform- proceeded with the prosecution of all 
ation that may be available on the persons whose city licence fees are un­
ferry problem. paid by June 15th.
protests of a certain group earlier in 
Turn to Page 6, Story 2
training strenuously, meets Vernon in th^shl"^ that^^was  ^ district engin- throughout the Interior will be watch-
the first softball game, with the winner ™ t ? l b  Teci^e hut of T r ? K e l p w n a ^  Board ihg the progress of this case with some
Hno -fr» Tvicirif A r r  ■fu.rt u t tlicr DiGriibers Trsdc. Road signs of a suitable size anxiety as the tnajority of growers
STREET SIGNS 
WILL BE ERECTED 
IN NEAR FUTURE
Thlre%™^footban.^mS sched^ be^bSI? to^^avoM^htiffatinn n ^  point hear the have' indicate'd time "and again''’their
well. al^  f t  at Vernon and wish to have a deal controlled by legis-
A  happy day will be concluded at 
7.30 o’clock when the special train
leaves Kelowna on its return journey ‘ 4. «
north. However, a big dance, is being the difficnfti,mi^ht ho twf
possible.
It was pointed out that the gravel on 
the properties was of a type of use
Salmon Arm. lation in the marketing of their crops.
Order Placed This 'Week— Streets 
Selected— Name of Eli Street 
Changed
Eighty Envelopes Containing Dead 
Mosquitoes Turned In To Drug Stores
Fine Response Granted Request going over to determine from
■ “ what particular slough or lake they
Made Through The Courier for came from, and what distance they
Skitters for Research W ork  not known how many mosqui- night’s city council meeting.
■ toes , were collected by the good people ^  sample sign has been on display 
Despite the dry weather, for about of Kelowna and district. If each en- jn the window of the O. L. .Tones Fur- 
two weeks Kelownians were beginning velope contains more than one mos- niture Co. for several days and the 
to wonder if the mosquito plague was quito the returns, ■ in response to le- order for the sighs would be placed 
going to reach unprecedented heights, quests made through The Courier, will ^^ i^s week.
held by the Legion in the I.O.O.F. Hall, two
commencing at 9 o’clock, and this will rpa-snnahto cum ^
prove the Inal wind-up to the King’s ’ w f u l r " "
lerman
Birthday program for Kelowna.
Street signs will be erected on all 
corners of Bernard Avenue, Pendozi 
St, Ellis St. and Richter St. in the 
near future, it was reported at Monday
DOM INION HOUSING 
OFFICIAL COMING  
NEXT WEEK
F. W . Nicolls W ill Discuss Val­
ley Housing , Problems —  All 
Cities Invited
like a written 
report of the estimated number of 
cubic yards of suitable gravel there 
are in the lots, as well as ah estimate 
of the amount of gravel the city uses 
in a year. This would give some idea 
of the value of the property to the city. 
As a result of this suggestion the mat­
ter was postponed to a later meeting 
and in the meantime every alderman 
will visit the property that he may ob­




Feels City Employees Should that he himself
Look After Selves —  Mayor enough to take care of his old
Takes Issue
; A  mild flurry ruffled the calm of the 
city council on Monday night when
age and obligations. The whole super­
annuation thing was wrong but this 
idea of taking on men over forty was 
too much and he was anxious to see 
that it did not happen again.
Mayor Jones stated that the council
But suddenly, almost coinciding with, 
the appearance of entomologists from 
Kamloops, the “skitters” started to 
disappear and now there are few to be 
found,
F. W. Nicolls, director of the Domin­
ion Housing Act from Ottawa, will ad­
dress a Valley-wide meeting of boards
RESOLUTION GOES 
TO B. C. UNION. , „  ,, . ---- The only factor delaying
have good resplts. However, all that the'order is the committee must decide - waul . . . -  ---- -- - --------- ----- ------  —  --- -
can be determined now is that 82 en- gig^g necessary trade in Kelowna on Thursday, press the provincial government for signation and that his application for ed. There i.s a maximum and a rnini-velopes have been turned in. — - _ _ . t---- t^ „i ------------------- r.— .. a c , , , . . .
The Union of B.C. Municipalities ill
AJderman Sutherland insisted on his had agreed some time ago that in fu- 
oDjection to a resolution concerning ture all men added to the permanent 
t e r^ignation • of C. F. Brown, fife staff of the city must be young men. 
ruck driver being accepted and super- City Clerk Dunn explained that the 
annuation being granted, be recorded, amount of Miv,^Brown’s superannuation 
The resolution stated that the city tvas based upoh the amount that he 
accepted, .with regret Mr, Brown’s re- had paid in .sincir'Vhe has been employ-
The committee was scheduled to meet June 16th. The Kelowna board of trade powers to permit municipalities to col- be approved.
-------_____  w ill ant. n.s host fo r  the occasion and  a r -  i.-i. _ x___ ___________ ,______________ _____i o..ii___ i ___ ■, '
........., mum which an employee can contrib-
will act as host for the occasion and ar- jget a trade licence of five hundred dol- Alderman Sutherland in refusing ute and the city contributes the sameThat number may not be sufficient on Tuesday morning. . ^ v.. .. .. _________ _____ ...
and local residents are being asked to It is the intention of the council to rangements are now being made to lars from each liquor store, if a .resolu- vote with the remainder of
Maybe they are contained in the 80- tuck their dead mosquitoes greet signs on the above named streets b r i^  the various trade organizations j.jop to be presented by the Kelo'wna stated that he strongly
odd envelopes which are lying in the 
three drug stores in Kelowna, where 
they were deposited after being killed 
by angry residents of Kelowna and 
district.
It was at the request of the Domin-
BOYS’ BAND IN PARK
amount.
careful^ away in envelopes and _de- j.|^ jg year ancj to add for streets each m the Valley togetimr for tos rneeting, city council, is adopted. The resolution j^cted to taking on city employees of opinion that the city employees should
posit them with their favorite drug yggr. The above streets were selected which, it is expected, vn 1 be a dinner- has been forwarded to the U.B.CLM.-rfQE..fifty years of age or over. It was very look after themselves just like any
____________  ' as it was felt that from these any point • • n • f consideration. It also urges that the poor^-judgement as at the, best they other person and that there sliould be
in the town could be reached without originally intenaea that Mr. liquor stores may be-'regulated by the could have but a very few years of no superannuation. Mayor Jones re­
difficulty. Nicolls would visit eacn oi the Valley municipality’s shop closing act. service and then they were ready for torted that he v/ould like to see every
ciumsre Slreei Name i tT S ^ IS r y T o  ?‘u X f  points out th ii any petebn interested Ih fp T p e r ' 'h“ oo, -S 'sooT oT a m se  K o T d % o ^ ' t n i " t T " o w a ‘ “^
f 'i The were ex- p.i'iriciple, and it would
j and their sal- Alderman Sutherland's opinion may be 
bly with those justified under , present day conditions 
j  because they but looking at it from a broad point of
The city council on Monday night
ion department of entomology that the granted permission to the Kelowna __
K Band Association to use the change the name of Eli Avenue"to'"Har: are Ihe"sam e"'he''\vnr discuss these is wefcome tott^nd. “ E  in anv ^  N T h e  w e re  ex  rn'incinle and it w o u ld  rom e som e dav
pf^cetSTn^o^^^^^ S s  o^ f Tune llfh T n d '-^ ^  I  continuation of Harvey difficulties with representatives from various city, councils and building ceptiol^auJwS  ^ T u Z l
+1, m_envelop^ and send them c^ts on the evenings of June 16th aud west of Pendozi and as Harvey is the the various cities together here ‘’in contractors and allied trades are espec- aries compared
I   ^ They will be col- 30th. Permission vyas also granted for better known the latter name was Kelowna. Tally invited. Further arrangements of otheTm lb
1 Kamloops, .where the association to take a collection on adopted. The clerk was instructed to While the meeting is being held un- will be announced in next week’s were city V were entitled view health insurance sunerannuatihh
the entomologists will give them a these evenings. prepare the bv-law der board  of trade'auspices that bo d v  rm ir ie r  ^  were entitled view, neaitn insuiance, superannuation^ oy idw. aer poara oi iraae'auspices, mat Doay courier. to superannuatn fas the ordin- and other social services are essential.
,/ ■
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G. C. UtJHc, I ’rc.sldont 
n. A. Frasor, Sfcretnry
they must observe tlie rules of the road and, despite 
the condition of that section of the street, they must 
stay on the rli;ht hand f^ lde of the roadway.
A  S t r a n s l e d  A r t e r y
R. P. MacLcan, Editor and Manager
The Kclownn Courier had by far the circulation of
nriy nowapaper circulatinK in tlic Central OkunaKon Vnllcy,
THURSDAY. JUNE 9th. 1930.
R o a d  A p p r o p r i a t i o n s
The Interior is puzzled. Coast papers during the 
past few days have carried reports of large sums of 
money being jillocated foi’ roads and other Impiove- 
ments adjacent to tho coast cities—but, us this is wilt- 
ten, tlierc has not been a single mention of any ap­
propriation to an Interior iioint, excepting tho Dig 
Bend Highway. On Saturday lust an announcement 
was made to the efTcct that $009,000.00 Was to be spent 
In the coastal area, principally on a new highway 
from Vancouver to the, border and developing the 
Spanish Banks.
The Interior cannot be blamed for wondering why 
over half a million dollars,should be spent to duplicate 
an existing road when the same sum would go a long, 
long way in providing a passable tourist artery 
through the Okanagan to link the tourist reservoir 
in the States with the Trans-Canada highway through 
the Fraser Canyon to the west and the Big Bend to 
the east.
Construction work, we understand, is now in pro­
gress on the Big Bend sector. The only other road 
work being done in the Interior, to our knowledge, 
is the paving between Armstrong and Vernon and 
this, we understand, is a carry-over from last year s 
program. June is now well advanced and it would 
seem reasonable to assume that if construction work 
is to be undertaken, it should now be in progress. 
The delay, we presume, has been necessitated by lack 
of finances, a condition which we can understand and 
sympathize with. It has been intimated that the road 
program depended to a large extent on to what ex­
tent the Dominion government co-operated with the 
province. Hon. F. M. MaePherson, minister of public 
works, and Premier Pattullo have been in Ottawa and 
the announcement concerning the construction of the 
new Pacific highway at the coast was made. But no 
appropriation for any Interior work has been men­
tioned—unless some reference to this district may be 
found in the phrase “$600,000 to be spent on the Big 
Bend and park feeder highways in the Interior of the 
province.” Could by any chance, the Okanagan high­
way be considered as one of those feeder roads? The 
Courier, for its part, does not care what the road may 
• be called, just as long as it is put in fit shape for 
travel.
The Courier has not lost hope of seeing sorne con­
struction in this Valley this year. Despite the fact
"Ferry eonge-stion is such Unit many local motor­
ists hesitate to drive to Kelowna for fear of being 
lu'ld up on the return trip, us well as being deluytxl 
In getting over,” Tiie I’enticton Herald states In an 
editorial last week in which It discussed the revela­
tions made by The Courier about a proper count of 
the cars being left by the Holdup not being kept. The 
Herald points out that communication between this 
city and Penticton is seriously handicapped and con­
siderably curtailed by the ever present fear of a long 
delay at the ferry.
It is refreshirjg to know tliut the people in the 
southern section of tho valley are fully cognizant of 
the fact that the present fei-ry service is as detrimental 
to them us it is to the people of tho central section. 
The Herald puts the situation very succintly when It 
says that the Okanagan ferry crossing is like a 
strangled artery. ,
It is now generally admitted that a faster and 
more commodious craft is urgently needed. Indeed, 
we have been given to understand that plans for such 
a vessel arc already drawn. It is obvious that there 
will be no new vessel on the lake in time to take care 
of the rush season this fall. These ferries, while com­
paratively small, are not built in a day and, if it is 
planned to have the new one In service next year, 
construction should begin long before the traffic 
begins to increase next spring. If the ferry was start­
ed in the stocks within the next montli or so there 
would be no definite prospect of it being ready to 
handle the spring traffic. It should be built during 
the winter and be ready for launching early in the 
spring.
In the meantime, there is the ever present problem 
of how to handle the present traffic and the greatly 
augmented volume which will seek to cross the lake 
in the near future. An augmented service of some 
doscription is a pressing necessity as the soft fruits 
will soon be ready to move out and the Holdup will 









K e l o w n a  In  B y g o n e  D a y s
'(From the files of the Kelowna Courier)
P h i l o s o p h y  o f  F is h in g
With every second man in the Okanagan stealing 
every possible moment from his daily toil to sneak 
away with rod and fly, it may be an opportune mo­
ment to consider this question of fishing. The world’s 
most famous thinker on fishing and its philosophy 
was doubtless Izaak Walton, who lived in England 
about three hundred years ago. Fishermen who are 
now departing for their favourite streams .and lakes 
might well give, a thought to this renowned man who 
has dignified the sport which they loVe/
Walton Wrote a book called in the quaint spelling 
of those days, “The Compleat Angler.” To his mind 
fishing was no mere boy’s play, but a fine art. Said 
he: “Is it not an art to deceive a trout with an ar­
tificial fly? A  trout that is more sharp-sighted than
any hawk, and more watchful and timorous. He that 
that newspaper reports would seem to indicate that hopes to be a good angler must hot only bring an 
all the construction is to be concentrated in the coast inquiring, searching observant wit, but he must bring
area, we still believe that certain work will be done 
liere. We cannot imagine the provincial government 
being short-sighted enough to entirely neglect the 
fair claims of the Okanagan ridings. The Kelowna- 
Vernon road is in a disgraceful condition and in its 
present condition, is a distinct menace to safety. The 
local ferry is a pressing and pertinent problem. From 
the Interior’s point of view, money spent on com­
pleting the Hope-Princetbh cut-off would seem to be 
a better investment than that spent of duplicating an 
already existing highway at the coast. These are but 
a few of the many pressing needs of the Okanagan. 
Other districts have equally as strong claims, we 
presume. Despite the fact that, all news reports to 
date would seem to indicate that the coast area is 
stealing the entire road appropriation, we feel that 
the government is too canny to antagonize the re­
mainder of the province to that extent and that a 
substantial road program for other-than-coastal dis­
tricts will be announced with Mr. MaePhefson’s re­
turn from the east.
a large measure of hope and patience.”
“When God intendWi to rdveal. future events or 
high notions to His prophets,” said Walton, “He car­
ried them either to the deserts or the seashore, that 
having separated them from the press of people and 
business and the cares of the world. He might settle 
their minds in a.quiet repose, and there make them 
fit for revelation.” So, according to Walton, when a 
fisherman sits by the river or the lake he finds the 
quietest and most fitting place for contemplation, 
which reflection is likely to be highly useful.
This may seem like high-flown talk. Yet count­
less men have been enabled by just this quiet use 
of time to see their daily lives in a clearer light. While 
they are meditating whether yon gamy trout is best 
to be enticed by this or that fly, their minds rest 
from the anxious contemplation of their daily cares. 
They see these problems in a clearer light and know 
what to do about 'them. They go back to their work 
and home life with a clearer mind, and become more 
effective at the daily task. ^
THIRTY YEARS AGO 
Thursday, June 4, 1908
The Royal Bank put in a large portable vault, 
weighing 7,000 pounds, eight horses being needed to 
haul it. '
m m *
That a new church should be built was the de­
cision of a congregational meeting of St. Michael and 
A ll Angels’ Church.
• « •
The telephone poles have been removed from 
Bernard avenue to the lanes, and the appearance of 
the business section is much improved.
m m m
S.‘E. Boyer brought in the first ripe strawberries, 
picked from Mr. Hill’s garden, to The Courier office.
m *  m
Paul Prozesky, Winnipeg, who visited Kelowna 
several weeks ago has decided to start a cigar factory,
• • •
Mr, Baird, representative of the B.C. Board of 
Fire Underwriters, promised a committee of the coun­
cil a 15 per cent reduction in premium rates if a water 
system is" installed, either gravity or reservoir, giving 
100 pounds pressure at the hydrant.
The new sawmill at Westbank is cutting from
8,000 to 10;000 feet o f lumber per day, and a hotel is 
being contemplated.
At a council meeting on June 2, R. Morrison 
handed in his resignation as city clerk, much to the 
regret of the council.
There is an amusing editorial on “A  Question of 
Prudery”, in the notes for thirty years ago. The editor 
had been approached by an irate and blasphemous 
citizen who had been outraged at the lack of attire 
of bathers on Kelowna beaches. He had been bathing 
with a visitor from Ontario and had been disgusted 
and shocked, mostly on her account, because of the 
appearance of several men in “trunks”. The editor 
did not agree that swimmers should not be permitt^ 
to wear trunks, rather than two-piece suits.
R. L. Dalglish has resigned from his position as 
secretary of the Kelowna Agricultural and Trades 
Association and the vacancy has been filled by H. G. 
M, Wilson.
♦ • • •.
An attractive entertainment was held by Mission 
Creek students on Monday evening. Those participat­
ing included W. A. Scott, chairman. Miss McArthur, 
teacher, and Rosy Casorso, Mary Gillard, Ed McClurq, 
Katie L’anfranco, Johnny Casorso, Gasper Risso, Ina 
Fisher, Mary Casorso, Robert Hall, Gladys Hall, Am- 
mie Swordy, Connie Gillard, Loraihe Scott, Matilda 
Gillard, Helen dePfyffer, Beatrice McClure, Violet 
Gordon and Jack Davy.
TWENTY YEARS AGO 
Thursday, June 6, 1918
C. E. Sharpe, son of A. E. Sharpe, C.P.R. agent 
at Summerland lost his life  through drowning when 
he fell from the “Skookum”, which also contained 
Capt. Roe. The boy’s overcoat hindered his efforts.
m m m
Nurse M. McKay, who was a member of the Ke­
lowna hospitaF staff, left on May 23 for service in 
France.
An insane Chinaman leaped fifteen feet from the 
upstairs window of the Lee Sang Lung block last 
■week to the ground below and is suffering from in­
ternal injuries.
• TEN YEARS AGO 
Thursday, June 7, 1928
The date for the forthcoming provincial election 
has been set for Wednesday, July 18.
■ ' m m ■ m
Hon. W. R. Motherwell, minister of agriculture, 
definitely stated in Regina that there w ill be no dump 
duty protection on fruit this year.
■ ■ ‘ , m .m m . .
Walter J. McDowall has been appointed secretary 
for the Committee of Direction, ahd W. J. Dilworth 
will represent the committee on the prairies..
* * *
Alexander MacDonald Brisbane, of Vernon, who 
competed in the Interior golf championships here on 
May 26, passed away in Vernon on May 30, from per- 
 ^ itohitis. * * *
Miss Isobel Murray, talented young violinist, has 
obtained an important engagement as soloist at the 
Capitol Theatre, Vancouver,
• * *
Dir. W. J. Knox was elected president of the Ke­
lowna and District Liberal Association, with W. R. 
Trench, vice-president, G. S. McKenzie, second vice- 
president, G. H. Tutt, third vice-president and P, B. 
Willits, fourth vice-president. R. G. Ritchie was named 
secretary and A. E. Cox, treasurer.
« « «
The the Spring Assizes in Vernon, a verdict of 
$3,500 damages with,legal costs and $276.50 for miedical 
and hospital expenses was returned in favour of J. 
W. C. Thompson, Vernon road, suing W. Ivens and 
Jos. Casorso, on behalf of his infant son, who was hit 
by a truck  ^driven by Ivens and owned by Casorso.
m m m
Paul Alexander Lewis passed away at his resi­
dence in Glenmore oh Friday, June 1, after an illness 
of ten days.
On Friday morning, June 1, Rev. C. E. Davis, 
'rector of St. MichaeLand A ll Angels’ Church, and 
Miss Evaleeh Georgiana Harrison, were united in mar­
riage by Ven, Archdeacon Greene.
A  D a n g e r o u s  P r a c t i c e E d i t o r i a l  C o m m e n t
One of the greatest hazards that any motorist en­
counters is the bicycle. In a district such as this 
where the two-wheeled vehicle is used extensively, 
the motorist must be constantly on alert for unex­
pected gyrations of the rider in front of him. Bicycles 
have such a great freedom of movement that they 
can make sudden swerves, much to the concern of 
the motorist. This same freedom of movement, seems 
to inspire many bicycle riders with a superb disregard 
of the rules of the road and, with many of them, it 
is little moment whether they are on the right side 
of the road, the left, or are proceeding blithely down 
the centre.
Bernard Avenue from Ellis to Richter is a favorite 
place for bicycle riders to hug the centre of the road. 
It so happens that in this stretch the road is not paved 
to the curb and the riders, naturally enough, endea'^or 
to avoid riding on the unpaved section. The difficulty 
arises, however, from the fact that in their desire to 
travel on the macadam they have formed the practice 
of hugging the exact centre of the street near the 
lamp standards. When they go east they travel as 
close as possible to the standards and force motorists 
to pass them on the wrong side. More than one motor­
ist has been in a dilemma as to how to pass a bicycle 
in this section. Approaching the bicycle from behind, 
the motorist finds the two-wheeled vehicle on his left 
hear the lamp standards. Will the bicycle stay there 
and force him to pass it on the right side instead of 
on the left, or will the bicycle rider swing directly 
across the road in front of the car to assume his pro­
per place on the right hand side on the traffic lane? 
The question may be answered in either way and the 
uncertainty of the answer is rapidly giving many 
motorists a severe case of jitters.
The bicycle riders, of course, have no business 
being in the centre of the street. However, we cannot 
find it in our hearts to blame them for seeking better 
riding conditions there. The situation can be remedied 
in two ways. The street itself might be paved right 
to the curb and thus give the riders no excuse for 
travelling on the wrong side of the traffic lane; or / 
the riders might be given definite instructions that
Early this spring the city experimented with clean­
ing Bernard avenue by flushing it with hose. Although 
the winter’s accumulation of dust and rubbish had to 
be removed, the experiment was'generally considered 
a success. The matter, however, was not pressed in - 
the council until Monday night when Alderman Suth­
erland urged that the street be flushed each week, in 
a sincere effort to control the dust . The council de­
cided to make a further test on Thursday (today) and 
if the praictice is an economically feasible one, it will 
be done each week. Under present circumstances the 
sweeping method cannot be too satisfactory. A  broom 
cannot cope with the dust which sweeps in from the 
side streets and accumulates in the nooks and corners, 
waiting every vagrant breeze. A  weekly flushing 
would give the sweepers a chance to keep the street 
in a better condition; the dust would be more under 
control; the stores would benefit and health conditions 
improved. A  weekly flushing of Bernard avenue is 
something to be desired.
e n s
The city will definitely investigate the feasibility 
of diverting the present course of Mill Creek by mak­
ing a cut-off from Peridozi St. bridge to Water street. 
This would eliminate a large bend in the creek and 
facilitate the flow of the water, thus avoiding the 
spring flooding of,a large area of land in this section.' 
The proposed diversion would, in addition, make sev­
eral desirable parcels of land available for subdivision. 
The various property owners which would be affected 
will be approached and, if they are agreeable to the 
suggestion, it is probable that the work will com­
mence in the near future.
A  picture of interest to Kelowna people appeared 
in the Nelson News last week. It depicted the new 
ferry at Castlegar which commenced , operations on 
May 21st. The new craft crossed the Columbia river 
in two minutes whereas the ferry it replaces took 
seven minutes for the same crossing. A  new ferry at 
Ca"1^egar to save five mintites was a necessity, arid 
he whole of the Okanagan coinmunication system 
e held up for fifty iriiriutes to 'the apparent un- 
jrn of the powers that be.
On the surface a hyphen is simplicity itself. Es- '^ 
s'entially it is merely a small straight mark^-ror as 
straight as you can make it—signifying, among other 
things, the syntactical matrimony of two words that 
have decided to set up linguistic housekeeping. But 
like other apparently simple things— t^he multiplica­
tion table, for instance, or international relations—the 
hyphen, in application, can become downright per­
nickety. The difficulty arises when the moment comes 
for deciding whethe rto put down on paper “oil-field” 
or “oil field,” “bird cage or “bird-cage,” troublemaker” 
or “trouble-maker.”
The answer in the first case, according to one 
reputable dictionary, is neither. The place from which 
oil comes is an “oil field.” In course of time it may 
become an “oilfield” but it isn’t one yet. Those who 
are fond of canaries may buy either a “bird cage” 
or a “bird-cage,” but if they move their pet outside 
the house (that was a narrow escape from the problem 
of “out-of-doprs” versus “outdoors” ) they are restrict­
ed to a “birdhouse.” Why? Because the dictionary 
says so. The dictionary knows. That is what a dic­
tionary is for.
That is, of course, unless someone wants to go to 
the bother of pitting one dictionary against another. 
Then there may be disagreement between authorities. 
Anyone who wants to invite that runs the risk of 
being set down as a “troublemaker” without a hyphen.
It is common sense (two words and no hyphen 
unless you want to make an adjective of it) to choose 
your dictionary and stick to it, without complicating 
the probleiri further. It already is complicated enough, 
For closely associated with the hyphen hurdle, which 
causes many a skillful verbal runner to hesitate be­
fore taking the jump that may brand him as a hyph­
enated illiterate is the ambuscade that lurks in words 
which once were t'wo but have since become one— 
without your knowing it—or words that you think are 
one but which still are two. No sir, in case of doubt, 
the only safe procedure is to consult the dictionary.
You may find surprises. You many even suspect 
that the dictionary, which looks like a serious tome 
if ever there was one, is having its little joke at your 
expense. You rhay quibble that logic is not one of 
the strong points of the English language. If you 
wish to do any of these things you are clearly within 
your rights. But no matter how many times you 
blink, there are the words, in black and white, star­
ing you put of countenance.
It may startle you, for example, to find that wo­
men ride in “sidesaddles.” Perhaps the past tense 
would be more nearly correct, for it is doubtful today 
if any of them do ride in sidesaddles. But, supposing 
that they do, if they wish to carry baggage they could 
use a “saddlebag.” Both the women and the baggage, 
however, would be conveyed on a “sad(dle horse.” It’s 
as simple as that.
If, in the course of their ride, an obstacle sud­
denly appeared, they could either “side-step” it, or, if 
they preferred, they could dismourit and correctly 
take a “side step” without the hyphen. On their re­
turn home, they might recline in an “armchair” unless 
they chose an “easy chair,” but even in an armchair 
they would be obliged to wear an “ariri band” if they 
wanted such a decoration to be in style. Perhaps the 
chair might- be made of “sandalwood,” but the tree of 
the same name, in case they looked it up, is a “sandal 
tree.” And if they didn’t look it up, it still is.
For refreshment, they might call for a “crab ap­
ple” or a “pineapple—improbable though either seems 
—but if they leaped confidently from “pineapple” to 
“pineneMle” they would land on the prickly fact that 
it should be “pibe needle.”
• The women could claim the relationship of 
“grandnieces” or “great-nieces” to any “granduncles” 
or “great-uncles” they might possess. And if they 
were unfamiliar with horses they could use a “motor 
sledge,” a “motorcycle,,” a “motor bicycle” or a 
“motorcar,” and amuse themselves by tooting a “motor 
horn.” Perhaps, under the circrimstances, they might 
prefer to walk.
In due course, words that were two tend to be­
come one, through familiar usage, but sometimes it is 
a long process, and a great many mistakes must be 
mafie before the mistakes becorne correct form. To 
while away the»period of waiting, dictionary scholars 
might amuse themselves and their readers if they 
added a new rule. They might conceivably decree 
that cliches could be written as one word at the dis­
cretion of editors and readers of proof (it’s 
“proofreaders” - now but not so long ago it ivas 
proof-readers, if you will insist). Theri authors might 
be gently chided by turning their ■ most threadbare 
phrases into such bright new words as “inthelastan- 
alysis” or “theacidtest.” It might heli> to eliminate 
trite expressions. But it probably wouldn’t.
THIS COLUMN IS VERY happy. It has just dla- 
covcTcd that il has one reader. It has received a letter 
from tliat reader and ho demands a helpful answer, 
'riie problem is too big for nje, so 1 pass it on jmtl 
maybe my other reader may be able to suggest »  
solution. Here then, Is the problem, in my reader’s 
own words . . . .  “We’ve been eating cheese at our 
Imuse lately. Quite a bit of cheese. In fact, the 
ehecse-eater-Jn-chief at our house is ready to cry 
’enough’. It’s good cheese, a mellow melange of cream 
and cottage cheese.' With some ernbroidexy of pre­
serves, it’s great. We get it every day. In fact, that 
is the trouble. Cheese accumulates. It’s no fun to 
raid the refrigerator and find glasses and glasses of 
cheese that should have been eaten. Why not stop 
tho cheese? But that would stop tho glasses. They 
arc beautiful, big glasses, each willi a picture of Snow 
White or one of tho dwarfs, and on the other side- 
. a clever rhyme. The boy and girl at our house think 
of dwarfs only in sevens; none can be left out. Eight 
glasses for each set (counting Snow White) and one 
extra glass to make up for the one of Grumpy that got 
cracked—seventeen gla.sses of cheese!” . . . .  Now it 
so happens that 1 can offer at least one little crumb 
of comfort to this reader . . . .  There is no truth in 
tho report that Walt Disney’s next picture is to be 
“Ali Babn and the Forty 'rhieves” . . . .
r' p m
WHAT IS IT ABOUT a circus that appeals? What 
is it that persuaded half the people of Kelowna to 
brave the bumps and dust of the Vernon road on 
Friday? Probably there are as many answers as there 
are people but I have the idea that the reason every 
one of us love a circus is that it brings back exciting 
memories of carefree childhood days and, in addition, 
gives us a chance to relax and taste again that free­
dom of childhood which is inevitably lost with the 
passing years. You remember how on the morning 
the circus came’ to town you sneaked carefully out 
of bed about three o’clock in the morning, put on your 
clothes downstairs and your shoes outside the door 
. . . .  all the time in fear and trembling lest a parental 
voice from upstairs would suggest that it was too 
early even to see a circus unload . . . .  You remember, 
too, how at the station you gaped in wonder while 
the elephants unloaded the wagons from the flat-cars 
and were so intent on examining the animals that a 
ten-horse team nearly knocked you down . . . .  Re­
member that time, too, when you ■were promised a 
pass if, with two other chaps, you would water the 
elephants, and how you carried "water for hours until 
you were so tired that you didn’t care whether oar 
not you saw the circus . . . .  Then there was the next 
year when, with memories of the water-carrying epi­
sode still very vivid, you decided to crawl under the 
canvas and a severe kick, properly landed by a* heavy 
boot, helped yoii into the tent but did rhuch to curtail 
your enjoyment of the show . . . .  Looking back, I  
wonder why I  didn’t use the newspaper pass which 
I had . . . .  but if I had done that, I would not have 
been with the rest of the gang and one could not pro­
perly enjoy, any show without the gang . . . .
r p m
THE CIRCUS IS THE ONE thing left unchanged 
in a changing world. It is the one thinjg still almost 
as we remember it in our youth. We know now that 
there is a lot of ballyhoo and the whole thing is cov­
ered ■with a tinsel coating . . . . but we like it. We 
can still go to the circus and eat cracker jack and 
popcorn and pieanuts to our hearts content and not 
give a hang what the world thinks. We may not feel 
peppy the next morning but we have a good time 
■while we are at it and how coyld’ any circus be a 
success without all those trimmings? . . .  .The circus 
is the one thing left from our youth. It is a gaudy, 
blatant front but we like it because it gives a safety 
valve . . . .
r p m
BUT EVEN THE CIRCUS is changing in this 
world of progress . . . . No longer do you sit on a 
narrow plank and let your feet dangle in thiq air. 
Now you sit on a comfortable folding chair. True; 
there is not much elbow room but-the chair lias a 
back and you can find a place for your feet. The 
wild west show, too, is gone. It has given place to 
“the most beautiful chorus that Hollywood can pro­
duce” . . . .  Oh, well, perhaps the wild west show 
was worked to death . . . .  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^^
■ r p m ■
I  LIKED THE SHOW. It is early in the season and 
the costumes were fresh and unsoiled. 'The glint and  
glitter were still there and the tawdriness, which 
comes with hard usage was not yet .in evidence. Jt 
the girls were “the best looking chorus that Holly- | 
wood could pro"vide?, that city has been vastly over- j 
rated as the centre of feminine pulchritude, still they i 
were vastly superior to the usual circus troupe. Is t 
the clown, passing out of the picture? Or was I  wrong f 
in thinking they were soft-pedalled? Maybe I  was j 
not in a receptive mood but they did not give me f 
mariy laughs . . . . Somehow, I do not think that the - 
amplification system adds much to the circus atmos­
phere . . . . just the contrary, in fact . . . . it used to 
be more fun to see the ring master in top-hat and 
tails, stand in the centre of the ring and shout “Ladies 
and Gentlemen . . . . ”  and the rest was lost and you 
wondered what in the deuce he said, 'The loud­
speaker takes much of the fun of speculation avy^ 
. . . .  it is too cut and dried , . . .
r p m
WHAT DID YOU LIKE THE most? . . . .  For my 
part the horses are always a thrill. The elephants 
and the other animal acts leave mp a little cold. The 
highlight of the entire show, for me, was the Rief- 
fenach Family’s riding act. I did enjoy 'the antics 
of that chap who fell all over the horses. The aerial- 
ists were good too . . . . and the girl who walked 
across the top of the tent While upside down . . ..A s  
far as Kelowna folks were concerned, the biggest kick 
of the evening was that moment when the announcer 
called “Will Sergt. Macdonald of Kelowna please step 
outside. He is wanted to move his car.” . . . .  Could 
the genial local police officer have parked in the 
wrong place? Anyway, you stole the show, Mac . . . .
■ r p m
I WOITOER HOW MANY tons of roadway blew ; 
into Kalamalka and Woods lakes on Friday . . . .  Cer- ' 
tainly a good many. When the evenihg circus crowd , 
was going north it met the afternoon crowd coming 
south. It was surprising how many of these cars were ? 
driven by a lone womari who had a car full of kids . .
The dust rolled up in opaque clouds and one was 
forced to travel very, slowly . . .  . too sldwly to be 
able to miss the washboard bumps which are growing ■ 
worse daily. The grader had been over the northern ; 
section on Thursday and it was some better, but the ; 
rocky road to Dublin has nothing on that road to S 
Vernon. I was up to Revelstoke last week and the ' 
worst part of the whole trip was this stretch between i 
here and Vernon. Another Kelowna man reported 
on Monday that he had jiist returned from a six- f 
hundred mile trip to Fort St. James and the worst ; 
road he ericountered was this same thirty-five miles . .  J
r p m . ■ i
JACK LADD CAME storming into-the office the 
other day. He was waving a copy of the “Mid-Sussex ; 
Times” in the air and he was hopping mad. “Read .• 
that,” he shouted . . . .  almost, “some darned fool gets | 
up and talks about something he doesn’t know a thing ■ 
about and we suffer.” I read the offending article and 
saw it was a report of a speech on Canada delivered f 
by a chap named Slack to the Hayward Heath Rotary, i’ 
Club. The trend of the report was to the effect that 
“the West had developed too rapidly and is more of a ij 
headache than anything else. It is ^periencing bad i‘ 
times, whareas the East is actually booming.” One 
could sympathizfe with Jack’s attitude but, then, i t  , 
these fellows insist on tryirig to give this couritry a || 
bad name what can wq do about it? And why worry? || 
The West is too big to have its progress stopped by the 
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PEACHLAND FEARS 
HIGHW AY NOT 
TO BE SURFACED
Road Machinery Is Apparently 
Made Ready to Leave District fi.C.F.G.A. Executive to Call Ses-
PAGE TH REE
WHY USE CULLS 
IN PROCESSING 
GROWERS ASK
I  R  I  A lU fY I< R  from Ontario to Britisli Columbia gath-
ored to attend a complimentary bun- 
R IT C IM I7 C G I honor. Some 30 telegrams
O U lJ r  J l l l l U  O lJ i9 1 iil ! i i3 d  from all points all over tlie continent
______ w<;re read at tlie banquet by Cbairmim
„  , r r r  t «ir Harry Ilurniston, manager of Natiomd
Urother of Kelowna Man Moves Fruit, regretting Mr. Lander's depart­
ure from tile fruit brokerage buslne,s.s
in ilia new
From Regina to Kamloops
Y
London, Canada, March 14,
Dour Mr. Editor:
Aa o believer in the exceptional 
power of the weekly press to guide 
public thouglit I cannot but commend 
your special clTort to assemble con­
structive views concerning the grout 
public issues of Canada. Though I 
dare not count my own views us of any 
worth, yet I venture to submit one or 
two of them if for no other reasons 
tlian that you have requested them and 
that I hold them very strongly.
It seems to me that the many in­
ternal issues that confront us n o w  are 
really only so many phusc.s of one 
great issue—essentially a great moral 
issue. Most of our troubles appear to 
be due to tlie inability of Canadians 
as a group to see national conditions 
as they arc. This is nothing less than 
a refusal to face facts, a shortcoming 
tlie riglit name of wliich is a very un­
lovely one—intellectual dishonesty.
However sanely we conduct our pri­
vate lives and our private business we 
arc in the habit of assuming an attitude 
o f wishful thinking in regard to our 
public problems. We act as though ■
unpleasant problems will solve them- government. We arc also in the habit 
selves H we only close our eyes to of endeavouring to make inlluences or- 
their existence long enough. We seem iginating outside the country the scape- Trepanier and the 
to assume that by merely wishing goat for many of our own sins. ' ’ "" ' -
things to be otherwise we can improve l  believe that the weekly press can 
them or remove them. In the mean- do Canada no better service than, even 
lime the plain fact is that our prob- at the risk of becoming borcsomc
Wli.it lias happened to tlie road pro- 
g.raai is tlie question that is being ask­
ed at I ’eacliland, as attention is drawn
and wisliing liim well 
ventue.
Several presentations marked llie 
evening. An illustrated address, sigii- 
for tlie past U years .manager of c r ik  by all present, was presented. A
Of interest to many friends in tlie
sion of All Interested Parties i« tiiu announcement from
to Discuss Fntirp niiosHV,n Hvgina'of tlie decision of J. B. Lander,
L<ntire yucstion 11 C. H.
Kobin-son Co.. Ltd., and Canadian Fruit htsiutlful Shcflield serving tray and
cement V IG O R O U S  CAM PAIG N  FOR i^ Jslributors. ’in Regina, to resign and Puir of silver candelabra were j)re.senled 
Kick eiu.sher In.slalled on rO N T P A F T  move to Kamloop.s, wliere he will cn- belialf of the jobbing association,
the highway .south of iiere last yeaf- f  ^ ACT  yliipping busi.ie.s^  while C. H. Robinson Co. presented
CiHisideiable surfacing was slated for - On Friday, May 27 in Regina friends witli a walnut library table, statu-this year, but the macliinery hail now Home Economics Branch Visitor  ^ m mgina. inuius ,, , _ ......... , ^ ...... v.
been moved into town apparently 
ready to bo shipped away. W. Barr 
lias been located here for some time, 
getting tlie machinery in order and ov- 
erliauliiig the huge roller. It was 
thought tliat surfacing would start
W il l  Confer W ith W om en  o f continue pressure for an inquiry into 
V a lle y  Th is Mdntll tlic general freiglit rates structure, as
cite lamp and chair, on belialf of the 
company and employees.
Mr. “Babe" Lander, as lie is well
to repre-
W. SHERWOOD FOX
lems are steadily growing worse—pub- through repetition, by constantly re-
Dissatisfaetion was exinc\ssed at the ^^ uit.s, produced in B.C
......... ovi... B.C.F.G.A. executive session lield in Squires was assigned
soon,”  .so tiiot thls latest move'seems l^ t-’luwim on Friday, the day following the B.C.F.G.A. at the annual eon-
ominous as fur as liigliway surfacing election of the new offlcei’s, over Kootenay-Boundary Dis-
in this vicinity is concerned. Pi' i^ctlces which have obtained ^^wt 1'armors’ Institute, at Nakusp,
'I’lie main artery from Deep Creek to with regard to tlie use of cull fruit for 
Summerland lias been a fine piece of pi'uecssing. It was stated tliat too often I he secretary was autliorized to
road ever since it was surfaced, and K '^^wers get nothing for their culls, the annual payments to Locals in
the completion of this link from Deep h^us used, and that tlie processed pro-
Creek to town was expected this year, i^ c^ts clashed to some extent with thC' Executive agreed to eo-operate
Last year a new bridge was put in at fruit market. uf Miss
"  ■ . . .  - n submitted that it would be Elliott, of the Home Economies
more desirable to use tho off varieties branch, of the Department of Agricul- 
aiid tilt low grades of the standard Ottawa, to the Okanagan Valley
marketing varieties rather than culls, during tlie week of June 20. Miss El-
___  ______  ________ _ _____ ___ President Loyd said this matter had pt i^us to confer with the women
new 33-foot roadway south of town is occupying him and las suggestion, Valley, especially those of the
all leady for surfacing and it requires that there be furtlier jiivc.stigation witli areas. The Women’s Institutes,
no acute observation to see that this view to a conference at wliicli the well as the women’s organizations 
was done to bo ready for the surfacing whole issue could be thrc.shod out with cities, will be apprised of Miss
program. The new road constructed at view to establishing a permanent l^thott’s visit and plans, and will be
d portion policy, was accepted. invited to hold gatherings which Miss
- . .......Iso in the Maturity Staiulurils Elliott may attend. Women who. are
What has happened to cause ff i\/r ,i -4 Jhterested, are invited to communicate
a change as Is indidaled by the CommiViee nf V with Miss Alice Stevens, B.Sc., Vernon.
.al Of Iho mochlnory. ,«t  op horo S S ; ” ', '’■'.‘ ''o of the B.C.F.G.A.
this affected the cost of conveyance of hnown by all his associates, is a bro­
ther of A. C. Lander, sales manager of 
Sales Service Ltd., in Kelowna, and has
often visited here. J. E. Montague, 
Vernon, was a guest at the banquet.
“Steve” Temple, formerly of Sales 
Service of lice here, will go to Kam­
loops as Mr. Lander’s assistant.
Don’t Keep on 
Having Constipation!
I f  oonstinatlon's pot you down—bo 
you feel licavy, tlrctf and dojicy- 
It a tlnio you did something about 
It. And something more than 
taking a physiol You should get 
at tho causa pf tho trouble.
I f you eat only tho things most 
people do, tho chances aro tliat a 
Simple fact causes your con- 
stlpntlon-Hou don’t  gat enough 
bulk. And bulk” doesn’t mean 
heavy food. It means a kind of 
food that Isn't consumed lif tho 
body, but loaves a soft “bulky" 
mass In tho Intestines and liolns a 
bowel movement.
I f  this lo your trouble, oat crisp 
crunchy Konogg’a All-Bran for 
brcaltfast every day and drink 
plenty of water. All-Bran Is not 
only rich In “bulk"-lt also con­
tains too natural Intestinal tonic, 
vitamin Bi.
V
Mado ^  Kellogg In London, 
Ontario. Sold by every grocer.
Deep Creek and the road widened so 
that surfacing would complete tho fin­
ish into town, providing that the bad 
turns south of town are removed be­
fore a serious accident occurs. Tlie
_ _ _ _ _ _  _________ _ _ ________  on location last year for this work? application will be made to Hon
lie debts mounting, railway deficits minding Canadians that rnoVt of''their Peachland people hope that it doesn’t station, is secretarv" and" which^ h-is of Transport, to
nearing their absolute limit, govern- national troubles are of their own ^lean what it seems to mean, that they been w m -i.;;,, r,,.. rZ .J  the car travelling costs incurred
ment expenses increasing through the making and hence of th^eirWn curing  ^ l«ck for permanent work jP^rnbers of the Meteorological Ser-
---------------------------------------------- ----------------  -------------------------- -------------------
demands of ourselves, the people, who that the day of reckoning is absolutely year. This surfacing is absolute! 
blindly ask to be bribed by our own unavoidable; that if we face the facts essential for safe driving on dusty Ok
anagan roads with heavy traffic.money.
Another form of this
in our public business as we do in our 
self-inflicted private business there is yet time to
blindness is playing the old game of solve a large number of our problems failed to score but Peachland girls got_ff -V ___a A ^ __ -B___ . . . . . .  _i* ____ a __ _____XI___X _____in a couple of good wallops that gave 
them the winning tally.
that recommendations would be made 
forthwith to growers and shippers.
These maturity standards will effect 
a great improvement in the quality of 
the fruit offered to consumers. Presid­
ent Loyd said. The difficulty had been 
that maturity standards did not existJ. P. Long was taken to the Sum- j  
merland Hospital early in the week so there was guess vfork and too 
with blood poisoning in his arm but is high pressure by shippers which
reported to be making good progress ■'^suited in green fruit going to the 
towHrd XGcovGry. prsiriG iriHrkGt. AVith stsHdsrds Gstsb"
■f «' » lished definitely, there would be no ex-
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Estey and the cuse for immature fruit going out of
"passing the buck.” Canada is a de- and to reduce or even avoid the im-
TOOcracy and, therefore, we, the peo- pact .'of calamity. Many other nations
pie, are fundamentally the government, sincerely profess to admire Canadians 
Our representatives do the chores of for their common sense. Let us en- 
govemment for us but we are respon- deavour to show ourselves genuinely 
sible for the kind of people they are worth of the praise,
and the way in which they do their Sincerely yours,
chores. In practice, however, we lay W. SHERWOOD FOX,
the blame of bad or indifferent gov- President and Vice-Chancellor,
emment upon them and arrogate to , University of Western Ontario, jatTer’s daughter Miss Maxine Hunt of British Columbia, 
ourselves credit for any bits of good London, Canada. Seattle were visitors at the home of Maturity standards for fruits, other
"" --------------------- — ---Mr. and Mrs. George Jones last week, than cherries and plums, are being
last week when Art and Pete Topham leaving Tuesday morning for their worked out and will be announced and
went in for the irrigation district and home. Mrs. Estey is a niece of Mr. recommended so soon as the Maturity
G. Long and Ted Topham for the Jones. Committee is absolutely certain as to
Greata Ranch, which also uses t)iis t  , - its findings. ,
trail as an approach to their headwal- Mrs. Basil Stuart ol Summerland The Executive was a unit in its at- 
ers at Brenda Lake. was a guest of Mrs. D. B. McClement titude that a vigorous campaign should
* * * ■ at her summer home here last week, be undertaken by every force, con-
Summerland girls lost a keenly con- ___ . _____________________ _ nected with the B.C.F.G.A., for the pur-
\rarning and other weather bulletins 
issued nightly during the danger sea­
son. This cost has been borne hither­
to by the B.C.F.G.A.
OVERNIGHT SERVICE to and from VAHCOUVEB
Bus .......  10:10 p.m. or.
No. 11 ....  10.30 p.m. Iv.
No. 11 ......10:00 a.m. or.
VIA PENTICTON — Dally Service 
Greyhound 8:00 pjn. Iv. KELOWNA or. 9:45 a.m. Greyhound
PENTICTON Iv. 7:30 n.m...........  Bus
PENTICTON ar. 7:30 a.m........ No, 12
VANCOUVER Iv. 8.03 p.m........ No. 12
Dine leisurely VIA SICAMOUS






4:00 pan. Iv. 
8:05 p.ni. ar. 







Iv. 10.25 a.m. 
ar. 6.50 a.m.
Iv. 7:15 p.m.
Travel Eastbound via Slcamous.
Ask about Fast Service to Eastern Canada.
C. SHAYLER—City Ticket Agent—Phone 104; or G. D. BROWN, 
Station Ticket Agent—Phone lOr-Kelbwna, B. C.
CANADIAN PACIFIC
PLENTY OF WATER  
A T PEACHLAND
Girls Defeat Summerland Softball 
Team Eleven to Ten tested softball game played with the grading and repairing pose of securing, with a minimum of
* J- • ■ J.- ■ J. . Peachland girls here on Wednesday a sufficient number of signatures
Plraty of irngatton water in the evening, eleven to ten. TWey had the supervision of W- D. Miller, Standard Contract to enable the
locals 4 to 1 when-some heavy-hitting q  Wade of Cork Ireland and Brian growers to make this control plan efr
amount of moisture in the hills in and a few wild throws let Peachland Eraser are v is ito i’ S  the T r e n a S  fective. It was agreed that, among
North tie up the game. Summerland rallied Auto Camp. other measures, the president would
Fork dam was visited M ay-30 when it again to lead 10 to 5 but th  ^ ninth s * * make a personal appeal, by letter, to
Mrs. N. Evans accompanied by her the growers.
e
was found to be full and running over inning saw the girls go on another
VXt¥i i1a  XX7l1c'/%t-l*C» AS.^ ^^  X^ iAAI^  ^ _______ :___Vfilled some time hitting spree and tie the score 10 all. mother, Mrs. A. Wilson left on Sunday 
ago. The North Fork trail was cleared In. the overtime inning Summerland for Alberta.
T E R M S
C o m e  i n  t o d a y  a n d  h a v e  
fr e s h y  n e w  G o o d y e a r s  p u t  o n  
y o u r  c a r .  T r a d e  i n  y o u r  o l d  
t i r e s .  P a y  in  s m a l l ,  c o n v e n i e n t  
a m o u n t s  w e e k ly ,  a s  y o u  a r e  
p a id .  N o  r e d  t a p e !  N o  d e l a y !  
D r i v e  i n  a n d  s e e  u s  t o d a y .
N O  M O N E Y  D O W N
57‘
O N  G U A R A N T E E D
P A Y  A S  
L O W  A S
PER
W E E K
f i l l s
P E N D O Z I  S T .
,-V
K E L O W N A P H O N E  287
Conference On Mixed Cars
Mixed cars were the subject of ani- 
“  mated discussion. Capt: Pdrteous sub­
mitted that this whole question should 
be studied intensively with a view to 
working out a definite policy. Pres­
ident Loyd replied that he had this in 
mind and had already indicated in his 
bulletin in the Association’s official or­
gan, “Country Life in B.C.,” Suggesting 
that a conference be called of all part­
ies interested for this purpose. Mr. 
Hembling, Mr. French, Mr. Barrat and 
Capt. Rattray all stated that this issue 
affected the entire tree fruit growing 
industry and vegetables as well. It was 
decided that inforihation should be 
gathered, both in the tree fruit area, 
and at destinations on the Prairies, 
from which distribution is made, and 
that, as soon as possible, probably with­
in three weeks a conference be ar­
ranged.
Complaint was made that the price 
of Blackleaf 40 was too high. The 
secretary 'reported that he had check­
ed with the company which controls 
this product for B.C,, and that it had 
replied that it had been selling at a 
slim, often a losing margin, because of 
the high price at point of origin, Louis­
ville, Kentucky. Prices of arsenate of 
lead and nicotine sulphate had been 
found not to be out of line, The in­
quiry into lime sulphur had not been 
completed. *
Bucking B. C.
It was reported that a Vancouver 
concern, which had .recently embarked 
in the placing of cherries, was oppos­
ing the effort of B.C.’s eheriy growers 
to have a fair duty established against 
the Italian processed cherries, which 
are produced under low wage and low 
standard of living conditions. Secre­
tary L. F. Burrows, of the Canadian 
. Horticultural Council, had been advis­
ed at Ottawa.
President Loyd was authorized to 
accept an invitation from the Vancou­
ver Board of Trade in connection with 
and in advance of Apple Week. This 
Board and the B.C. Products Bureau, 
associated with il, already are making 
plans for the 1939 Apple Week in Van­
couver and may make the proposed 
conference one of the adjuncts of the 
Vancouver Exhibition late in the sum­
mer.
The Okanagan Federated Shippers’ 
Assoefation, at the suggestion of the . 
B.C.F.G.A.. have communicated with 
the “Produced-in-Canada” Exhibition 
Association, which stages a big show 
in Monti'eal in November, regarding a 
display of B.C. fruits. Nova Scotia has 
been a regular exhibitor but B.C. has 
not yet been represented.
The president, who is chairman of 
the Armstrong Fair fruit display com­
mittee, reported that plans were in 
hand for a bigger and better showing 
of Interior fruit this year.
The secretary repor-ted that inform­
ation was being gathered regarding 
gx’oup or district fire insurance.
Want Substitute
A letter was read from the National 
Research Council, Ottavya, in reply to 
a B.C.P.G.A. request, stating that it 
would study the feasibility of conduct­
ing research into the matter of finding 
a substitute for arsenate of lead as a 
spray material.
The Executive decided that it would —
ACT
K E L O W N A , B. C., June 6th, 1,938—  
There is every possibility that those head­
lines may appear in your paper in the middle 
of the coming fruit season. W ill you, as a fruit 
grower, then have the satisfaction of knovring 
that the Standard Contract has been signed 
and sealed by growers and shippers, and that 
the deal will still be under grower control? 
Or will you kick yourself for failing to provide 
that insurance against disaster? Growers, it 
is up to you to protect your own interest.
S ig n  t h e  G r o w e r s '  S t a n d a r d  
C o n t r a c t  N O W !
and mail the three copies to B. C. Tree Fruits 
Limited.
There are many other reasons why you 
should sign the Growers’ Contract, even if the 
Marketing Act is not declared uUra vires.
The scheme now in operation does not 
provide sufficient control of price. What the 
industry needs more than anything else is an 
increase of 10c to 15c in the net return to the 
producer. This would put every grower on 
his feet.
The grower will not get that increase 
except in short crop years if the setting of 
the price is in the shippers’ hands. Why? 
Because the shipper can make money at. a
pr|ce level that spells ruin to the grower. 
When the shippers set the price the primary 
consideration is “what price shall be set to 
enable the entire erpp to move freely?” And 
even then there is no assurance that the price 
so set will be maintained.
The question “What price shall be set 
to give the grower a reasonable profit,” if asked 
at all, is a secondary consideration. (Dnly gro­
wers’, representatives will place this consider­
ation first. That is why the right to set the 
f.O.b. price is added to the powers of the 
growers’ representatives in the Growers’ 
Standard Contract.
The contract also provides for control of 
deductions, regulation of pools and auditing of 
shippers’ books to enable the growers’ repre­
sentatives to make the shippers stick to the 
agreed prices.
Let us make this injdustry pay a profit 
to the producer, or else let’s pull up the trees 
and give the land back to the Indians!
What is the sense of providing thousands 
of others with a good living and going broke 
ourselves!
Sign The Standard 
Contract
and put an end to the present one-sided deal. 
Let’s have 100% G R O W ER  C O N T R O L  of 
O U R  industry.
ADVT.
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Ouisidc Competitors Expected to proved unlikely
couiBe on the King’s Birthday, in the 
annual competitions which have prov- 
I'd tlie eJassiO of tlie spring golf season 
here for Jnany years past.
A contingent of shotinakers from 
Vernon, Salmon Arm and Kamloops 
are expected to participate in this full 
day’s golf ev(;nt. It was hoped that 
comptjtitors would be present from Ile- 
velsloke and Penticton, but this has
SOUTH OKANAGAN
League Standing
Team p W h Pet.
3 3 0 1.000
4 2 2 .500
1 2 .333
3 1 2 .333
3 1 2 .333
W A S H IN G T O N  B R O W N S  S H O W  O A S S  
IN  T W O  E X H IB IT IO N S  IN  K E L O W N A
Participate in Big Tourney on 
King’s Birthday
Four major trophies and cups are to 
be played for on the Kelowna golf
The major trophy is the McEwan 
cup, open to any player in the Interior, 
'rhirtv-six hol<\s will be trudged in 
medal play. 'I’lie 'rrench trophy is a 
Iiandicap, 30 holes medal play, open to 
any golfer in B.C.
For seniors. 50 years and over, the 
Jones cup is for the open competition 
and the Barton cup is for handicap 
play. ^
These trophies were formerly played 
for (hi June 3, but with the change in 
date of the celebration of the King’s 
Birthday, the competition day has been 
changed, as well. »
Last Sunday’s results:
Summcrland 9, Kelowna 3. 
Bcavcrdell 16, Peachland 7. 
Next Sunday’s games:
Peachland at Kelowna, 
Rutland at Beaverdell, 
Summcrland bye.
Local Ball Players 10-0 MARKSMANSHIP
16-9 in Fine Fielding
Defeat
and m
Games on Local Diamond
S p o r t
G o s s i p





IN T E R M E D IA T E  L E A G U E  
S T A N D IN G
JUNE 6th
Washington Browns, the best colored 
ball club which ever paraded its wares 
in these parts, outshone the local dia- 
mondeers in two games last Wednesday 
and Thursday at the city park athletic 
grounds. In the opening contest, the 
touring colored gentlemen fropi Geor­
gia took the long end of a 10-0 count, 
but yielded a few runs in the second 




Mark at 500 Yards
p 3 3 i E H
Kt ^ imc of PAiir^
u Ni m c NT
KELOWNA ELKS VISIT OLIVER
A party of seven members of the 
Elks’ Lodge of Kelowna visited Oliver 
on Tuesday, May 31,. for the dedication 
ceremonies of the new Elks’ home in 
that rapidly-gi-owing southern city. 
The Kelowna party consisted of Harry 
Witt, L. Scott, B. Lewis, Roy Pollard, 
George McKay, Fi'ed Williams and 
Wally Ryder.
Team P W L Pet.
Rutland Maroons .... 4 4 0 1.000
Rutland Rangers .... 4 2 2 .500
Winfield .............. . 4 2 2 .500
Oyama ................ . 4 0 4 .000
Games played Friday, June 3. 
Winfield 2 at Rangers 7. 
Maroons 12 at Oyama 7. 




M A N Y A
S T A R T E D  O N  T H E  
R O A D  T O  S U C C E S S  
O N A
To d a y , the bicycle is recognized as the low-cost method of delivering mesisages ai^ d smaU par­
cels. Very likely there is, a manufacturer, a retailer 
or a financial house not far from your own home 
that has a job for a boy with a bicycle. Take the job 
and get started in business. Many a man who dines 
at an exclusive club, smokes expensive, cigars and 
sits in the President’s pflSce started .business life 
carrying messages or parceE on his bicycle.
Any C.C.M. can be readily turned into a delivery 
bicycle by the addition of a special C.C.M. parcel 
carrier, which can be removed quickly when the 
day’s work is done. A  C.C.M. is such a strong, well- 
built machine that it stands up in delivery service, 
and runs so easily and smoothly that you can do a 
better job on it.
If you haven’t a C.C.M. Bicycle it will not take you 
long to pay for one, out of your earnings, on the 
easy-payment plan. When you are through with 
your C.C.M. you cain get a good "used” price for it. 
A  C.G.M. has the Q U A LIT Y  that riders want 
whether new or used.
C.C.M. Bicycles are made by Canada Cycle & Motor 
Company, Limited, Weston, Ontario. Branches at 
Montreal, Winnipeg and Vancouver.
C.C.M. Girls’ or Boys’..... ...$32.75
C.C.M. Crescent Men’s .... . 37.50
C.C.M, Ladies’ ........     39.50
C.C.M. Special Men’s.........  39.50
C.C.M. Road Racer......... . 41.00
C.C.M. Ladies’ Sport............ 41.00
C.C.M. Stanclard, ^
with built-in lock...... . 42.50
C.C.M. Motorbike .............  44.50





Time payments may be arranged for a 
small extra charge. Ask your dealer for a 
catalogue. FOR EASYEWNHfNE, TRUE VALUE
T H E  B E N N E T T  H A R D W A R E
B E R N A R D  A V E N U E  - - P H O N E  1
$1 to be added locally to advertised prices to pay for freight and cartage from Vancouver.
IN D E P E N D E N T  H A R D W A R E  C O ., L T D .
SPORTING GOODiS
209C BE R N A R D  A V E .' - - P H O N E  661
$1 to be addend locally to advertised prices to pay for freight and cartage from Vancouver.
J  R . C A M P B E L L  -  -  T H E  C Y C L E  M A N
A B B O T T  ST. and PA R K  A V E . - - P H O N E  107
$1 to be added locally to advertised prices to pay for freight and cartage from Vancouver.
Shooting conditions on Sunday on
the Glenmoro range proved even more
o, ij- j. I- 1 difficult than on the previous Sunday,Snappy flowing with an abso ut^ ^^ ^^  ^
airtight mfleld and k fas 3 , overcast with large clouds
field were displayed by the negroes on 
the first night, and it was really a treat 
to watch them play. On Thursday, 
however, knowing the strength of the 
local club, the visitors played listless 
ball and did not show the pepper of 
the previous encounter
Rising to the occasion, fhe Kelowna 
lads put on a sparkling exhibition on 
Wednesday, and never fielded the 
baJl better than against the Browns.
5 Sortome, new Kelo\yna chucker, who 
heaves ’em from the port side, looks 
like a good prospect but could not be 
expected to show up well against such 
a heavy clouting team.
On Thursday, the two Chapman bro­
thers from Trail bolstered the Kelowna 
squad. Frank Chapman started hurl­
ing, but could not keep up the pace and 
Sortome had to be relied on again de­
spite having a sore, weary arm.
Clint Hodges Hurt 
Crawford played his usual peppery 
game behind the bat, both contests, 
while Rudy Kielbiski displayed some 
good stuff on the infield and with the 
hickory in the second contest. In this 
game, Kelowna had the misfortune to 
lose Manager Clint Hodges, who twist­
ed his ankle sliding into home plate in 
the first inning.
Unlike the Wednesday game, Kelow­
na hit freely on Thursday afternoon, 
and knocked Gesters, the first pitcher 
out of the box by the end of the second, 
having scored four runs in each inn­
ing. Gesters was replaced by Wod- 
some, second best pitcher of the 
Brown’s string, and a left-hander. .
On Wednesday, Cook, a port-sider, 
heaved them at the start an(l was re­
placed later by Gesters who had no 
trouble finishing.
Most of the negroes were big, power­
fully-built chaps who could tie into 
the horsehide with a vengeance. Easter­
ling, a new player to the team this 
year, was one of the outstanding play­
ers, and exhibited a sweet style at 
short..
The attendance at these games was 
remarkable for its absence, the crowds 
staying away in large numbers.
Yowsuh, brother, ah sure got ya that Last W eek-End Few  Disappoint- 
time—There I go, talking with u south- t?-.. j  -
ern drawl again. But there is a good Results Could be Found m
reason, after sitting through two ball Okanagan’s Many Lakes
games, watching the Washington —-----
_____  Browns go tluough tfieir antics on tlie Pishing was a cinch at Beaver lake
_  Kelowna ball diamond . Those colored over the past week-end and Ihirtv-flve 
Fighting Adverse Conditions, Ten boys were real ball players, and.show- boats were launched on Sunday, prac- 
Reach the Thirty who turned out some of tically every crew getting its limit
the sweetest fielding exhibited hero in within a few hours, W. Sinclair-Thom- 
many a moon. Compared with the son, Beaver Lake Lodge pronrietor 
Browns, the Detroit Colored Giants are announces. ’
just a bunch of palookas. Right olf Farther up the chain. Deo lake was 
the bat, m the first inning, when good to the visitors and Mrs. Sexsmilh 
Easterling, playing deeper than any states that American parties caueht 
shortstop who has exhibited here be- fish up to 7 pounds, 
fore, picked off a hot grounder and The little plug aiid the fiy have at- 
caromed the ball from the dirt into the talncd some remarkable results at
waiting first baseman’s hands, one Mabel lake, while it is expected that
could tell that these boys spelled class, a silver fiy will be the thing for the
Lightning throws, easy, sure pick-ups Spallumcheen river this week-end
abounded, and how tho.ie boys could when the water has receded to some
tie into that apple. When they hit a degree.
Wood’s lake continues to yield some 
difficulties at 600 yards, with the re- spelled a base hit. If only the local fine hauls, while the McCulloch lakes 
suit that none of the riflerwen managed boys could really take a tip from these give a quantity of small fish and are
to reach the 30’s at that distance and negroes and learn how to connect with just right for the youngsters'
several promising scores suffered by the hickory, then there would be a in Okanagan lake Alan France haul-
real ball club in these parts. ed in a nine-pounder, the first to come
A 1*1- V, t -  * ^  within the required limit for the Spur-
Although the Washington Browns rier $100 prize, which was announced 
concentrate each spring at Yakima be- last week
which, driven at high speed by the 
strong wind, caused alternate bright 
sunshine and shadow on the targets, 
while the local breezes proved baf­
fling, veering constantly in direction 
and strength. As the day grew warm­
er, a strong mirage added to the other ball, there was a sureness about it that
loss of points. Nevertheless, some ex­
cellent marksmanship was shown at 
500 yards, no fewer than ten of the 
thirteen who attended the practice at­
taining the coveted 30 mark or beyond.
Several of the ten new rifles receiv­
ed last week from Martins, the cele­
brated gunsmiths, of 
land, were tried out 
good results, and they indicate that 
they will furnish the means for a gen­
eral improvement in the standard of 
marksmanship. In the capable hands 
of Captain C. Havres, one of the new
fore starting on their barnstorming ad­
ventures, practically every player hails 
from east of the Rockies. Rumor has 
Glasgow, Scot- it that one colored lad is a product of 
and gave, very the Canadian prairie sandlots, but 
don’t whisper that around. For the 
most part, the Browns play against 
Class C teams, except for the odd ven­
ture into playing fields such as Ke­
lowna. Only one team had proved too
A splendid haul of trout could be 
seen at the early part of the week in 
front of Spurrier’s, consisting of a 
catch made by Mr. and Mrs, George 
Weeden and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Coles.
Eastern Brook trout are said to be 
plentiful at Fish lake above Summer- 
land.
weapons accounted for 33 at 200 yards tough out of twelve starts when they 
and a possible of 35 at 500 yards, the hit Kelowna. That bunch was from 
two sighting shots at the latter dis- Lewiston, Idaho, formerly playing in 
tance also being bulls. The skipper the Western International circuit, and 
had a good chance for a century, but now performing in the Washington- 
conditions at 600 proved too difficult. Idaho league. Renton was taken with 
G. W. Hammond also fired with one of ease in a double-header, and to those 
the new rifles and ran up a total of who know their baseball, that is some-
“Can you imagine! MacTavish takes 
his girl friend to the theatre every 
evening.”





Browns AB R H PO A E
S. Davis, 3b —... 4 2 1 1 2 0
L. Davis, 2b ......  4 1 e 2 1 0
Easterling, ss .... 4 3 4 0 3 0
Gray If ... ..... 4 1 2 1 0 0
Mason, r f ...... 4 1 3 1 0 0
McIntosh, cf ....... 4 b 0 ■ 1 0 0
Castoh, c .............. 3 1 1 6 0 0
Smith, lb ...... ... 4 1 3 8 0 0
Cook, p ........... 3 0 1 0 1 0
Gesters, p ......... 1 0 1 1 0 0
35 10 16 21 7 0
Kelowna
M. Leier 2b .... .... 3 0 1 2 5 0
R. Kielbiski, 3b 3 0 1 2 2 0
Hodges, ss ..... ... 3 0 1 2 6 0
R. Kitsch, cf ........ 3 0 1 0 0 0
Crawford, c .... .... 3 0 0 3 0 0
V. Leier, If .... .... 3 . 0 0 0 0 0
E. Kielbiski, rf ... 3 0 1 1. 0 1
Bedford, lb ... . 3 b 1 11 1 0
Sortome, p ...... • 3 0 0 0 1 0
27 0 6 21 15 ,1
Score by innings: R H E
Browns: ... . 3 0 0 3 1 3 0 —10 16 0
Kelowna.... . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ^  0 6 1
90, which, with his handicap, won for 
him the weekly spoon.
At 200 yards, Mrs. W. E. Harmeling 
tallied a nice 32 and she put on 30 at 
500 yards, but the 600 spoiled her total. 
Others who reached the 30’s at 500 
included D. E. McLennan, G. W. Ham­
mond and G. N. Kennedy, 32 each; G. 
Wyman, J. Tyrer, W. E. Harmeling, H. 
R. Haug and D. McMillan, 30 each..
Scores
Two sighting shots and seven shots 
on score at 200, 500 and 600 yards.
Captain C. Hawes. 33, 35. 28—96; G. 
W. Hammond. 29, 32, 29—90; G. N. 
Kennedy, 26, 32, 29—87; D. E. McLen­
nan, 27, 32, 28—87; J. Tyrer, 29, 30, 
28—87; W. E. Harmeling, 28, 30, 28—86; 
G. C. Rose, 26, 29, 28—83; G. Wyman, 
29, 30, 24—83; H. R. Haug, 28, 30, 24—82; 
D. McMillan. 27. 30, 24—81; Mrs. W. E. 
Harmeling, 32. 30, 18—80; T. Foley, 28, 
27, 24—79; C. Frankie, 25, 22, 28—75.
Weekly Spoon Handicap
G. W. Hammond 29 plus 3, 32 plus 5, 
29 plus 3—101 (winner); Captain C. 
Hawes, 33 scratch, 35 scratch, 28 plus 
2—98 and D. E. McLennan, 27 plus 3,
Gaston, the colored catcher, although 
small in stature, had a mean whip and 
was the life of the party. His peppery; 
drawling humor kept the crowd in 
good humor throughout. And then 
there was McIntosh, believe it or not. 
Yes, sir, he wouldn’t reveal his ante­
cedents but maybe it was a pseudonym, 
after all. Most of the players have 
been together for several years, but 
Easterling, short stop, was the out­
standing newcomer.
and it was certainly the first time if 
his exhibition was any criterion. He 
landed on his back most of the time. 
The old Aquatic w ill be the centre of 
social activities from now on, and all 
sports will centre around the park 
grounds and the AQuatic- The junior 
basebsillers are cavorting at the old 
Exhibition Grounds, which have been 
fixed up for ball ^m es.
♦ * * ,
Can you imagine this writer’s 
barrassment the. other day when he 
received a letter from Pete Miller, 
basketball, coach of Pacific University, 
Forest Grove, Oregon, wanting to ar­
range a bask^ball tour through the
Rather pre-It was really a pity that more fans Interior next December, 
did not get down to the athletic -
grounds for the two games, for al- i i '
though Kelowna could not put up 
much of a battle against such opposi­
tion, the precision and graceful ease 
of these colored lads from across the 
line was really at reat to watch; On 
Friday they played at Penticton, and 
then, of all things, they jumped to 
Pioneer Mines, a trip which they were 
dreading. They travel in a big bus,
Gaston being the driver. On Tuesday 
afternoon they left Yakima at about
32 plus 3. 2s'plus 5-98, equal; G. Wy:
man, 29 plus 4, 30 plus 4, 24 plus 4—95; 
T. Foley, 28 plus 5, 27 plus,. 5, 24 plus 
5 —9 4 ; J. Tyrer, 29 plus %  30 plus 2, 
28 plus 2—93; G. N. Kennedy, 26 plus 
1, 32 plus 1. 29 plus 1—90 and C. 
Frankie. 25 plus 5, 22 plus 5, 28 plus 
5—90; equal; D. McMillan, 27 plus 2, 
30 plus 1, 24 plus 5—89; W. E. Harmel-
in the earlyi morning hours. The trip 
to Kelowna was taken in a more leis­
urely maner, however, and they arriv­
ed on Wednesday afternoon. By the 
time summer is over, the negroes will 





P E T E R
-  f  2^ 4 ^ 2  W u s ' r l S  Tr;n : who h l i S  the K e lo ^ l  team
0 ^ »d ,H  R-Haug,28plusa30plu^^^^ play against the black-skinned boys
1 1R nil]- 1 fi6- fTom Washington,hadquiteanexperi- mg, 32 plus .l, 30 plus 1, ence on Wednesday. At Grand Forks,
i' 26^^^^tch. 29 scratch, 28 they found the bus service had been
plus 2 B5. changed, and they missed the bus. Not
'The New Rifles wishing to be stranded, they claim to
To prevent any misunderstanding have walked twenty-seven miles from 
amongst members who did not atte'nd Grand Forks to Greenwood in order 
the practice on Sunday, it may be ex- to catch the bus. And were they tired 
plained that the new rifles do not be- on landing in Kelowna. Nevertheless 
long to B Squadron, 1st B.C. Dragoons, they played on Thursday, despite the 
Military Rifle Association, as such, but blistered doggies, 
have been purchased by private effort
D a w s o n
"  S  P  E  C ,l A  L  "
SCOTCH W H W
and are held by G. C. Rose as Trustee. 
They have been obtained with the 
primary object of eejuipping rifle teams 
with weapons that will put them on a
___________  parity of equipment • with other rifle
Summary—Stolen bases, Easterling 2, associations throughout the province. 
Cook; two-base hits, Smith, Easterling and hence will be issued only to mem-
Cook, Gesters and Gaston; 
and Crawford.
Have you been in swimming yet? 
Today the Aquatic is opened and the 
summer is really upon us. Last Sun­
day, Malcolm Chapin was trying out
PETER DAWSON LTD. SCOTLAND
This advertisement is not pub­
lished or displayed by the L iqu or 
Control Board or by the Govern­
ment o f  British Columbia,
2, M. Leier; 
double-plays,
three-base hit. Gray; hers whose standard of marksmanslup 
Hodges to Bedford to renders them eligible to represent the
Crawford, Sortome to Hodges to Bed- Association either on its A or, B 
ford; struck out by Sortome 1, by Cook team. At the same time, to prevent 
4, by Gesters 1, bases on balls, off Sor- “hogging” the rifles, the condition is 
tome 2; umpires, James and Hardie. laid down that each member to whom
THURSDAY GAME
rifle with him, and who must be equ­
ally responsible with him for its care 
and safe keeping. This means , that 
twenty men are assured of a good rifle 
for practice.
The rifles all have new barrels ex­
cept two, are specially bedded and 
guaranteed for accuracy, with the pa­
tent Martin additional band round the 
fore-end, are equipped with the latest 
model of Parker-Hale aperture sight 
and an easily adjusted sling. ’They cost 
about $55.00 each laid down in Ke­
lowna.
, Browns A B R H PO A E
S. Davis, 3b ... .. 3 2 1 0 1 0
L. Davis, 2b ... .. 5 2 2 0 2 b
Easterling, ss ... .. 5 1 1 0 1 1
Gray, I f ........... ... 4 3 3 ' 1 0 0
McIntosh, c f ... .. 4 b 2 1 0 1
Gaston, c ......... .. 4 0 0 7 1 1
Cook, rf ........... .. 1 2 1 0 0 0
Smith, lb ........ .. 4 2 2 9 0 0
Gesters, p ....... .. 0 0 0 b 0 0
Wodsome, p ....... .. 4 2 3 b 2 b
Mason, rf ........ . 1 2 ' 1 0 0 0
35 16 16 18 7 3
Kelowna
V. Chapman, 2b 1 3 0 0 5 1
R. Kielbiski, 3b 4 2 3 2 1 1
Hodges, ss ....... . 1 1 1 0 b 0
F. Chapman, p, cf 3 2 2 1 0 0
Crawford, c ..... . 4 0 1 7 4 1
Kitsch, cf, rf .... . 3 0 1 0 0 0
Bedford, lb  ..... 2 0 0 5 3 1
E. Kielbiski, rf . 3 0 0 2 1 1
Hardy, If .......... . 3 0 0 1 0 0
Sortoine, rf, p .... 3 1 1 0 1 0
27 9 9 18 15 5
Score by innings: 
Browns..............2 5 2
R H E 
3 2 2—16 16 3
Kelowna ..........  4 4 0 0 0 1— 9 9 5
Gesters, Wpdsome and Gaston; F. 
Chapman, Sortome and Crawford.
Summary—Sacrifice hits, Bedford, S. 
Davis; stolen bases, R. Kielbiski, two- 
base hits, Hodges, S. Davis, Easterling, 
Gray, Wodsome 2; three-base hits. 
Mason, L. Davis; home run, Gray; hit 
by pitcher, V. Chapman by Wodsome; 
struck out by Chapman 2, by Sortome 
1, by Gesters 4, by Wodsome 2; bases 
on balls, off Wodsome 1, off Gesters 1, 
off Chapman 1, off Sortome 2; umpires, 
Lipusky and Sinclair.
This advertisement is not published or diwiayed by tho tMmag 
Control Board or by the Government or BrfHth CoHimbiBi ,
K l :
TIIUIISDAY, JUNE 0, 1938 T H E  K E LO W N A  COURIER p a g e  f i v e
C o u r i e r S p o r t R e v i e w
BAD FIRST STANZA 
PROVES DOWNFALL 
O F PEACHLAND NINE
Highland Bell Miners, Beaverdell. 
Take One-Sided Victory By 
16-7— Eleven In First
RIDE ’EM COWBOY 
WAS RACE THEME
Motprcycle Club Holds Annual 
Endurance Race Over Country
Eleven entries started in the annual 
Cowtraillng Enduro, the race run each
Next Year’s Convention O f Interior 
Fish A n d  Game Clubs To Be Held 




CLOSING DAY FOR KITTIW AKE SAILS 
LADY GOLFERS HOME IN  FRONT
Presentation of Prizes for Spring h . Dunlop’# Board Wins Twice
The Pcachland ball team travelled a 
long way on Sunday to take a bad 
beating from Beaverdell, the score be­
ing 10 to 7. With George Ekins on the 
mound, the Miners got to him lor 11 
runs in the first inning, with the game 
close for the rest of the time. Clements 
took over In the third inning and they 
found his clTorts hard to find except 
for the first ball lie threw to a former 
Pcachland player, Verne Cousin.s, who 
cracked out a home rim for his new 
team at Beaverdell. Christie also got 
a lucky one and made a home run ear­
lier in the game.
Pcachland now is faced with tliree 
home games following next Sunday’s 
game at Kelowna. On Juno 19, 26 and 
July 3, they will play Rutland, Ke­
lowna and Beaverdell on the home 
plate so anything may yet happen to 
give the boys their chance to threaten 
in the league.
year by the Kelowna Motorcycle Club Many Topics Discussed by Annual Scssions in Main Line 
over 2.« m ite Ot c„w bru„h and City— W . S. Harris, Vernon, Is Elected President
Only Two Points Separates Ver­
non from Winning Interior 
Contest on Kelowna Field
Season and Tea W ill Feature
mudholcs, up through the woods above 
Crawford’s sawmill and South Kelow­
na.
Despite the roughness of the ride 
only two riders dropped out" of the 
race. Each contestant was given l.'iO
A meagre margin of two points sep; 
aratc(i|.the Kelowna and Vernon cricket spring'sea.son on that date
I ^ E L Q W N A  will be the eceno of .he 1939 convention of the Interior “S o S  5 ^ . ^  specir'^i;
bisn and Game Association, the annual sessions m Kamloops city park athletic grounds on Sunday, served bv the commiHee 
last Thursday afternoon decided. The invitation from the Kelowna Vernon won the toss and elected Ke-
Next Saturday will be an extra 
special day at the golf course, us the 
ladies’ section of the Kelowna Golf 




served by the co ittee.
It has been planned to make this
but A. Stiibb’s Adele has Han­
dicap
The fir.st handicap races were held 
last Sunday at Okanagan Mission with 
fresh norllierly winds which at times 
reached u spit'd of 30 miles per hour, 
making it nece.ssury for mo.sl boats to 
reef. Seven boat.s participated, only 
two, which hud trouble with their
points, points being knocked off if they club was extended by President Alex Marshall, and was readilv ac- .Ec^ownu ran up afternoon as big an event as the open’- « « « » ’. failing to finish
were helped up hills or out of mud- Kv, __ ..u:’ 3.„n. Poi»fs for the single inning, and ing day. Prizes won during the snriiifj Kittiwake, II. Dunl
holes.
Lyman Dooley was the winner and 
had a fine total of 140 points, six more 
than Sylvan Armeneuu with 140 points, 
and ahead of Bert Peterman, third with 
139 points.
After the race, some .50 persons at-
cepted by the forty representatives attending this talk-fest of Interior vTrnon‘r  rally iu s t f i l f  sho\T‘"^ ’ S s irn f ’wm '^bc
sportsmen. ~ - -  - —
\ Kclovma Delegates 
A. D. Marshall was the Kelowna de­
legate, while Game Warden W. R. Max- 
son was present also. Dick Pai’kinson,
tended a ,large picnic at the clubhouse. 
voted an ideal ending to a day of 
rough and tough sport.
CENTRAL OKANAGAN
GAME COMMISSION 
SHOULD PASS ON 
SHEEP GRAZING
League Standing
JUNIOR CRICKETERS GO TO 
VERNON
Next Sunday the ■ Kelowna . junior 
cricketers travel to Vernon for a re­
turn game against the Vernon Prepara­
tory School. The Kelowna team, pick­
ed for the trip consists of E. Ryan, Don 
McLennan, Jack Hammond, Jack Ap­
pleton, B. Hall, Clair Atkinsdri, Fred 
Russell, Alan Tassell, J. Whillis. Don­
ald Deans, Alan Fuller.
Team P W L D Pet
Rutland Adanacs ....5 5 0 0 1 .0 0 0
Kelowna Red Sox 6 5 1 0 .833
Kelowna Transfers 6 4 2 0 .6 6 6
Oyama . ... .......... 7 1 4 2 .142
Rutland Maroons 7 1 5 1 .142
■Winfield ............. 7 1 5 1 .142
Games Thursday, June 2
Oyama—1 0 0  0 0  1 0 — 2
Maroons—0 0 1 0 0  0 1— 2
the hotel for some of the sessions.
Birds, fish,, rodents and sheep-graz­
ing and park reserves were discussed 
by the delegates, who wound up their 
day’s discussions with a banquet, with
Dr. A. H. Bayne, Kamloops pre.sidcnt, Applications Should be Re- a total of 2 0  runs,
as chief speaker. He made no resolu- , ___  .
ferred to Sportsmen, Interior
. ___ presented.
Charles Baillie was Kelowna’s chief Last Saturday the monthly medal 
batsman, scoring 51, with H. Johnson was won by Mrs. Anne McClyrnont 
knocking up a , useful 38 and Green- who had the low medal score, 
land contributing 23, Karn was Ver­
non’s chief threat with the bat, and 
he rolled up an Impressive 74, which 
just failed to head Vernon in for a 
win. He carried his bat throughout 
and was not out when the side was 
I’etired. The only other Vernon man 
who could withstand the onslaught of 
the Kelowna bowlers was Monk, with
tion, but suggested the topic of coarse 
fish is one that needs careful considera- 
Coarse fish, he declared, are be-
Fish and Game Men Decide
This was the initial match of the 
cricket season in Kelowna, the contest 
being an exhibition one only, as Ke­
lowna has not entered Spencer cup
op, made an ex­
cellent showing, leading the fleet homo 
on both morning and afternoon races, 
although in the latter Adele, A. Stubbs, 
won on handicap. A  splendid outing 
was enjoyed by everyone, although the 
boats wore constantly swept by the 
steep seas and spray. The crews quickly 
realized that their chief usefulness was 
in keep the licimsmon dry.
The boats taking part consisted of 
Jane, R. L. G, Goldsmith; Kittiwake, 
H. C. Dunlop; Arrowhead, Leo Mar- 
T. Crowe is President and Two enda; Ripples, Gordon and Needham; 
Kelowna “ ________ Ashbury;
Officers
BEAVERDELL FORMS
Ro d  a n d  g u n  c l u b
. - -  Aoeie, siUDDs; &ni
Men Are Honorary oiner, E. H. Oswell.
coming a menace to sport fishing and A  recommendation that all applica- competition this year 
he believed that, if not checked, they tions for sheep-grazing privileges re- .T^ hncnr. nnH TWa+fni.
Formation of the Beaverdell Rod and 
Johnson and Matthews were the top Gun Club was a sports event of interest
game commission for consideration, 
and in case of conflicting interestIn the election of officers, W. S. Har- _  ________  ^ _____ _
ris, Vernon, ivas elected president with should be investigated locally, was *ad-
Flastic Oil Cans
Gallacher and Pothecary; W. Hardie, 
Reid and Welter.
Red Sox—3 5 0 2 1 
Winfield—4 10 11 





Charles Hayden, Vernon, secretary 
treasurer and' A. Earle Armstrong, 
Kamloops, vice-president.
Dozen Resolutions
Under the able guidance of Dr. A.
ceived by the provincial forestry de- bowlers for Kelowna, the former tak- to that mining centre last month, when 
nartm ent -should hr. vr.fr.vrr.d fr. +v.r. tjjj.ee wickets and Matthews four plans were laid for an active season.
with clean bowls. Ashcroft bowled One of the chief projects to be under- 
three Kelowna cricketers and Karn taken is the stocking of Pat’s lake rear- 
two more. ing ponds with some 10,000 Kamloops
Following is an analysis of the scor- fry. The mining men will also apply
for another 10,000 Eastern Brook trout 
Kelowna fry ^or Beaver creek.
E. Matthews, c Monk, b Dunkley .... 9 T. Crowe is the first president of 
W. p. Walker, Ibw., b Dunkley ..... 2 the new sportsmen’s organization with
opted by the annual convention of in­
terior fish and game clubs, held in the 
Plaza hotel, Kamloops, Thursday af­
ternoon.
The recommendation was made to 
the meeting by a special committee
Slave been produced. Games Monday, June 6 :
Transfers—2 0 3 1 0 1 7—14 
Maroons—0 0 0 0 0 1 1—2 
Sortome and F. Kitsch; Hardie, Alex­
ander and Reid.
Winfield 4, Oyama 4.
H. Bayne, president, and A. Earle Arm- f o r ^ p d B r e d i n ,  c Marshall, b Ashcroft 11 M. Mattson as vice-president and Alex 
strong, secretary, the interior assoeia- S h e^B JLdS s ’VssociSt^^p^^^^^^ Greenland, b Ashcroft ....... 23 Bell, secretary-treasurer
tion meeting, held during the after­
noon, lost no time and in 3i-:^  hours 
the delegates considered more than a 
dozen resolutions and discussed an ap­
plication for co-operation, presented 
by B.C. Sheep Breeders’ Association. 
A  report of the latter matter appears“My fiance is a young man in a mil- .  ^ ,
lion,” declared a girl in a local train 
the other evening. The first item of convention business
by C. A. Hayden. The sheepmen,asked 
for the sportsmen’s aid in an applica­
tion to the provincial government for 
a comprehensive survey and realloca­
tion of summer range for sheep, of 
forest reserves and of park areas with 
a view to the extension and more per-
manent re-alignment of these areas, ^ ............... .... ’....................
combined with a development of fish.
l ,  ft .....      Bell, secretary-treasurer. Honorary
H. Johnson, c Sharpe, b Kam ...... 38 presidents are R. B. Staples, Kelowna;
C. Baillie, b Ashcroft ...   51 E. C. Henniger, M.LA., Grand Forks;
A. J. Scott, b Karn ..............    0 and J. B. Spurrier, Kelowna.
V. F. Locke, b Karn  .......... .....  0 ------ —— ------------------ —;— — -----------
W. Patterson, not ou t.........  ......  4
R. ipeans, b Ashcroft .....................  2
J. Appleton, c Karn, b Ashcroft
C l o c i n s  D l r » y  H e m d s
Td rather have a young man with ^ reqimst that members of Junior and game resources, more particularly 
miUion.”  replied her companion fj^n^and Game Clubs, present from w ith  reerard t.n eonvpnipnt nnof-ceiKim-Tr
145
a ,  
quickly.
N o  Filter Roof
Can be selected than a roof of J O H N S -M A N V IL L E
Asbestos Shingles
recognized to be the utmost in roofing quality and 
beauty.—- Let us show you how little they cost.
S M S  IMP SON
QUALITY LUMBER and BUILDERS’ SUPPLIES
PHONES: General Office 312 Mill Office 313
— - . • \^01!*I1O11.
T ___ ' J T. x ■ with regard to convenient accessibility, ,amloops, Lillooet and PenUcton, conservation and, propagation. Pearson, b Johnson ........  ........
should be seated as delegates. It was 01. ' . Sharpe, Ibw., b Matthews ..........
granted and H. W. Miller, D. L. Price Sheepmens Side Marshall, b Johnson .............. .
and S. P. M’arlatt of Lillooet; Norman In inviting the co-operation of the Karn, not out .... ........................
Lee, Ted Chalmers and Jack Forbes fish and game clubs, Mr. Hayden out- Dunkley, b Matthews ...............
of Kamloops, and A. King, of Pentic- hned the' sheepmen’s difficulty and Monk, c Bredin. b Johnson—. ...
ton, were seated. warned that continuance of the pre- Ashcroft, b Matthews.... ..................
The migratory bird act came in for sent practices would result in disag- Prowse, Ibw., b Johnson ............. ...
considerable discussion during the afy reement between the two bodies. The Meredith, b Matthews ..................
ternoon. 'The convention approved a change suggested by the sheepmen, he Denison, b Johnson .......  ......
resolution that the act remain under said, would lead to a solution of the Rumney, b ’Matthews ....... .........
federal control, and also endorsed a sheepmen’s problem. The sportsmen,. Extras ........ .... . ............. .
“longer and later duck and goose sea- he continued, could not possibly lose 
son.” . Later in the afternoon Major of the rights they enjoy today. .
Allan Brooks, Okanagan Landing, ex- Assisting the sheepmen in supplying 
pressed his belief that “something more thoii’ need of more grazing land would 
definite” in regard to seasons should go to the interest of sportsmen, for it 
forward. He explained “we are not would further the meaps of access to 
endeavouring to obtain control of the oew territory.
act but merely of the setting of our W. Harknett, president of Kamloops 
opening and closing dates.” After Bish and Game Protective Association, 
some discussion the convention ap- said that no individual body can deal 
proved a recommendation that the with the problem; each locality is dif- 
open season for migratory birds for ferent. He believed the. fish and game «  ;  - , , a _
the whole interior should start on Sep- associations should help, that when a 2>ummeriana Aam raisters a 
tember 20 of each year and continue lease is applied for a member of the
local association should be placed *on 
a committee representing the forestry 
department, the sheepmen’s association, 
and the game commission.
Committee’s "View
Dunham, Pottraz, Kielbiski; three-base
,hit, Pottraz; struck put, by Gould 15, Th is advertisement is not pub-
hslied or displayed by the L iquor 
>alls, ^elbiski 1; Chapman 2; wild L
pitch. Chapman 1, passed balls, Gre­
gory 2; umpires. Smith and Reid.
Control Board or by the Govern­




Among the other important resolu­
tions approved were: . That the ppen 
season for willow grouse in Kamloops 
and Salmon Arm districts should , be 
September 1- to 15; that some system 
of tagging pheasants should be adopted 





Licking to Kelowna and B a ll. 
Boys Just W on’t Talk




om  S a v in g s
Your surplus savingsf are 
safe whenyou invest them 
with the
YO RK SH IRE S A V IN G  
& L O A N  ASSOC’T IO N
It is better to have a dollar 
and not need it than to need a 
dollar and not have it.
Y O R K S H IR E  S A V IN G  A N D  L O A N  ASSO C IATIO N
matter to a special committee compos 
ed of E. A. Rannie, W. Harknett, S. G. 
Jewett, Rev. J. C. Goodfellow, R. W.
limit for game fish taken from Shuswap Bishop and the represen-
Lake should be reduced to l2; that the of the sheepmen. The eommit-
convention strongly support the game recommendation, submitted later
commission’s request against the sale 
of sport fish.
The convention recommended that 
“until the B.N.A. act can be amended 
to give the province the right to make 
its
It seems quite peculiar, but the base­
ball lads who represent Kelowna in 
the southern lea^e  just won’t talk 
The convention referred the whole shout last Sunday’s hair game at Sum-
merlahd. It is known that Summer- 
land won by a 9-3 score, thus going 
into second position and shoving Ke­
lowna down into a threeway tie with 
Pcachland and Beaverdell at the bot­
tom of the ladder.
Despite the fact that for most of the 
time Clint Hodges and his lads would 
not talk, the manager finally did open 
up long enough to give Rudy Kielbiski 
a pat on the back for his pitching ef-
in the afternoon was:
This cpmmittee recommends that all 
applications received by the forest ser­
vice for grazing privileges for sheep 
should be referred to the game com
o w n  rptriria+ionc”  mission for consideration, and that in forts, which would have been quite
filhinT sny case of conflicting interests involv- sufficient for a win if the team had
‘ "at is i„  the SiVen him any support.
Kelowna’s Ten Errors
The box score, which has become
T E L E P H O N E  D I R E  C T  0  R Y
TME CLOSING DATE
Of Our Next Issue
IS NOON TUESDAY, JUNE 14, 1938
If  you are contemplating taking new service, or mak­
ing any changes or additions to your present service noti­
fication in, writing should be forwarded to your Local 
Agent prior to the above date in order that you may take 
advantage of the new Directory Listings.
O K A N A G A N  T E L E P H O N E  C O M P A N Y
vice, who will give the parties interest 
ed full opportunity to present their 
views. '
the recommendations ot the provincial S w f
game commission.” At the present locaiiy oy represenianyes 01 n n n
time the control of all sport fish, cul- It 5 - avai l abl e from the Summerland scorer, 
tural and enforcement work is vested 
in the province, but Ottawa retains the 
right to make the regulations.
Other resolutions endorsed ran the 
gamut from fish to rodents. The con­
vention agreed the closed season for 
willow grouse in North Okanagan 
should remain this year; that Hungar- Omak 
ian partridge should be closed in North 
Okanagaii; that the game commission 
should prevent the taking of spawning 
fish near Coldstream creek in Kala- 
malka lake; that spawning fish should 
be protected at the mouth of Scotch 
creek as they are at Eagle river; that
of
indicates that Kelowna fielders were 
charged with ten errors, while Sum- 
merlahd, got away with five. Ten hits 
wcro coupled wltH thc hlne runs the 
_PENTIC1X)N WINS THRILLER southerners' drove 117, one being a 
Penticton fans were treated to some mighty three-base wallop by Pottraz. 
the finest baseball ever witnessed - - -Kelowna managed .to scrape together 
six ■ ' '  .. V „  .on the Penticton diamond when the i  blows from the'offerings of Les 
nine was turned back 2 -1  m  a Gould, veteran Summerlarid hufler. 
ten-inning game. It was a pitchers There are other brutal incidents of 
battle, with j;!^  Penticton hurler hay- jjjjg game, no doubt, but they have 
ing a decided edge throughout the not been revealed to this reporter. Les 
match. Gould found most of the Kelowna bat­
ters rather easy marks and whiffed 15
Pensions Advocate
W ill be at the Canadian Legion, Kelowna,
on
J U N E  1 0  a ia iS  1 1
To interview applicants for pension claims.
44-2C—2-lc'
Just A  Husband of them. Chapman, former Trail player,
He was explaining for his wife s in- relieved Kielbiski for the last fourXI___ « J ■ ^ , , JiAC ets c;.A.Mxaxiii&iK xlrx xxxo xx.«:ra xxx-
struction, exactly why the bank rate 
Reyelstoke district should begin May stood at its present figure, why the ec- 
J, that th© tributaries of Clearwater anri if Kelowna ABTT J. .1 • .L , . onomic recession existed, and how it
lake, Hedley district, should be per- could be cured. V. Chapman, ss.. . 5
manently closed to fishermen; that ..jt seems wonderful,” she said at last, V. Leier, lb, cf .... 4 
Ashnola creek near Keremeos, should .‘that anyone could know as much F. Chapman, cf, p 4 
be closed for two years or more.
Year-Round Bounty little
The convention endorsed a resolu- ------
 l   
about money as you do and have so -Boklage, i-f .......  4
Crawford, c ... . 4'
Kitsch, If . ... ..... 4
M. Leier, 2b ........ 4
Bedford, 3b, lb .... 4
R. Kielbiski. p 3b 4
37
tion that the secretary of B.C. Fish and convention were A. E. Sage and Ver- 
Game Protective Association should non McFarlane, Armstrong; R. G.
“be appointed on his merits,” and “that Pinchbeck, W . Harknett and G. Sandi- 
the game commission should be ap- ford, Kamloops; A. D. Marshall, Ke- 
proached for an appropriation for the lowna; Gordon Toombs, J. S. Graham, „  , ,
benefit of that association.” The meet- J. F. Guimont, Penticton; W. Burt, C ou^n^crland
mg approved a suggestion that the W. Burt, Rev. J. C. Goodfellow, Prince- Bennest, lb ,... 5
bounty, on coyotes should be continued ton; R. C. Hume, Phillip E. L. Moase, Evans, cf .;........  3
all the y^ar round; that badgers should G. Cartwright, Revelstoke; W. Newnes, Dunsdon, rf ........ 5
be protected by a closed season; that R. J. Skelton. R. Lingford. Salmon Dunham, 3b .....  5
the fish hatchery at Summerland Arm; Francis MacKay, W. A. Harris, Thompson, I f ......4
should be enlarged: that a game war- Major Allan Brooks, Vernon; Mark Gregory, c ......   4
den should be appointed in the Revel- Gibson, E. A. Rannie, J. Hanson, Cher- Pottraz, ss ....   4
stoke district. , ryville; O. Mottishaw, Lillooet; E. P. MacDougall, 2b .. 4
Resolutions asking for a closed sea- Staples, Beaverdale. Alsp present were Gould, p ............  4
son on squirrels and for the importa- E. C. Manning, chief forester; R. W. Scriver, cf 2
tion of mountain sheep into Yale dis- Butler and J. G. Cunningham of the —
trict were defeated. game commission; S. G. Jewett, Port-
Among the delegates seated in the land, U.S. biological board.





TO BE HELD IN THE
CITY PARK, KELOWNA
JUNE ©til
Parade will leave Canadian Legion, headed by Canadian Legion 
Pipe Band at i r  a.m. for short Service at Cenotaph and Ceremonial
in Park.
SPORTS BEGIN 1 P.M.^   ^  ^  ^^  ^ ^





between Branches' in competition for Zone Cup.
Everybody welcome, no charge for admittance. 
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South Okuiiugaii Moiiiiiiicnt Works 
HEADSTONES AND 
MONIJMENTS
Imported uiid iiativo /(lanito or 
inarblc—Satififartion fpiaraiitccd 
at ri(dit prices.




How The King Has Changed
In A  Year
JOBLESS HAVE NO 
PLACE TO GO IF 
THEY DO LEAVE
JO SEPH  ROSSI
CO NTR ACTO R
Plastering and Masonry 
Office: - - D. Chapman Barn 
I'lioiic ’z m
Find North End Slough Thick 
With Mosquito Larvae— W ill 
Drain Later
A L D E R M A N  S U T H E R L A N D  
ASSISTS
U. G UID l &  ORSI
Contractors fur 
I'l.ASTEIlINCi. STUCCO and 
MASONRY WORK 
IMioiie 4U4-L OR 634-L
Mosquito Control Body Checks 
Sloughs Within City Limits
KELOWNA FURNITURE CO. 
LTlD.
F U N E R A L  D IRECTO RS  
Day Phono, 33; Night, 502 & 701 
KELOWNA, B. C.
MONUMENTS• 4 »
i  Sand Blast Lettering
VERNON GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO.
Established 1010
Local agents: Kelowna Furniture Co.
STOCKS -  BONDS
Oil Royalties—Mining Stocks 
J. n : CUSHING
Okanagan Manager
W . F. IR W IN  & CO., LTD .
Phone 469 - - Kelowna, B.C.
In a .sliort discussion of the mosquito 
situation arising out of a letter for­
warded to the city council by H. V. 
Craig, president of tlie Kelowna district 
nio.squito control association, the city 
council on Monday evening instructed 
the city engineer to give an immediate 
treatment of oil to the water of the 
slough in the north end, near Alderman 
Sutlierland’s homo. The council asked 
that this be done no later than Tues­
day morning.
Alderman Sutheidand suggested that 
much of the difficulty could be over­
come by draining the slough. He sug­
gested that if the city will put in a cul­
vert he will loolc after the remainder 
of the drainage. The council accepted 
his offer and instructions given the city 
engineer to proceed with the work.
Mr. Craig’s letter to the council read:
“In view of the prevalence of mos­
quitoes in the City and the report of 
the Entomological Department recently 
jiublished in the press I asked Mr. W. S. 
Brown, who at one time did spraying 
for us, to make an inspection and give 
me a report on the City area. His at­
tention was confined to the limits of 
the City. He inspected the area from 
Newsome’s Wood Yard to the old Pre­
ventorium Site and to the Eastern lim­
its of the City.
“He reports very little water lying in 
the City. The sloughs between Richter 
Street and Newsome’s are practically 
clear of larvae, same applies to the 
sloughs near the F. A. Taylor House, at 
Adams and behind the Lawn Tennis 
Club, there is very little water in the
f, '•“ ''V',
Lyle Telford, M.L.A., Explains 
Hopeless Situation of Young 
Single Men at Vancouver
W H O L E  SYSTEM  W R O N G
Vancouver City Should Have 
Placed Them on Train and De­
posited Them on Ottawa’s 
Doorstep
“It is a sad sight to go to the Van­
couver Post Office at one o’clock in 
llie morning and see those boys lying 
on tile h.'ii'd, hard tile. They don’t know 
where to go when tliey do go out. A 
lot of people say they ought to go, 
but they don’t go because nobody can 
say where.’’
Thus did _ Dr. Lyle Telford, popular 
and dynamic, silver-haired orator for 
the C.C.F. in the Legislature introduce 
his topic of the economic situation and 
the seriousness of it, to a crowded 
house of some 300 persons at the I.O. 
O.F. hall on Tuesday evening, with 
Mayor O. L. Jones In the chair.
Leads Did Not Materialize
The boys he referred to are the 
single unemployed who have taken 
over the Vancouver Art Gallery and 
Post Office. R. B. Bennett said he 
would cure unemployment in a year, 
reminded Dr. Telford! The people 
went back to Mackenzie King and he 
hasn’t done anything yet. Then 36.9 
per cent of B.C. voters took Pattullo’s 
lead of work and wages. He failed to 
produce them, but then promised roads 
and the people fell again. He even 
promised to build the Alaska highway 
through Dewdney, he stated, but if 
there is another by-election it will bd 
re-routed.
So Dr. 'Telford, in the light of this 
past experience, did not wonder that 
^ese jobless unemployed had no lead. 
But they were not to be led by rash 
promises of work if they accepted the 
transportation offered back to the 
prairies. Instead, they wired Calgary,
Here’s an answer to the burning question 
of how to keep cool in hot weather— It’s 
just as simple as this—
Ventilated White Shoes for Men, $5.50 per pair
Combination fitting with Goodyear welt, leather soles; in a variety
of lasts and patterns.
WOMEN'S SMART WHITE SHOES in calf and elk leathers; Cuban
and high heels; sandals and tic styles. ' ' ' ' '  . - L ----
Priced Hom .................... $ 2 .4 9  ° $ 3 .9 5
U D IE S ’ SUMMER COATS 
S U M M p  DRESSES
Summer Coats, $7.95 to $12.95
Jiggers and Swaggers to top off fresh summer .frocks. New accents 
to shoulders, revers and fastenings. Soft wool fabrics in white and 
pastel shades.
W om en’s Printed Crepe Afternoon Dresses, $2.95
You’ll want two or three of these for changes on hot summer days. 
Shirt waists and many other stripes and floral patterns. Voiles and 
dotted Swiss. Sizes 16 to 20, 38 to 44.
LADIES’ &  MISSES’ SW IM  SUITS, $1.95
Smart new season’s styles with sun tan backs, adjustable straps, hal­
ter necks, etc. Bright colours, novelty knit, all wool 
Priced at ............... ................................................... ....... c h l .S jD
H O U S E W IV E S !
Park. The big slough at Simpson’s Mill f it^ s ro ?K h ie  GeorL°v^^^^ amazing out, perfectly fresh, on the long climb bW ^S u ran ^P  ^
has been filled with sawdust. ”  r.f °  5  Seat after an exhausting they would not
“In the North End just East of Mr the y ^ r  that he has been on the day of official functions, with many
SutherlandTHoufe th e r f is^ ?^ ^^  two improved immensely in hours of standing up. ^hey knoi .............
acres of flooded land teeming with lar- , Latterly he has added two games to but the govern-
T^ w that Vancouver should
vae he judges these will arrive at mat- speech defect that made his his regular schedule of exercise.*'”" "" power of the state be-vae, ne juages tnese will arrive at mat  ^ garh^ tennis court in the gardens to do.
Y O U  C A N  H A V E  M O R E  "  S i  w lw e °  r S L ? ^ p  ^ ^  f
L E IS U R E  T IM E  B Y  O R - will require a man
D E R IN G  Y O U R  
F R O M  US.
C A K E S spray properly. The water is lying in
is now in use almost daily. Members special train and placed
the grass and quite a lot of oil will be table of the King’s^  staff “takr it ’ in ’ turn to doorstep in Ot-
required to l e l a t S  S i  witK i S  routjne work would put many busi- play with the King. , ^awa But Vancouver’s city council did
“Just outside the City limits on the A s  Duke of York he was a keen S  enough mtestirjal fortitude
WEEK-END SPECIALS IN  
RAYON PANTIE SETS
SLIPS AND BREVITIES—Brevities for coolness 
in small, medium and large sizes. White and 
tea rose.
SPECIAL .............. ..................... ... . .
PANTIE SETS—Lace trini in assorted 
colours and white, with brassiere. Re­
gular $1.29. 0 3
'SPECIAL for
for that.”
Drop in for a delicious cup 
o f  tea while you are down­
town shopping.
back road to Bankhead there are a da^ v<f four tournament player. Today his eye is
number of flooded areas with larvae he and^  the Queen re- as keen and his arm as sure as ever. ‘ insisted that the econ-
121
nearing maturity. Experience would "''■phTc A game in which he has shown be wrong to allow
indicate this area is likely to extend hnn^ ^  seven-and-a-half great strides since he took it up again He a u o W ^ % ? ®
into the City before long. ^ d a y ,  including only a few months ago is golf. Three Stanley E. Jones, emin-
“The area at the Nuisance Ground fnolp ^ ‘^^^PLons and ^  to times a week he spends half an hour missionary in India, as
--'s not inspected. "mayors and other notabilities, as practising drives from a specially pre- fbat is wrong is
Further out every area surrounding matting laid on one of changed””  ^ itself and it must be
f|
the city seem to have very large hatch 
es of mosquitoes.”
more, much of it done at walking pace, the lawns.
Little more than a year ago such a While the court was at Windsor re- bloody revolution, the speaker ‘WHERE CASH BEATS CREDIT”
FOB OUR 
DRIVER TO CALL
S e a t t l e  V i s i t o r s * i H a p p y  
Im p r e s s io n s  oF  B e a v e r  
L a k e  a r e  T o l d
program would have caused serious cently lie 'p layed  every" day*'"^ would be an insult to the peo-
uneasiness to those around the King, private course there, which by his or-, • ® ® ^s he prepared to
Today they know he carried it all ders. has been made much more dif- long list of facts and figures,
through with a smile, and probably ficult. mostly taken from government statis-
was the freshest man in the whole Good as he is at both games, : the Business Week. Many of these
royal party at the end of each day, as King takes neither too seriously. He given in another column in an ac- 
well.as being always the first person regards them as pleasant means of ex- Telford’s address before
j® . ei'cise and methods of keeping fit. Per- Rotary Club earlier in the day.
Behind this Chang® is a story of hard‘ haps the exercise he is, most fond of Canada’s Imports
of unremitting application, of is riding, especially in company with Canada imported last vear onn nnn 
tte Qu?e^ ■ th j two Princesses. worth of soo?s w W a a fe  p ro d u S  on
• 1, • When the King came to the throne Canadian farms, he stated ^“We do nnt
W ™ *.- grow onough Botatoos ’
| ! i ! m
I
Argus, a Seattle weekly. It contains Windsor the King likes to go
ir e l t o s t o ^
the. ramblings of The Stroller’  H. d“ into the grounds for a.long walk s e ^ tL ? e v e J y S S  pos^ sible^  wa^done o!^ ^^
Chadwick, who with Mrs. Chadwick before breakfast, usually entirely alone, to help him to keep fit. Without se- W on d in g  neri?/of
LETTUCE DEAL
and Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Robertson were enable him to fit this in with a vere dieting the King has kept strictly At the Coast Jnfrp-ine oarvaoc .... i.
visitors from Seattle to Beaver lake P^^bmmary glance at the overnight to a regime of simple, plainly cooked ing shut down’ nnfn ® nf"
over a-recent week-end. Herewith is ^c‘=V'"Y^ation of state papers and im- food. ® ^  ^ S f  rS ictfoTthoS^ntn^fe ’ !^^^^^
the story , of The Stroller: , portant correspondence, as well as a The Queen plans all menus each day off mfn h ?  dlalt
We went into it blindly. All we perusal of the morning herself. How successful she hag been milk deal at the Coas?1?d^«frc^Sf
knew was that the sporting goods King gets up at half-past is shown by the happy confidence of firm opinion that milk’ should
lYY®Yi .^^.® _ !i-"dsome ^ ven -n ev^ ^  lat^ ^^ ^^  ^ breakfasts the King’s_smile in any of the Photo- dle^ r a  puwfc^m L'^^^^^NEARS OPENING Sais S-'iUnXSSr^ S T S S S r " ' " " " "  irapS'oVST„a"arh^s^S.'zeTrd- J5S
Holds Spotlight in Vegetable Pic- „ f  gshing, we snapped it up. S" hour, when he goes out again More robust, and slightly heavier, awly with In the mi'lk'hmiJI'if
• ture of Okanagan The Stroller is no motor-tour enthus- ^he ^'"'® than a year or two ago. he is today one n llc L  W  a J h L
—  - iast. Give us a fast train or a plane, compamed by one of his private sec- of the healthiest as well as one ^  utility, both the
H a i l  r  H a i l  !H aU !
S T R O N G E S T  C O M P A N IE S  
L O W E S T  P R E M IU M S  
M O S T  S A T IS F A C T O R Y  A D J U S T M E N T S
Start this season w ith  the F ive -Y ea r  Prem ium  Reducing
P o lic y  !
M cTAVISH &  W HILLIS, LIM ITED
‘THE PIONEER HAML AGENTS”
REAL ESTATE INSURANCEE
Lettuce this week holds the spotlight and you can have the family sedan! ^bt^ies, with whorii he discusses the busiest , men in the country.
" ’ ’ ■ ‘ Previous to last week-end our longest the day. 'There was a time when he 'bufferedin the vegetable picture of the Okana- x-if u l x a rn  Althoueh'hp hplfmTPd" ^ +ho+ +h^ n  r>
gan, as the deal nears its opening. one-day motor trip had covered about King believes that walking is from digestive troubles. ’Today they Fmit Rnardi ®^ P ‘ ■
Meeting at Armstrong oh Tuesday, two hundred miles and, at that, we finest exercise there is. Last year, are all gone. When he goes to bed, the Coast niarlrpif^w  ^
shippers interested in this crop met to had fidgeted every inch of the last half - court was at Holyroodhouse, almost invariably at half-past ten he think thp ■ ^ boards, he did not
of the farmer and the consumer would receive 
more money, he was !Sure. PICK COMMITTEE 
FOR TOURNAMENT
discuss the situatibn, and It was in- of the trifx This trip was different. Edinburgh, he more than once set knows he is going to sleep soundly,
dicated that at least one car might be Across Snoqualmie Pass, down into boards is Z f e T t  Tan-
-More About-
FIFTY  PER 
CENT OF
moved within two or three days’ time. Cle Elum, through Blewett Pass, to the rolling hills again silhouetted as- awaftinp von Rill Thnmcnn board«"fn "^ .^rdpn  ^ placed ^  on
The real opening, however, was not Cashmere and Wenatchee, then north ainst the now darkening sky to form that arrangement with Dave Sexsmith, and help to keep the.congumers^latis- . for the forthcoming B.C. In-
nis Championships, July 4-9
and
sizes.
fishing fiafi with board control. 
The
terior tennis championships were laid
From Page 1, Column 3 
the year, has signed up 47 per cent of 
potato board "is’absolutely hope- Tuesday night by the executive of j*® growers. ^Summerland, with the
. fty howe?e?7s?epor?ed*J^^^^ From 2heSS^wrfoll°Jw^fhi^ v o ic ro f lake! w^are il^Tressed with th"eTaroh take ovell^ht te ll^ on l*  a 'n ^ e lS ?  . t o u r n e y o f  th e  OkanagaTh^^the reLrkaW ^.
Lake Lodge. We are expected, for the wp pomp +n o oimmH +u,v------ wrintr p,,+ <te;nnnnnnn „4._i. ing players in history. Complete Figures
Thomsons
expected before the coming week-end. again to beautiful Lake Chelan, there an impressive backdrop. whn onntrnlc thp hnntc
The lettuce is running to small is not a mile of the'road that does not At long last we come out of the Hehts in thp unner ?akp/ 
s. it was revealed, with about 50 open up a vista the like of which can darkness into a little cluster of lights. Chugging along through Crooked less, he
0 1  4/5 Of a cent a pound go on which about time tor rest and food, we re- - a Tei S: t o t h ; e“ o rio 1”^ “ ™  S iu grth e  m?uS r ^ o u r S o  ooroo? ‘t S r s t S ?s°“s? Tni iV « ta®S t ™‘
IS consideied satisfacto^. On the commend a pause to enjoy the delight-  have picked up a radio of which is invisible until w e  are w-atered ’ W. Metcalfe has been chosen referee
same day a duty of 1 and 3/5 cents per ful atmosphere of a little old inn that broadcast transmitting our reservations a^lmost unon it ThrnMkh IIVc: “Dr^nq hiamp th  ^ with R. H. Stubbs assistant refereeDound was annm inra^  nn ctvnYxrhprriPc front,.-? on a fork of thp r-phirvahi., frpp, : , almost upon It. Through this we wind t bla e the politicians for the otuuui, d£,£.i£,icmi reieree.
Following are the complete figures 
on the contract signatures, up to andpound was announced on strawberries, fronts on a fork of the Columbia and from Kelowna, to which city they had our wav’ imtn V‘r  r i t n a t i ' p r i C h a i r m a n  of the tournament executive • ^
• From about 30 to 35 cars of lettuce Twist rivers. Incidentally, the locale been telegraphed several day^e fore  ?orost rimmS^^  ^ tbp man’wh Telford declared, “for n/r “  Jr,fi including Monday, June 6:
will be available from the Armstrong of that inn would be the envy of many And a jolly good thing they wero’ the' las At ih ’ofh® ^  Intlfv a.T^p ®®®®P*?.  ^ ■!
end, to be marketed within the coming owners of famous resort hotels. Ours is the last availably cabin Fish- nnothlf'rir!?ith^1 ' l l  gufity as the one who gives it.
month.' The first of the Kelowna crop Northward again, through Brewster, ing parties had been trooping into Bea- to fo rm  tiny Sat lak^’ lS T u T  
will be comins on about MonHav Okanogan, Omak,, Tonasket and Oro- ver lake all day to absorb all accom- i L S  la i7  th?ville. WP eomp to tViP TptQ»•nr,+,•r^ Y,o^  tvip/Iq+i'py,,. 4.U .,__________ idKe, 106 icrgest laDout a mile
ill  i g  t d y.
Charges Harbor Board
is H. G. M. Gardiner, with D. Stubbs as 
treasurer and a committee of Mrs. W. 
Pettigrew, Mrs. R. H. Stubbs, Miss Place
Discussing the duty situation, F. A. ville, we co e to the International modations except the cabin, reserved lone) wp •
Lewis, Vernon, chairman of the B.C. Boundary, and then on into the hills for our party. reservea Jong) we have encountered since leav-
_  Mary Stubbs, Miss Anne Allan, O. St. Arm strong




F.G.A. tariff committee, said that so |md lakes of British Columbia, where Pishing at Beaver lake’  Well it 
far this year there had been “splendid in every direction the vastness of the goes something like this: You open
Harbor Board as a body which is, hold- Taggart and F. Williams. . " Coldstream ......   63
ing up the prices and killing the grain Next Sunday two teams from the Creston .......    265
club will play Summerland East Kelowna.......  72
in the first inter-club match of the sea- -Rnicnn or
.son. Kelowna’s A  team 'entertains     „„Glenmpre ........... . 86
ing. the portage. piauc uuuue
co-operation from all Ottawa depart- panoramic perspective is breat’h ta’king. your tackle'box a‘nd“ select  ^ shSh^werone^nl ro^wP^ri L^i ^' ’* ' ^ ' ' s o n .  l m
”^ Thp'nnP thinp horizons are sharply defined lure, a light, grey fly or a bright red and post a lookrout forwird foruTaver ^°"trea l handled half as much Sumerland here and the B teams goes
foJnP Jrouni dams are now threatening our pro- fear" "" Vancouver has in the past to Bummerland. ^On June 19 matches Grand Forks .......  18
else that IS handy, attach it to your pellor. Indeed, as we idle along throueh  ^% i • Okanagmi Centre have been ar- Kamloops....... . 24
leader and cast. , The next thing you this slough we watch Hip foiip. In conclusion. Dr. Telford urged the ranged. ' Kelowna and Ok-
Midway along the shore of beautiful know you are fighting it out with as industriously building their darn« f ^  £®,2^® leniently of the A  men’s doubles ladder tournament anagan Mission .. 68
Okanagan lake (sortie . 70 miles long) game a trout as you ever encountered, both sides. ' Before we emergp inti times certain elements have is being arranged in the Kelowna club Kaleden ............... 47
a ferry waits to take us across the In a few minutes you discover that Dee lake the la-;t nf , ®^*^  along with the party and with entries expected to be posted Keremeos ............ 80
lake to Kelowna, a delightfUL little your day’s limit will be reached before oropellor ’ has encountered nnp pf given it a bad name, but these within the next few days.' Kootenay ............  228
A P..P o ‘ ^he day is begun, so you look about danfs broken thl rileer nln and (I pp  ^ '®Y® discarded. He _ _ _ _ _ _ ----- -^--------  Naramata ....100
A group of Penticton Gyros, under At Kelowna we pause to look up Joe for something else to do. Bill Thomson disen’^ aged from the rlriYe believed sincerely in the policies of his DOUBLE FISH HATCHERY Oliver ............. .....  154
lurrier. 'the fi.qherman’c frippa'> and tells you about the Beaver lake chain, mounling the wheel and installin"^^" different from CAPACITY Osoyoos ... :... ....... , 36
An almost unprecedented dry shell, rolling hills, 
extending through May, has not as yet 
been relieved in June.
PENTICTON GYROS LOOK FOR 
HORSES Canadian city.
At Kell
the iMdership of President Jim Burt, Spurrier, “the fisher an’s friend,
extending miles and mile.s northward! £ m £ s h ^ r ^  prJIlntLifIs Summerland’s fish hatchery is to be Oyama ...... :........ . 80
are off, soon to doing good work and are firm in their a greater field of usefulness in the fiit- Penticton ............  230
50supplementary tackle and so you start your outboard motor and w’ork,"“and a'gain wl'^lro^'off ro llT n  P^ ’f^^^tatives in the ’ Legislature are enlarged to double its capacity’ to’ fill Peachland 
?!pn p|pf of wisdom about head up the lake. At the far end you find oursHvef in Dee lake Thirp v!p    fi  i  t i   t  fi l  f f l  i  t  fiit- ti t
thplrllnlv Vlt V  ^ for the famoi^ Kamloops trout.. search a bit until you find the entrance cruise around, catch a counle^of nh!| ^® ure. Accommodation for hatching is Rutland ...............  110
Inmnnpill +1^  w  Kclowna we turn to a narrow slough that widens out to trout and head south once^moro thK . should be controlled by the 3,000,000 more eggs each year is to be Salmon Arm .......... 112
vip Jack a road that is not much more than form Beaver puddle and then winds time dodging the beaver dnm’c Spvernment. to be used only as a lub- provided. Sorrento ................ 20
 ^^ ®  ^ .'''^Son trail,  ^and for some twenty carelessly for a half mile or so and rowing through the first not by a central bank controlled — ;-------------- - ----- --------- :—--- -^-----Summerland............  296
Kelowna Gyio Club. miles  ^we climb, climb, climb, .further brings you to a narrow neck of land Before .set.ting o il f ir  v,,, 4 tiy financiers. The public debt of every John Clarke, attempted to interrupt Vernon ............. . 88
llS* i‘liToTw '’h 1 c h " r j t " p  f ' " - '  " « ° S .  r/d  ?hL'V?a.£"?s=‘‘o=„^ r „ r , u S i o “„‘s S f a n d -  O ,;: -
?? in g  gear an/dume ba^placa tho^; ? . r a \ t e f v 7 l l k 'e  . . . .  .. .he coaclusilon „J his la... A  eoi.eotioa anasan Centre .. 67
council that during the month of May of British Columbia seems to lie spread on a hand truck and portage across f r ^ lh e  coirious offering nf*^ n ' ^® l^ave no right to scoff at our to aid the C.C.F. campaign w'as taken,
had been c o i i t e e tS T lt 'e ^ 'm e r in j  toregroSn7and” S d d te % l£ '’nU'’ a“ ^  t o  t t™ u g h "£  while flowers were raffled as well. The Total
47 70
2389
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Classified Advertisements
T h is P ic tu re  W i l l  L o o k  D iffe re n t  O n  R egatta  D a y s
'■yn
KATK8
Firtil tweiity-llve words, llfly cents; 
additional words one cent each.
Jf C'oi)y is accompanied by casli or ac­
count is paid witliin two weeJe; from 
date of is.sue, a discount of twenty- 
live cents will be made. Tims a 
twenty-live word udvertisement ac­
companied by ca.sh or paid witiiin 
two weeks costs twenty-live cents.
Miniminn charj'e, 25 cents.
Wlien it is de-sired tltat replies be ad­
dressed to u box at The Courier 
Oflice, an additional chart'c of ten 
cents is made.
Eacli initial and group of Jiot more 
tlian live ligures counts as one word.
Advertisemejits for this column should 
be in The Courier Oflice not later 
than four o'cloci; on Wedncsda.y 
afternoon.
1938 J U N E
FOR SALE_____
Fo il SALE—Sailing boat, Seagullclass, very seaworthy and suitable 
for family use. Price. $200. Cliiroi'd 
Ilenfrew, Okanagan Mission, B. C.
45-2p
SUN M0N|TUES WED THuIfUI SAT
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8 9 1 0 I I
1 2 1 3 1 4 15 16 17 18
1 9
2 6
2 0 2 1 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5
2 7 2 8 2 9 3 0
NOTICE
r
wE BUY, WE SELL all Bccond-hand O. L. Jones Furniture
you are tired of hotels and board
ing houses, try Holmwood, Phono waters
45-4c
The Aquatic Club grandstand looks empty in this picture, taken this week, but those who have been privileged 
to attend the annual Regattas under the direction of the Kelowph Aquatic Association know full well that the scene 
will be entii’cly changed on August 3 and 4, 1938. The picture above depicts a strip of the sandy beach to the south­
west of the line Aquatic Club buildings, with one or two of the many speedy craft which churn the lovely lake
furniture. 
Co., Ltd. 24-tfc IT * ’ **<>LSTEIIING I'URNITU IIE , loose__^  covers cut and made. All kinds of
Chesterfields made to order.S W A P—Best outboard twin on the „
lake. Trade for 22 horse or bigger or call, A. E. Homewood, Glen-
in good shape. Value $100. Box 214, wood Avenue.________ __________45-^ ------
Courier.__________________________43-3p M ATHISON, dentist, Willits’ Lauretta M. Thompson Had
AZZ I  Said says Cress Corn and Bun- Block, telephone 89. 49-tfc Onty Lived Here Seven Monthsion Salves arc safe, siirc. Remove 
Calluses, Warts, ingrown Toenails too.
Sold by P. B. Willits & Co., and all 
•drug counters.
RECENT RESIDENT ENGLAND’S SONS p r o g r a m  f o r  BOYS’
PASSE^UDDENLY D 0  BAND CONCERT
TOWARDS SOUTH rolledr ll  will Appear Next Week
RIB E LIN  PHOTO studio for your Ko- Mrs. Lauretta May Thompson, aged p„„c, a i „ „ „  t>,.„dak finishing. Prompt and efficient died suddenly in Kelowna on Fri- lowna
WANTED
day, June 3, after only a seven 
months’ residence in Kelowna. There 
had been no warning of any illness, 
and her sudden demise came as a dis-
FOK a  s q u a r e  D EAL in plumbing, i^uct shock to her relatives and many heating and sheet metal work— fri<^ nds.
service, in before 9 a.m., out at 5 p.m. 
Ask for our FREE enlargement card.
33-tfc.
W AN TED  to buy Antiques, silver, phone 164 or 659L4.furniture, etc. Courier, No. 212. SCOTT PLUM BING  W ORKS
40-6p — .. ----
Wife of Walter R. Thompson, she and Next Suri'
NOTICE TO PARENTS COMING EVENTS
her husband had arrived from Wolse 
ley, Sask., only seven months ago. In 
that time she had become a member 
of the First United Church and a nuip-
First public appearance of the Ke-
• .   . rri.,_ A. £ r:' 11 “ ^ a boys’ band is scheduled for
Turn Out for Full Thursday, June 16, at 7.30 o’clock, in
park bandstand, under the 
direction of A. C. Guild,
This band has been under Mr. Guild’s 
direction for only nine weeks, and out 
of the 31 playing members only twenty 
are considered fit for public appear­
ance, he, says. However, the eleven be­
ginners are making splendid progress 
and will soon be taking their respec
Sunday’s Party 
N E A R IN G  HORSE CREEK
day with Shippers Sending 
Crews for Road Work
Forty turned out on Sunday, June 5, tive places in the band, as they have 
her of the church organizations and for “Sons of England” day. Early morn- shown a hearty spirit of co-operation
—— ------------ had taken an active part in the com-, ing gave promise of a very warm day. The concert program follows: O
Only those children who are aged I fE E P  June 24th, 8 p.m., open to at- munity life thereby. She had previous- but as it happened the weather was Canada; Triumphal Marc
six years on or before September 1st, tend a Dance Revue by Miss Prat- lyy been active in church circles in the ideal for working and taking it all C Verdi; waltz, Jasimine, G. E. Holmes 
1938, will be accepted for enrolment in ten’s class, in the United Church Hall, prairie centre. round, it was one of the pleasantest serenade, Ferns and Flowers, Holmes
Grade I. Cl^ldren must be registered Sponsored by the Kelowrna Women’s Mrs. Thompson’s death was the sec- days spent on the road. overture, Monogram, Holmes; Country
and commence school before September Institute in aid of Child Welfare. 45-lp ond in the family within a month, her Bert Gibb announced in the words Gardens, Morris dance, E. DeLamater; 
15th, 1938, in order to be accepted. 'i.'.., ' . ' —  ^mother having passed away in London, of Nelson’s famous signal “England Cansonet, baritone solo. Holmes: march
Ont, four weeks ago. expects this day that every man will -Armada, Holmes; waltz, Spring Flow-
Mr. Thompson is a brother of Mr., J. do his duty,” and the boys certainly ers, Holmes; Elves Dance, from Nut 
N. Thompson, Richter street south. lived up to it. The finishing touches Cracker Suite, Tschaikowsky; fox trot. 
Born in Centralia, Ont., where her were put on the earth gully, the cul- When my dream boat comes home, 
father, George Baynham; still resides, vert placed in position and one of the Franklin; Andante, from Surprise Sym-
she had never lived in this western heaviest rock piles yet attempted on phony, J. Hydo'n; march, Chevalier,
province until coming here late last the road was carried to completion. Holmes; choral, O. Light of Life, Bort
year. Besides her father and husband, Some of the surfacing on the rock pile niansky; God Save the King.
she leaves two brothers, Lloyd Bayn- was also done and this piece of road
The medical examination of those 
children expecting to start school in 
; September will be held in the Primary 
^School, on Saturday, June 18th, from 
9 to 12 noon. Parents are urged to 
bring their children to this examination 
in order to avoid delay and difficulty 





In aid of the Community Hall
DANCE
O K A N A G A N  M ISSIO N
FR ID A Y , JU N E  17th 
9 p.m. to Z  aon.
Refreshments; novelti^ . 
Tickets - 50c each
45-4-lc
“Grenville”  Company 1358
ham, in Wingham, Ont., and Walter with another day’s work will be ready M R Q  W  R  P A W I  P V  
Baynham, in Winnipeg: a sister, Mrs. for the cars to travel over. f f  • A A / fV  u u  A
F. Lane, Stoughton, Sask.; and a son A  feature of the day’s operations was 
and a daughter, Murray ’Thompson of that the cars were able to travel to 
the Royal Air Force, Trenton, Ont., and the end of construction and park and 
Mrs. F. Schneider, Madison, Sask. Both turn on the new turning place, 
the son and  ^daughter have arrived in , Crawford Brothers kindly furnished
NAMED DELEGATE
Kelowna fdC the funeral service. the truck for the transportation of the
Winfield Woman to Attend In­
stitute Convention at Coast
‘Keep Watch”
Orders for parade:
On Friday, June 10, a voluntary The pall bearers consisted of Geo. S. how close the road is now drawing to of last week with a good attendance
^de will be held at the fe^y  wharf. McKenzie, D. MacFarlane, George An- this milestone. Duncan Tutt kindly AmonFother bu^^ ^^
E % °"F £gu soF '’" ’ fresh milk for the coffee as tion of Mrs. W. R  SiwleFas^^S^^^^
full uniform without. gaTlem'^^thLd- ' *° V  'Quarters on Snndav Tnnn 19 at 1 0 1 0  previous Sunday only six- m Vancouver in July. The next meet-
a.m. From there the Corps will parade LEONARD LUCAS IS the city had kindly lent a dump truck G.^Brodie in July/* he home of Mrs.
/’twTYt A'Y* driver. As often happens with a * * «
p Q I J W I j  A A T ^ ^ M I  crew, however, a great deal of , Mrs. Gibbons recently arrived in
useful work was done and the dump Winfield to visit her sons and daugh- 
C p D T M ^  A C C T 7 C Q  truck was invaluable in putting the ters.
, O * A\a1y U  /AiJO lAiu iJ finishing touches on the new turning -. A j « # *
_____  place. The Kelowna Creamery donated Sunday evening at the United
J J r o an ample supply of delicious ice cream. Church the congregation heard a very
xxcmsriQCQ lOF ocnticncc ori Tentative arrangements arc liein^ report on the Chiircli confcronce
o f Fabricating Evidence—-Still made for the drawing for the radio set. held in Vancouver recently. T h e  re-
Possession In vo lved  This will be drawn for among the was gven by the lay delegate Mr.
__ holders of Shovel Shekels only. No S. Popeland of jDkanagan Centre.
Leonard Lucas, young Kelowna dis- Mr. and Mrs., Hart have recently
trict man, Who was charged with fab- ^  The moved into their new home in Win-
ricating evidence in connection with set will go only to a
the finding of a still on the premises of Shovql Shekel actuaUy present. It is
The service was held on Wednesday Sons of England party, and Bert Gibb 
afternoon at 3.30, o!clock from the First brought his light delivery. The regular monthly meeting of the
For the first time the water was Women’s Institute was held \ t  the 
Dr. W .,W. McPherson officiating. drawn from Horse Creek, indicating home of Mrs. Ralph Berry on Thursday
THE CHURCHES
TH E  U N IT E D  CHURCH  OF  
C AN AD A
First United, corner Richter St. and Bernard 
Avenue
Rev. W . W. McPherson, M.A, D.Th. 
Organist and Choir Leader: Cyril S. Mossop, 
A.T.C.M ., L .T .C .L .
11 a.m. Flower Service.
7.30 p.m. Topic: “ Life’s bridge build-
'crs.” -
to the Anglican Church for the morn­
ing service.
^ e  usual parade will be held at 
headquarters on Tuesday, June 14 at 
7.30 p.m. Uniforms will not be worn.
Quartermaster—Cadet Tassell.
Sideboy—Cadet Davis.
Duty Watch for this week-^Star- 
board.
SHOWERS MARK  
GLENMORE WEEK
Miss E. Hartwick, Bride-elect, is Lakha Singh, Ellison Hindu, was-found ^
CHRISTIAN  SCIENCE SOCIETY
Cor. Bernard Ave. and Bertram St.
This Society is a branch of The 
Mother Church, The First Church of
Christ, Scientist; in Boston, Massachu- j  aa
sett.s. Services: Sunday, 11 a.m.; Sun- 
day School, 9.45 a.m.; first and third
Wednesdays, Testimony Meeting, 8 
p.m. Reading Room open Wednesday 
and Saturday afternoons, 3 to 5 p.m.
field.
»Jt * *
•lerr 1 aa. ■, a t ■, -a Mf. and Mrs. G. Elliot have as their 
Fpfed Pmirpnt-nriiitTi Ic guilty at the Spring Assizes on Tuesday Greek possiWy on the 1st of it guest Miss Jean Elliot of Vancouver.
l “eted— Preventorium  IS Helped justice Dennis Murnhv can be reached in time. Any holder 9 * *
----   Lucas has been remanded to the e^n  ^ of a Shovel Shekel who cannot be pre- Miss Laura Manning of Vernon, spent
Over forty were present at the show- thp hparinp- fnr spntpnrp ®®^ t should write his name on the back the week-end as guest of her uncles
crUrPK. 10+ s • of each of his Shekels and send them and aunt the Messrs, and Miss Fowler.
to Roy Hunt. The drawing will con­
tinue until the number of the Shovel 
Shekel is called which is actually on 
the ground.
Next Sunday, June 1 2 , is “Shippers’ home of Mr. and Mrs.^Ed. Robertson. 
Day” when a number of the fruit ship- a a at,
ping houses are sending work crews. ,•
Thic should hP a renorH ti/rn nnt Wifli i^P^^ved condition, pf health of the
Lucas, it will be remembered, plead­er given on June st, at the home of
- “ - f  o ' “ Of r r
-1 T. A-  ^ 1 session of a still and was sentenced to 
S n row  f t th f  end of'w^^^^ months in jail by Magistrate T.
of gold” for good-luck, Miss Hartwickpot p McWilliams in Kelowna police court.
Mrs. John Robertson with her son, 
John Jr.j and Miss Frances Fepton of 
Mara were visitors on Sunday at the
Delicious refreshments were served, 
and a pleasant hour was spent by the
A further charge of fabricating evid 
ence was heard, and Lucas was com 
mitted for trial.
Mrs. Marshall’s love- come to B.C. police constable W:
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
In the Matter of the Estate of Richard 
Ansel Pritchard, Deceased
In evidence it was learned that Lucas u'a very large crew it should be pos­
sible to get over most of the construc­
tion to Horse creek.
The road committee appreciates the 
splendid support which has been given
J. Butler’s home at 4 o’clock on the 
A second lovely shower was held on morning of April 6, stating he had lo- 
June 3rd. This was in aid of the Pre- cated a still on the property of Lakha
ventorium and was held at the home^*^f^- Lucas that he nroiect this year bv all sections of
of Mrs. E. W. Ferguson. G len m o re  doubted his story, but later m the day immunity L ys  Mr. Craig; It is
women turned out pn massp anri tv»p informed the R.C.IV4.P., who went • , ’ .. . ,, ■.wu en lurnea out en asse and tne encouraging to realize that easily the
institution w“as aided by the many with him and found the still. most difficult part of the whole road
--------  gifts. Some who unavoidably could was discovered, however, that a
is hereby given that all not be present have indicated that they exactly the same as the discov-
Misses Wandalee Wahls and Audrey 
Tench who have been ill in hospital 
for some time.
Pickles
G ood  hot weather appetizers
H K I NIZ ll-otince size Sweet Gherkins, Sweet Chow, 
Sweet Mixed, Sour Chow, Sour Onions A  
Per bottle ...................   O U C
2V/^ ounce size. Sweet Mixed;
per bottle ............................................................. <lFO C
Fresh Cucumber Pickle, 20 ounce size ; Q  A
lb., 10 ounce size— Sweet Gherk­
ins, Sweet Mixed, Sweet O A
Chow, Sour Mixed; per bottle ............................... a J v C
Lime Juice
The most healthful and invigorating hot weather beverage.
50c 95cMONTSERRAT-.,“ -"„‘“
Unsweetened





-2G ounces, per buttle ... COe
26 ounce, per buttle ................. 4«c
CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY
JUNE 9th
STRAWBERRIES
Just about at their peak and at preserving prices. 
Let us fill your orders !
Gordon's Grocery
PH O N ES-  3 0 - 3 1REG ULARDELIVERIES PROMPTSERVICE
Wearing Apparel
as cool and as fresh  as the
LAKE BREEZES
Days by the Lake are doubly enjoyable when you are 
wearing any of our appropriate apparel.
D A Y T IM E
G A Y  NEW  P L A Y  SUITS
The carefree colour-bright play 
. clothes you need for summer fun. 
Eye catching new fashions for 
swimming, sunning, lounging 
and playing. A ll sensibly low 
priced. Sizes 14 to 
20; at ... .... .
M AILLO TS, B R A  SUITS AN D  
, TW O  PIECES— vivid mixtures, 
bright solids; Ripley elastic styl­
ed suits. Sizes 12 to 42. Priced at
$2 .95  ° $5 .95
FOR SUMMER 
EVENINGS
For that cool evening dance 
at the A:quatic.
Net, Marquisettes,.:’Elorails, Chif­
fons, Laces. Siz^ 14 to 20.
New styles, delightfully refresh­
ing in colour . and line.
We have just the thing you’ve 
been looking for. d»-| O  O K  '“P 
Priced from ......
o r m m .
(K E LO W N A ), L IM ITED
NOTICE exactly me sa e as me discoy-^j^” ^"~j” nothin^lt^twcen end'^of 
. persons having claims against Richard have gifts to add to the amount collect- one, had been rnanufactured in construction and^the canyon nearly so
Ansel Pritchard, of Westbank. B.C., ted at the shower. A quilt, the result Kelowna and delivered to Lucas on
who died on the 15th day of March, of the labors of Mrs. Ward and Mrs. AprB 5. ,  ^ Frote now on much S r
1938, are required to send full partic- Loudon, was the only gift not edible; . It is understood that other parties are gj^ Quld be registered, 
ulars of such claims, duly verified, on An interesting feature of the afternoon involved in this case, but to date no '
DISMISS COMMON
D A N G E R  C A S E  V E R N O N  A R M S T R O N G
HIGHW AY SECTION 
ENTIRELY SURFACED
progress
or, before the 12th day of July, 1938, was the presentation of a bouquet to other^names have b^n divulged, 
to the undersigned. Solicitors for the Mrs. R. W. Andrews, who was marking ■"
Executrix, at their offices, 311 Bank of 
Nova Scotia Building. Vancouver, B.C.
AND TAKE NOTICE that after the 
last mentioned date the Executrix will urday, June 4, for Vancouver. She will
a wedding anniversary that day.' «I«
Mrs. H. Harden left by bus on Sat-
M. M. Colquhoun, Penticton, conduct­
ed the prosecution and H, V. Craig, 
Kelowna, defended.
proceed to distribute the assets of the spend a few days with friends in Wen- 
said deceased among the persons en- atchee, before continuing her journey 
titled thereto, having regard only to the to the coast, 
claims of which she shall then have 
had notice.
DATED this. 4th day of May, 1938.
MacNEILL, NORRIS & PRATT.
Solicitors for Marjorie
WESTBANK We are anxious to know as soon as
. possible whether any young men,
TT 1 • 1. • eighteen years of age or over, in Ke-
, ,  J Tj u A1, ■ f  Miss Gladys Hoskins h ^  arrived jowna and district would care to at-
;  Hume have as their from Tranquille to spend several tend , the leaders training camp to be
, , held at Otter Bay on Okanagan lake
Pushma^of Toronte.^^The two visitors Doris Paynter entertained the ^^u^i the 4th to the 10th of July. It is
en route from Toronto to Nara- George’s Church at
Arising out of an accident on the 
Westbank-Peachland highway, when 
his car ran into the Armstrong school 
bus, bound for the school track meet 
at Penticton, H. J. Fosbrooke was dis­
missed from police court this week on 
a charge of driving to the common 
danger. E C. Weddell defended, and 
Magistrate McWilliams stated that. he 
considered the cause of the accident, 
'Y'TY A Y^TT^T/^ a ftiVYk evidence presented, to have
I  been a tire blowout and Mr. Fosbrooke
_ _ _  had done all-he could to prevent the
accident.
the route and the road-bed has been 
done in the course of the past year.
In the meantime, Kelowna motorists 
viho have travelled over the Kelowna- 
Vernon road in the past two "Vveeks are 
firm in their conviction that the high­
way was never in a worse shape from 
—-----  a surface standpoint. When the cars
Work W ill Be Finished in Ten not strike corduroy they run into
chuck-holes, motorists say, and the
SCOUT LEADERS
Days —  Kelowna to Vernon 
Road in Terrible Shape
road is practically dangerous.
FORESHORE
BEFORE COUNCIL
Within ten days’ time the last of the 
hard surfacing between Vernon and 
Armstrong will be completed and the
--------------- ---------- entire highway will be paved, it is
W IL L  ATTEND M EETING OF announced from the north. Hon. K. C.
O K A N A G A N  M U N IC IPA LIT IE S  MacDonald, minister of agriculture, • , . - -
Five members of the Kelowna city aiid member for North Okanagan visit- canrie up for discussion at the
council and City Clerk George Dunn ed this section of the highway last city council meeting on Monday when
will represent the city at the meeting week-end and expressed himself as a Jffter was received from D. Penfold,
The knotty problem of foreshore
Vancouver, B.C.
. of the Okanagan municipalities to be highly pleased with the smooth road ^^^hng that as he was proposing to
not necessary that they should have held at Summerland on June 23rd, which is now available for traffic be- _  h Map 1954 and lot 41,
Ella Grace Pritchard, mata and are breaking' the iournev Tn home on Wednesday afternoon. The heen or be now connected with the The party will include His Worship twCen Vernon and Armstrong.
Executrix, order to spend some "^ time with their nmney $3.15 was given to the Sun- j The minister announced that work
are
H O SPITAL TA G  D AY
41-4c relatives in the valley. Mrs. Noyes is School Van funds, 
well-known to Glenmoi'ites. She has 
just returned from about six months 
visit to Toronto.
Doris
The city council on Monday night 
granted' permission to the Women’s 
Auxiliary of the Kelowna Hospital to 
hold a lag day on Satiu'day, September 
17th. This organization has formerly charge of being unlawfully in posses 
held a tag day during the regatta. sion of trout.
GAME CASE FINE
Rowley was fined $2.50 and
besides transportation is the registra- Whillis, Cather, Gibb and Mr. Dunn.
tidn fee'of $5.00. Unless at least eigh- ------ -^---------------------
Mr. Dick Young has returned from teen register by June 24th the camp
his home at Oyama to manage the B.C. will not be held but we would like
Shippers’ packing house. to hear as far as possible ahead of that
* "■  * time from any-who might be interested
A party of young people motored to in attending. More particulars
would proceed also on completion of 
the entire hard-surfaced route between
map 483, he desired some protection 
in the matter of the foreshore opposite 
this property. The lots mentioned are 
on Wardlaw Avenue. The council after 
some discussion decided to ascertainThe city council on Monday night Enderby and Salmon Arm, and, as soon  ^  ^ ,
completed arrangements to lease the as funds are made available, the Arm-
offices used by the city from D,- G. strong-Enderby stretch will be at. ^^^nfold the desired protection.
Loane for a period of one year. Form- tended to. ------- ----^ ^ --- ------
„  , ,  ^ in attenuing. more particulars will erly the property was leased for a five- A  Vernon despatch says that an ef- PLEADS GUILTY TO ASSAULT
Beaver lake on Sunday and enjoyed gladly be furnished by District Com- year period but the council felt that fort is now being made to provide also Vasile Ambrosi charged Oscar, Koetz
costs in police court on June 1, on a g^ ood sport they brought home 20 fish missioner Weddell or^ Scoutmasters the one year lease gave future councils forthe h^rd^su^flcVriTo/a con^ ^^  ^ in "poiiceTourrre '^^!y“ i^ t^ ^^ ^^ ^
- The fishin^ in Shannon lake has not Peftman of Kelowna and Gray of Rut- greater freedom of action.  ^A. renewal distance between Vernon and Oyama, The latter pleaded g u i^  and was fined
'P0'
been as good as last year. land. option was attached to the lease. where extensive work in improving $2.50 and costs.
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F L O U R
R O B IN  H O O D  and P U R IT Y  
—  The best for all your baking —
ro il ¥OUK imEAKFAST TABLE T R Y -  
R O L L E D  OATS -  W H E A T L E T S  
or C O R N M E A L
and
O K. C E R E A L
FOR THOSE BETTER  HEALTHIER
C H I C K S
USE C.L.D. STAR T E R  and 
G R O W IN G  M ASH




The House of Sorvloo and Quality 








I H I S  B A N K  is 
regularly making personal 
loans to salaried men and 
womejn, to wage-earners, 
to business and profession­
al people and executives.
T h e  terms ^ are simple, the 
interest rate moderate, and
Plans for the Rutland Rally Day are 
Kolng ahead. At a committee meetlnt; 
Tue.sduy evening It was delluitcly ar­
ranged to hold the .sports In the XCe- 
lowna Athletic Park on Domituon Day, 
permission having been obtained from 
the City uuthoritie.s. The baseball 
tournament for tlie Lloyd-Jopcs Cup 
and the track and Held events will be 
held in the park, but the dance in the 
evening will be at the Rutland Com­
munity Hall. D. H. Campbell was ap­
pointed convenor of the .sports pro­
gram committee. Mr. Earl Hardio, who 
was chosen chairman of the Rally Day 
Committee, i.s leaving shortly for the 
cast on an extended trip, and will be 
unable to curry out the duties of chair- 
mut» which now devolve upon the 
vice-chairman, Mr. A. W. Gray.4* *
Miss Frances Stephenson received 
the tragic tiding of the death of her 
father, Mr. C. E. Stephenson, CJ».K. 
Expre.ss agent at Sicamous. on Satur­
day afternoon, by drowning. Mr. 
Stephenson was one of a party of 12 
in a launch that capsized on Shuswap 
Lake. A  sister of Miss S,tephonson was 
one of the party, and she succeeded in 
rescuing several of those who wore un­
able to swim, but could not save her 
own father. The sympathy of the com­
munity is extended to Miss Stephenson 
in her sad bereavement.4* 4> '
Vincent Martin and “Buster” .Welter 
left on Fridoy for Oliver to work in 
one of the packing houses in that dis­
trict. Their services will be greatly 
missed by the Maroon Baseball Club.
4< .4i 4i
Rutland teams won their games in
D IS T R IB U T IO N  O F  O K A N A G A N  C R A B A P P L E S  F O R  1 9 3 7
A  recapitulation of the distribution, grades, sizes, etc., of crabappplcs for 1937, showing comparison for 1935 and 1936. The figures 
apply to the Okanagan Valley only. It should be noted that in the first column the total as given docs not include cannery ship­
ments. To get the total crop of any variety you must add the cannery and processing shipments to the total given in the first 
column. The figures for apricots, peaches and prunes will follow in subsequent issues. The figures are supplied by the British 
Columbia Fruit Board.
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Total—1937 ............... 144,024 140,522 000 2,440 150 325 5,040 4,304 40,420 05,510 21,033 2,024 0,023 4,101
Total—1030 ..... .........  124,000 07,411 20.040 2,402 34,077 51,050 23,177 3,101 3,184 0,400
Total—1035 ..... .........  120,008 15 115,623 4,120 334 2,380 2,240 40,431 52,001 10,420 534 5,000
B E R T  U D D E S  A N D  B O Y  L E A D E R S  
S P E A K  T O  T H R E E  a T H E R IN G S  H E R E
W ell-K n ow n  Vancouver Man IN D IA  SUBJECT
Takes United Church Service 
And T w o  Y.iP.S. Meetijngs
“What a pity it is that many adults 
have childish minds,” Mr. Bert Fiddes 
commented during his talk to a group 
of the Y. P. S. of the United Church 
Friday evening, June 3, “when they 
gathered to meet him and the three 
boys touring the interior from Van­
couver, who are Ray Brooker, Norman 
Gantschi and Norman McLennan.
Stupidity and poor management re­
sult when minds of persons are not 
the Intermediate Baseball League on developed as .they mature physically.
OF LECTURE AT  
PEACHLAND
Col. St. John Narrates E xperi­
ences o f Quarter Century in 
India
Friday last, the Rangers defeating a 
visiting Winfield nine by 7 runs to 1, 
while the Maroon Intermediates won 
at Oyama.
there is no service charge.
The M anager at any office 
o f  the Bank o f  Montreal 
w ill be glad to have you 
call and discuss your Jipan- 
cial requirements with him.
To be childlike as to appreciate the 
beautiful things of nature is commend­
able but to be childish or weak-minded 
is tragic, he remarked. Intelligence is 
indispensable for a nation to prosper, 
and it is likewise required to guide 
young people into wholesome activity.
-------  Amusing games followed by refresh-
Orders for the week ending June enjoyed during which the
1ST RUTLAND TROOP
BANK or MONTREAL
ESTABLISHED lkl7  
bank where small accounts are welcome"-
Modern, Experienced Banking Service......the Outcome o f
, ■ 120 Years* Successful Operation
€0
F O R  H IG H  C L A S S  JOB P O IN T IN G  G O  T O  T H E  C O U R IE R
11th:
The troop will parade in the Com­
munity Hall on Frirfay a i 8 p.m. for a 




A ll available time is now being de­
voted to the preparation of the annual 
entertainment program, and there is 
no time for ordinary troop activities. 
Attendances are good at rehearsals so 
far, but a lot of hard work is required 
yet to make this show come up to last 
year's standard..
The Beavers continue to lead the 
patrol competition, largely due to 100 
per cent attendance ’ of their rather 
over-strength patrol. A  re-adjustment 
of patrols will have to be made after 
the c.Oncert.
visitors mixed informally with the 
group. ,,
Prevent Unhappiness
“To rid man of devilish traits is of 
great concern, rather than keeping him 
out of hell,” Mr. Bert Fiddes quoted 
Dr. Stanley E. Jones as saying, when 
he spoke to a large congregation of
A most interesting lecture on the 
subject of “India” was given by Lieut. 
Col. F. O. St. John in' the Peachland 
municipal hall on Friday evening. 
Speaking from the experience born of 
a quarter of a century in India Col. St. 
John said that in the time he had not 
been able to more than scratch the 
surface. India is a world in itself with 
its 350 million inhabitants .its 200 main 
languages and its 1,800 dialects. Each 
of the main languages is more different 
the one from the other than French is 
from German.
On reaching Port Said one leaves 
Europe behind, he stated,* and every­
thing is different, India is not a Christ­
ian country and therefore Christianity 
has little sway. In the East their stand­
ards are different, no store is set by 
the truth, people don’t tell the truth
.and don’t expect others to tell it. TheY. P. S. gathering on Sunday,f  j  - * army in India he likened to the police
_ Earnestly pleadmg for immediate ac- force in Canada, without the army to
M ^  keep law and Order there would be
nothing but chaos. The British are inin Vancouver, scorned the practice of 
many people who talk on religious 
matters, prey about them, and wail 
about conditions, but do not do any­
thing to make conditions more favor­
able for hairmonious living.
It is admirable to help put people 
back on their feet after they have been 
depraved, of which he gave tragic ex­
amples, but he said it is far more use­
ful to prevent persons from being se­
duced by the countless monstrous
India because they had been invited to 
go there, and the majority of the .peo­
ple want them there, otherwise the 
. 60,000 British could not keep order. 
The British have given them the high-, 
est sense of justice that they have ever 
known.
Only 3 per cent of the population 
have a slight education and not one 
per cent were educated in English, and 
this fact must be remembered when
a n d
(on price) (on fu el) (on service)
exploiters who will entice them into purport to speak for India.
The most of them were very backward 
but would have to gradually work into 
their inheritance..
The north and west frontiers were 
the plague spots of the world. On these 
borders were the most turbulent tribes 
left in the world today. Murder was 
their pastime and there was continu­
ous war on the frontier. I f  a light is 
used in tents at night, bullets whiz 
through and villages are raided when­
ever the opportunity presents itself.
The Khyber Pass has been the, source 
of every invasion of India. It is the 
pass-from India to Afghanstan and the 
railroad goes through 118 tunnels, all 
of which have to be guarded by sold-
lives of shame from which it is dif­
ficult to extricate them.
. “Thy Kingdom come on earth, as it 
is in Heaven” was his passionate 
theme.
One of Mr. Fiddes’ boy corhpanions, 
Normaq McLellan, read the scripture 
and the Rev. Dr. W. W. MaePherson 
conducted, the/ service up to Mr. Fid­
des’ talk.
Importance of Individuals
Emphasizing the value of the indiv­
idual person, Mr. Bert Fiddes remark­
ed. in his talk that Christ showed the 
importapee of individuals rather than 
of masses, when he spoke to a rally of
V*i*.VVKWAV.
T h e  Standard F o rd  is new ly styled and 
good to look at. I t  has the same basic 
advantages— the same mechanical ex ­
cellence as the D e  Lu xe Ford . A n d : 
T h e  Standard F o rd  V^8 saves you 
m oney the moment you buy it. I t  is 
priced  low  yet it is built on the 112-inch 
wheelbase and pow ered  by the reliab le 
85-horsepower V -8  engine. A l l  d e liv ­
e red  p r ic es  In c lu de equ ipm en t. N o  
costly and bothersome “ extras.”
I ’he Standard F o rd  V -S  saves you 
m oney every  m ile you d rive  it.
T h e  85-horsepower engine de­
livers unusually good gas m ile- “TIIE CANADIAN 
CAR"
age fo r  the high p o w e r  it  d e v e lo p s . 
O w ners have prqved this econom y oh 
tho road and report to us that they get 
from  22 to 27 miles per ga llon !
T h e  Standard F o rd  V -8  saves you 
money on up-keep. I t  w ill g ive you the 
long and faithful serv ice fo r  which the 
F o rd  name stands —  thousands o f m iles 
o f  trouble-free motoring. W hen  you dp 
need parts o r  repairs, you can get them 
anywhere at uniform ly low  F ord  prices.
Both the Standard and U e  L u xe  cars 
excel in perform ance as w e ll as 
economy. See them at your F o rd  
dea ler’s.
the Young People’s Society in the Un- iers, its 80 or 90 bridges are also guard 
ited Church hall, Sunday evening, ed. This is very hostile territory with 
June 5, after, the churqh service. the tribes being very fierce and war-
One of the greatest gifts to humanity like and making continuous trouble, 
is this, that each person is unique; A ir shafts were needed in the tunnels 
there are no two persons alike. "With and the natives were in the habit of 
the different cornbinations' of talents dropping bombs down these air shafts 
the people can work in harmony to at the time a train was passing until 
rule themselves justly. the shafts were filled with rocks and
Christianity was not created just for stopped their game: Fort Jam Rud,
observing forms and rituals but to be which is situated here, is built like a 
practiced constantly. Much harm has battleship and two regiments of infan- 
been caused by many people merely try are always kfeot there. Soldiers 
going to church and doing nothing else who are stationed’ there do one year’s 
in this matter of religion. There are duty by rising each morning at one a.ni. 
local problems which require immedi- taking a circuitous route up to the sur- 
ate consideration such as_ crime, im- rounding hills, being careful to never 
employment, lack of housing, and ill- go the same way on two successive 
managed social and economic programs, days, build a rock cairn and sit or lie 
Nothing worthwhile has been achiev- all day on observation post, returning 
ed without a struggle Ray Brooker, at 5 or 6 in the evening. This is fol- 
one of the boy leaders, remarked. This lowed every day in the year and often 
is evident in all spheres of activity, they have to fight their way back to 
Our freedom of speech and thought, the fort. He recounted the story of 
freedom from oppression, from despots, an officer who took the same route for 
freedom to organize in religious groups, four successive days with his ten men 
social welfare, and industrial advance- because it was easier and he was ra- 
ment have all been obtained through ther stout. The fourth morning they 
struggles. It is a great struggle to were surprised and the whole party 
bring about true Christianity.
Most people are afflicted with some 
cause or rriovement, socially, politically 
or in a religious way, Norman Gant­
schi said. Many such causes are ad­
mirable, but none can succeed if it 
does not observe the Creator’s rules.
It is a great cause to foster Christianity
was -killed and robbed of rifles and 
ammunition in three minutes.
Indian Regiments
The Indian regiments were usually 
made up of two different castes, so 
that in case of mischief the one coiild 
be trusted to tell on the other. He
and if those who adhere to it behave spoke of tribes across the border who
as they should and not as hypocrites 
this great movement will be strength­
ened. '
Young people from local and district 
groups came to hear Mr. Fiddes and 
the boys and afterwards met them. 
Rev. Dr. W . W. MaePherson acted as 
chairman and the Rev. Mr. Pound of 
Rutland gave a prayer.
$30
S T A N D A R D
A MONTH, k’«/A reasonable down-payment, buys any 
new F ord  V -8  car under T .F .C .  N a tiona l Finance Plan.
D E  L U X E
made excellent soldiers serving their 
year well. When their time came to 
go on their three month^ leave they 
went back to their tribes and spent 
their holiday fighting against the troops 
with whom they had been serving.
One could not judge tbe Indian peo­
ple by western standards, their ideas 
being so different. They considered 
that the surest way to reach their Hea­
ven was to slay an infidel and all Eng­
lish were infidels. By killing an Eng­
lishman they were on the sure road to 
heaven. Cpl. St. John felt that the 
surest way To pacify the frontier was 
to build I’oads. He spoke of earlier 
_ . experiences at road building when the 
Norman A. Smith, driving his car hostile tribes came down at night and 
east on Harvey avenue, andT. W. Roth, dug up the road built-..during the day. 
driving an' Occidental truck south on This particular road had been finished 
Ellis street, collided at the intersection in a year in spite of such handicaps 
on Saturday afternoon at 2.20 o’clock, and before leaving India he visited 
the Smith automobile being turned there, noticing with much amusement 
over on, its top without injury to the an old tribesman with a beard to his 
driver. . \ waist riding an ancient bicycle along
Considerable damage was done to this road while two small boys pushed 
the car, it being estimated in the neigh- from behind.
, borhood of $175. The "truck escaped The manners of the natives of all 
more lightly, the damage running parts of India were wonderful, they 
to $35. ! were most courteous and hospitable, he
GAR AND TRUCK 
MEET A T CORNER
hud made many frioiul.s in all parts of 
tlio country. On a trip into llie border 
of 'ribcl he had been accompanied by 
a guide, u very line fellow. He found 
that he was a devil worshipper and 
when he asked him why he said ho 
worshipped the devil instead of God. 
he said, "Oh, God’.s all rlglit, but you’ve 
got to watch the devil.”
Tlio Jungle
He found the jungles the most inter­
esting part of India, teeming as they 
were with wild animals of every sort. 
The black bear was the oldest inhab­
itant of the world and has the fiercest 
temper of all in the jungle so that all 
others of the animals usually kept out 
of his way. Tigers, leopards and wild 
boar (the latter the- most fearless) 
were common. The mouse deer was a 
perfect deer about G inches high, while 
India also has the lai’gest deer in the 
world. The peacock was native to In­
dia and he had lived for months on 
peacock meat, while monkeys were 
abundant in the Himalayas.
Col. St. John said that he had served 
for two years at Benares, which the 
natives considered a sacred city. The 
Hindus believed that all they had to do 
to get to Heaven was to get to Benares 
to die, and trains had hundreds in all 
states of disease,' many failing to stand
U)(' (rip and being pulled out of the 
coaclie.s dead. He witnessed a big re­
ligious festival wlicn the troops were 
sent to keep order. A lire of logs 12 
to 1.5 feet high was burning fiercely 
while a tripod was slung from tw'o 
jLlatfonns on either side. An old man 
with a long white beard was Imng 
head down by the tendons of his legs 
and swung over the fire which was 
of intense heat. He was most interest­
ed to see that not a hair of his beard 
was singed and lie saw tlie man after­
wards. Ho also witnessed men and 
boys walking over white hot charcoals 
without being the slightest bit burned.
Ho spoke of some of the marvellous 
tricks, the mango seed trick by which 
a .seed is planted and grows into a 
plant with a mango on it befoi'o your 
eyes. He had also scon a snake charm­
er start to play in his compound, and 
five largo deadly Cobras appeared from 
the walls to glide around the snake 
charmer who picked them up and put 
them in his basket to be released later 
as he never killed a snake.
In conclusion, he said that one hears 
a great deal of agitation but tliis is 
not half so serious as is made out. He 
advised the reading of Rudyard Kip­
ling’s “Kim” for a true picture of life 
in India.
O. St. P. Aitkens, M.C., Manager
Phone 98 Phone 332
b u i l d i n g ,
S U P P L I E S
Demand HAUG’S 
Mat
— in your specifications fo r  a sat­
isfactory job  on your home build­
in g  or repairs— arid you ’li  get it  !
T I L E  C E M E N T  B R IC K S  
L IM E  G Y P R O C  
L A T H S
W m . H A U G
COAL and COKE DEALERS PHONE 66
DESimOY
ANTS
T H E  E A S Y  A N D  SURE W A Y
GUARANTEED RESULTS -  - QUANTITY
per ppimd
This is a sure killer and non-poisonous to humans iand ;anin^ls.
P IC K IN G  LA D D E R S  
SPR AYS - FEED
B E R R Y  CRATES  
F E R T IL IZE R S
<^rowers* Supply
COMPANY LIM ITED
ELLIS STREET PHONE 6.54
,,
^ H E  b u s in ess  o f  th is  C o m p a n y  g r o w s  
w i t h  th e  d e v e lo p m e n t  o f  b u s in ess  in  
th e  t e r r i t o r y  i t  s e r v e s  a n d  th e  proigr(?ss o f  
i t s  c lie n ts .  I t  is  o n ly  n a tu ra l,  th e r e fo r e ,  
th a t  th is  C o m p a n y  sh o u ld  b e  e ja ge r  t o  c o ­
o p e r a t e  tp  th e  fu l le s t  e x t e n t  p o s s ib le  I j y  
fa i t h fu l  s e r v ic e s  t o  p r o g r e s s iv e  in d iv id u a ls  
a n d  firm s .
The O K AN AG AN  LO AN  & INVESTMENT TRUST COBWANY
by its policies and methods of operation—-by its record in the in- 
vestment ahd administration of trust funds—arid by its declared 
intention to continue its long career as an independent Trust (Com­
pany assures a sfar as is humanly possible that tKe estates, , business 
of responsible corporations, firms and individuals entrusted to it 
w ill be completely adihinistered with fu ll. satisfaction to heirs and 
beneficiaries.
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W A S H . A P P L E  G R O W E R S  B E M O A N  
S T R IN G E N T  R E S ID U E  R E S T R O O N S
‘Swivel-Chair Bureaucrats” Rul­
ings Blamed for $36,000,000 
Loss to Growers in South
DISTILLED. M ATURED AMD  
B O T T L E D  IN  S C O TL A N D
Apj)le Ki'owoiH ill north central 
Wa.sliintjton arc carryin/: on a clctcr- 
niincd cainpaii'ii to liavc the tolerance 
on Kjnay resiilue raiyeci, .so that the re- 
.slriction.s are not .so .striii/tenl, and the 
cost of washing will not be so great.
Tile Wenatchee Daily World, in a 
big front page display, in u recent 
issue, condemned the ]iresent regula­
tions in elTect in the United States, as: 
“The spray intolerance established . by 
the arbitrary ruling of a group of 
swivel chair bureaucrats, in Washing­
ton, D.C., has been one of the most 
devasting and demoralizing things ever 
tolerated by any industry. According 
to estimates of men who know the 
situation, it has cost the average grow­
er about thirty cents per box, or .$30,- 
000,000 for this district in the past ten 
years. It has taken the control of the 
apples, too. away from the grower and 
deposited that control into central 
packing sheds.”
Lo.st Homes ami Misery
This loss has been written in lost 
homes and human misery, the Wenat­
chee World continues, because of “plain 
errors". "The people of this section of 
the country are beginning to And out, 
too, that they have been virtually beg­
gared by men whose arbitrary rulings 
have been without Vsense, without 
knowledge of any known injury ever 
sustained by any individual anywhere 
in the world.”
Dr. Ira CarditT, of Washington State 
College, in a letter to Congressman 
Knute Hill, regarding the spray toler­
ance situation in Washington, points 
out that the meat packing industry is 
permitted to sell meat with copper or 
zinc (both of which are more poisonous 
than lead) in eight to ten times the 
amount of tolerance on apples, which 
have had arsenate of lead spray ap­
plied. The tolerance in the United 
States is .025.
The fish packing industry is permit-
.02.5, he (lucrics.
Chelan county republicans, sitting in 
convention, placed a.s one of their jilat- 
forni jilaiiks, the rai.sing of the .spray 
residue.
Spray Loans Awarded
'I’he problem of sjiraying in Washing­
ton state is an acute one, and the Am­
erican growers have become so involv­
ed in debt, due to their heavy cost of 
operations and the low returns receiv­
ed, that the federal government set 
aside $1,000,000 for farmer loans, that 
adequate spraying could be carried out 
this year, against the dreaded codling 
moth.
The growers may receive spray loans 
at 20 cents per box, and the last avail­
able figures indicated that in north 
central Washington 502 applications 
had been favourably received and 
more than $500,000 of the money had 
been loaned. These loans are made 
up to 20 cents per box for .spray pur­
poses only, including materials, labor, 
thinning and other expenses. It is es­
timated that over the entire Wenatchee 
and Okanogan county fruit district 
more than 1,000 loans will be made.
To qualify for a loan, growers must 
furnish a first lien on their 1938 crop. 
Interest is at five per cent, and loans 
have ranged from $100 to .$7,000.
HOME LOANS ARE 
DEPENDENT ON 
ZONING LAWS
Lack of Regulations One of Chief 
Obstacles to Lending Compan­
ies Granting Loans
PR O T E C T  IN V E S T M E N T
This advertisement is not niib- to sell fish containing ten to twenty 
■ , . . . times this amount of arsenic. Dr. Car-
iished or displayed by the L iquor diff continues. Why inflict a tolerance 
Control Board or by the Govern- of .025 for lead against American apple 
ment o f British Columbia. growers when British apple growers
are not thus handicapped, and the
Discrepancy Between Cost and 
Appraisal N oted  by F. Nicholls, 
• D irector o f Housing, Ottawa
T R Y  T H E  C O U R IE R  C L A S S IF IE D  A D S
WILLARD EQUIPMENT LIMITED
TAR.- TARPH A 'LT ; f  AR  PAINT: PE D LA R  
PRO D U C TS; M U N IC IPAL. M INING. C O N ­
TR A C T O R S ' AND  R O AD  M AC H IN ERY
V A N C O U V E R .  B .  C . t \ T E L .  S E Y .  2 2 2 5
erty
OW IN G  to the recent retirement of Mr. G. C, Rose from active business, the choice residential 
ariea in the heart of the city owned by hirii contin­
uously since 1894— forty-four years^—and consisting 
of 22 lots, each 50 feet by l20 feet, immediately 
south of the Canadian Legion building on Ellis 
Street,-will be sold this year at remarkably low 
prices for property within four minutes’ walk of 
the new Post Office,
This iis the tract upon which the Kelowna 
School Board held. a verbal option at a price of 
$8,000 for two years prior to erection of the Junior 
High School, but eventually decided on the present 
site on Rlclrter Street.
This is a unique opportunity that cannot pos­
sibly ^ ;be repeated, as there is no similar area so near 
the heart of the city. The soil is clay loam, without 
alkali vor stones, and all the preparation necessaty 
for a garden is to have the ground ploughed and 
harrowed and stable manure added to supply humus. 
Short connections can be made to city water, light 
and sewer .mains. Building can be commenced’at 
once or can be deferred at the buyer’s discretion. 
No-building of a less value than $2,000 can be err 
ected.
W HY BUILD A  GOOD HOUSE
UPON A N  A LK A L I-R ID D E N  LO T, S IM PLY  
BECAUSE THE L A T T E R  IS  C H E AP?
>You will regret it for years to come, as it is practically 
hpp^ess to have a garden and lawn upon alkaline soil 
except at great expense of extracting the alkali from the 
ground, which is a slow and difficult process, uncertain of
success. '
BUY NOW FOR FUTURE BUILDING
If unable to finance the erection of a residence at pre­
sent, the cost to a .purchaser annually in taxes of the Tot 
offered this week would he $30.10 approximately.
Lack of zoning regulations is one of. 
the chief obstacles to the creatiori of 
a favourable attitude on the part of 
lowest tolerance the British have even lending companies toward the granting 
suggested is four times as lenient as of Dominion Housing Act loans in the
smaller communities, according to F. 
~  ' ~ ~ W. Nicolls, Director of Housing, Ot­
tawa, who is visiting in Vancouver 
and will be in Kelowna shortly.
Lending institutions, he pointed out, 
are naturally concerned with the pro­
tection of their investment, and withr 
out some measure of control over fu­
ture development of the neighborhood, 
the ultimate value of any house built 
on property in an unzoned area is 
wholly dependent upon the character 
of other buildings erected in its im- 
rhediate vicinity. Without some form 
of zoning, there is no real protection 
for the housing Joan investment. To 
secure such protection and thereby 
open up the district to the lending in­
stitutions, it is up to the communities 
to provide adequate zoning regulations.
Another point clarified by Mr. Nic­
olls is the apparent discrepancy com­
plained of in some cases between the 
cost of a building and the -valuation 
allowed for purposes of making a D. 
H.A. loan.
This discrepancy is caused by the 
difference^ between the actual cost of 
a house and lot and the appraised 
value. According to the Act, the com­
pany may loan 70, 75 or 80 per cent 
on the cost or appraised value of the 
house and lot, whichever is the lesser. 
Cost, of course, is the actual amount 
paid for the dompleted property, in­
cluding amount paid for the lot and 
the erection of the building. In some 
cases, however, this cost is in excess 
of the appraised value, the value 
which, in the opinion of the appraiser, 
the property, may be expected to have, 
taking into consideration the condition 
and development of adjoining proper­
ties and the structural and architec­
tural qualities of the house for which 
a loan is sought.
Many factors govern this appraisal, 
among them the practical features of 
the house plan, which may be awkward 
and unsuitable to the particular needs 
of the locality, thus immediately lower­
ing its future value irrespective of 
what sum vient into its actual con-
isl ruction.
ATjiiin. the proi)o;-;cil lioiric may bi' out 
of il.s class, I'ilhcr of a liii;hcr or lower 
general standard Ilian its neij’hburs. 
In i’illier ease, whether it bi.’ a isuirt r 
or a better home Ilian the others in 
its district, ils resale value is imme- 
(liately alTected by its uiisiiitabilit.v. 
Sound design ami suitability of neigti- 
borliood, then, are two initial consid­
erations which govern the apjirjiiser in 
his determination of the valuation upon 
which a loan shall be based
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
LETTERS TO THE 
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Second Boy: “We are just the same 











Through the courte.sy of The Cour­
ier, 1 would like to iqipeiil to all 
ex-service men in Kelowna and district 
to join the Canadian Legion, not solely 
to be able to enjoy the privileges of
the club, but mainly bccjuise the Can­
adian L('gi(tii is an organization vvoili- 
iiig for the iH'iudU of all vclerrms, whe- 
IIh'I' members or not, and the niori' 
memhers we have, the more we are 
rdile to aecomplish lor the men and 
Jainilies who need help.
There are m;my veteraiu;. who through 
thought h ssiiess or misumierslaiuling 
have either not joined or have tiropped 
out of the organization; we need (lie.se 
men and will neetl them with increas­
ing urgency as Ihi' years roll b.V. be­
cause the ranks are tliinning, iiiid more 
men are breaking down as a result of 
war service.
The* Canadian Legion is an organ­
ization to be proud of. ’I’liere are 
many outstanding men on llie Domin­
ion Command iiiid the vurliju.s Provin­
cial Commands, and tiny are carrying 
on an aggrc.ssive fight for the welfam 
ot veterans and their tli’pendents.
The iiartnt organiz.ation, the British 
Kmpire .Servii'c I-tiigiie, is becominu 
mojf powerful i.ii I has /;ained very 
eiHisiderable prestigi> b.v giving sound 
advice lo the CJoveriiment on the Im­
portant questions of iiriweidion of wor 
and national defence,
"UNI’J Y IS STKENGTll”
Vours truly,
L. mCllAIlD.S,
Kelowna Br.'iiieh Canadian Legion.
Canadal siqiplii'd ‘133,.529 cases a 
canned (omaloes out of the 1,851,072 
eases imported into the Unih'd King^ 
doin during 1937.
' . . .  T H E R E ’ S  N O  B E T T E R  W A Y  to  describe th e  Pontiac ride . . . the b iilow y com fort . . . the
sensation o f  g lid ing through the air w ith the g rea te s t  o f e a s e ! But see fo r  you rse lf . . . g e t  
behind the w h ee l . . . d rive  Pontiac in tra ffic ,-on  th e  h igh w ay . . .  or bock w h ere  the go in g  is 
toughest . . . fo r  th e re  you ’ ll learn, that in Pontiac ail roads are-.sm ooth. You just seem  to  floa t 
a long . . .  as though |you sot on a magic carpet. O ne ride will p ro ve  that you can ’t im prove 
on Pontiac . . .  at its truly low  price . . . with its a rray  o f s tarry  fea tu res, including S a fe ty
Shift G ear Control. Atosl advanced Knee-Actian with Dc Luxe models. New balanced springing with " Special "  models.
THIS WEEK’S OFFERING
Corner lot on Ellis Street and Harvey Avenue, 
diagonally opposite the residence of Mr. D. 
Chapman- —
C A S H  5 7 0 0  C A S H
Apply;
MeTavIteh‘-&"WhiIlls, Ltd. or E. M. Carnithers &  Son, Ltd. 
SOLE -SALES AGENTS
Please note'thfit'only one lot will be offered each week.
D U N L O P  “S - T - l
..THE B I G G E S T  V A L U E  
IN TIRE HISTORY !
A  new sensational tire  that blends econom y w ith efficiency as n ever before  in  
T ir e  H istory. Silent, dependable, it  meets the dem and o f  m odem  car speeds 
• . . g ives you increased nomskid features, qu ick  stopping power, w ide road, 
gripp ing  traction and long life , at a  surprisingly low  price. 4>ply o r  6*ply 
Cable Cord Construction.
L A D D  G A R A G E  L I M I T E D  
K e lo w n a ,  B . C .
O R C H A R D  C I T Y  M O T O R S  
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T rip  W ith  L ib rary  Van Proves 
Revelation  to Toron to  W om an 
Exchanging at Vancouver
>vV
Y ou 'll never rea lly  
know the thrill o f
"ro lling-your-ow n" until you d o  an O g d e n ’s 
roll. Y es , sir, you can “ bank”  on O gd en 's  
with safety. It’s got perfect tdste a p p ea l—  
it’s coo ler, milder, more fragrant every time. 
P ilo t yourself to pleasure ! Try an O g d e n ’s 
roll and don 't^orget to  'use the best papers—  
like "Chantecler”  or “ V o g u e . ''
i
T  P L U G
F O R  H IG H  C L A S S  JO B  P R IN T IN G  G O  T O  T H E  C O U R IE R
Synopsis: Stuart gives Caroleo a
beautiful bracelet. Ilurnance begins to 
grip them both. As they part Carolee 
tells Stuart she will call him from the 
Mesa should she need him!
CHAPTER X
Stuart tried all that evening to put 
two and two together concerning the 
near tragedies in Superstition, but he 
couldn’t got a satisfactory four. He 
suspected the Colter men one moment, 
and dismissed his suspicions the next. 
His regard for Carolee helped with the 
dismi.ssals.
Next day, though, he decided on 
further action. He would drive in for 
official counsel. Hq' had leased an 
eight-cylinder car for their stay in 
Arizona, and he wanted to buy some 
things in Phoenix anyway. Supersti­
tion Lodge was only 40 miles from 
town.
He drove directly to the Maricopa 
county courthouse and went in to see 
the sheriff, old Tex Leatherwood. Tex 
is older than the courthouse itself, and 
even more impressive. He had been 
an officer in the 1880’s and so had ar­
rested Jacob Walz, the Dutchman for 
whom the lost mine was named, when 
that worthy came to town for an al­
coholic stampede.
“Knowed you was up thar,” the old 
man told Stuart, “We keep a general 
eye out on newcomers. Havin’ any 
difficulties?’’
“Yes, sir,’’ Stuart answered. “Nothing 
you could put a finger on, but—“
Stuart related details of his father’s 
narrow escape in Superstition, then of 
his own experience in the mountain. 
He was about to tell why he suspected 
the Colters when it suddenly struck 
him that he couldn’t do so. They were, 
after Jill, Carolee’s family. But she was 
so separate arid different from them in 
his own mind that he had literally for­
gotten the relation momentarily. He 
felt a trifle silly, having to change the 
course of his narrative to the sheriff.
“Cain’t see nothin’ to worry about 
yet, son,’’ old Tex told Stuart. “Super­
stition is full of queer doin’s. Most of 
it ain’t so queer, when you git right 
down to it. Just a lot of dudes like 
yourself goes there, and you ain’t at 
home. ’This is a wild country, lemme 
tell you. You’re more 't ’ home in a 
busy town, ain’t you?’’
Stuart smiled and admitted that it 
was so. “But the shooting—what 
about that?” he asked.
“I don’t know. Prob’ly some mis­
take. I do know that hardly a month 
passes, since I was a young man, that 
some tale of bein’ shot at don’t come 
out Of Superstition.
I “Son, shots ain’t bein’ shot at. 
There’s prospectors alw’ys takin’ ore 
sample from up there. And. hunters. 
And ranchers huntin’ steers. Any of 
’em likely to shoot at rattlesnakes or 
painters.”
Stuart considered that a moment.
while the old man eyed him. Then the 
slierilf re.sunied.
“You take them two fellers at the 
Water Association here, name of Blaine 
and Driest. Honest young fqllers. Said 
tliey was sliot at. But It was deer 
season when they was up there, and 
men was huntin' in them hilts.”
“I tell you how it tis—f ’r years, all 
my life, the’s been tales about Super­
stition. 'I’liat’s how It got its name. 
Some people have been killed up there, 
and each one of ’em makes a corral 
full of yarns come trailin’ along. Peo­
ple are skittish when they go up thar. 
I feel it m’self. I can\ hear shots and 
Agger I ’m bein’ sliot at. Son, that 
mountain’s full of ghosts!”
The sheriff chuckled a little. Stuart 
smiled and nodded.
“I ought to know,” Stuart agreed. 
“I saw plenty of them when I was 
craving a drlrik of water. But dad 
swore the bullets struck near him. And 
I can’t believe my horse slipped over 
a cliff.”
Old ’Tex considered that for a mo­
ment.
“Didn’t you say wliilc ago you found 
a painter den? Some kittens?” ’
“Yes, sir. They frightened me 
plenty.”
“Don’t blame you, but you likely 
wouldn’t have come to no harm. These 
here lions ain’t vicious to man. But 
lemme tell you—they kill many a deer 
and cow and boss. And a boss knows 
it. Son, if yo’ boss got one whiff of a 
lion near him, he’d go loco. I ’ve seen 
it. I ’ve killed, I ■ reckon,, a hundred 
lions in my day, and vVhen .they tree 
I have to whup my boss, tq get him in 
shootin’ range. Youts likely snorted 
and, irembled and run hisself right 
over that cliff vvithout know’in’ it.”
“And ripped open my canteen in the 
fall, I suppose,” Stuart finished.
/ “Likely.”
It wasn’t convincing, but it all seem­
ed to dovetail. The sheriff, in common 
with most old-timers, loved to talk. 
He gave Stuart more regional lore than 
a book of history could have done. He 
even told of the Spanish days when. 
Don Miguel Peralta, Sonoran rancher, 
was sending expeditions up to the 
mountain to bring out gold ore. And 
of the time when Don Miguel sent his 
greatest cavalcade of all. The United 
States had acquired Arizona by the 
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848, 
and Don Miguel knew the Yankees 
wouldn’t respect his ownership of the 
rich mine. He sent in 300 men and 
many pack animals. They worked the 
gold, did crude smelting to make con­
centrates right there in the mountain, 
stored their valuable cargo until all 
packs were filled, then headed back 
for the home rancho.
“But th’ danged Redskins, th’ Ap­
aches, surprised that outfit and killed 
everything but two boys,” old Tex was 
telling it in excitable fashion. “They 
snuk off in the bushes and hid thar.
and got back home half starved. Even 
th’ mules was killed. We have found 
little bushel-sized mounds of th’ rich 
ore, right where the animals dropped 
and rotted. Gold ain't no good to th’ 
Reds. It’s cursed.”
Stuart didn’t accomplish much, but 
he learned more about Superstition’s 
trea.sui’e than he had ever dreamed of 
knowing. He had taken the stories 
lightly lieretofore. Now lie was in­
trigued by the possibilities. Tlie Span- 
ish episodes, and tiie half dozen or so 
subsequent murders tliat were on of­
ficial record, were convincing proof to 
Stuart (as to many anotlier) Unit Su­
perstition must somewhere clutch a 
rare treasure. But—as old Tex lacon­
ically answered his inevitable query— 
“gold is where you find it and Super­
stition is mighty big.”
Stuart was about to shake hands with 
the venerable sheriff and take his 
leave when the desk telephone rang. 
The old man motioned him to wait 
until the call was done.
Stuart couldn’t help overhearing— 
not that he tried to. A sheriff is sort 
of public property anyway, everyone 
feels; his affairs should be open to 
public scrutiny. At least Jt’s a con­
venient excuse. Stuart wasn’t especi­
ally attentive, though, because the of­
ficer listened much and asked a few 
questions. Finally he hung up.
“Be damned if this won’t interest 
you, son,” he declared. “ ’Sfunny. But 
wait’ll I call Watson. Superstition’s 
mostly in Pinal.”
When old Tex got Sheriff Watson of 
Pinal county on the phone, Stuart 
strained for every word.
“Wat? This here’s Tex Leatherwood. 
Call frum a woman at Apache Junc­
tion. A Miss Colter, C-o-l-t-e-r. Said 
her brother’s lost in ^Superstition . . . 
Yeah, they been huntin’ gold. He’s 
been out four, five days. His pappy 
and brother went for him and found 
his hat and nothin’ else. Carried just 
a quart of water . . . That’s a fack . . .  




Bamboo plants may grow as much 
as three feet in 24 hours.
Remember This, Boys!
A mother was trying to impress upon 
her son that doing one’s duty was not 
invariably pleasant, but that it should 
be done. In order to prove her point 
she illustrated:
“Look at your father. He works 
and works; not that he likes it, but 
because it is his duty. Can you im­
agine your father doing anything just 
because it was pleasant?”
“Yes, mother, I can,” answered the 
son;
“How and when?” asked the mother.
And her gallant son answered: 
“When he married you, Mother.”
During the Easter holidays, a teach­
er-librarian from Toronto, who is 
spending a year on exchange in Van­
couver, visited the Okanagan and went 
with the Okanagan Union Library van 
on two of its regular routes. .Since re­
turning to Vancouver she has written 
her impressions on the work being 
carried out in this Valley.
This trip was a revelation, she states, 
in presenting to a limited degree the 
tremendous value of this wonderful 
and Important service. Two days of 
woi'k were necessary to load the van 
with books for its regular run, which 
would include nine stops and cover 
more than 100 miles. ,
The van operates on a carefully plan­
ned schedule, she found, and this sche­
dule must be closely adhered to so 
that as little inconvenience as po.ssible 
results.
First Visit to Bchool
At the first call the library was hous­
ed in a school and the custodian was 
waiting with her books neatly stacked 
to be returned—and her requests ready. 
The loading and unloading took but a 
few minutes allowing only a few min­
utes for conversation if the business of 
the day was to be completed.
It is the concern of the librarian that 
a properly-balanced selection shall go 
to each centre. No matter how small 
the collection may be, it must serve 
the reading tastes of a general section 
of the entire community. The neces­
sity for a trained worker becomes ap­
parent, she believed.
The second stop, in a larger centre, 
showed a fairly attractive room, whose 
shelves exhibited a substantial selec­
tion of books. She expressed surprise 
at finding that in two years the mem­
bership in the library had doubled. 
She found that the opinion of the Oka­
nagan Valley people was that this ser­
vice should be equal to all, no matter 
how large or small the unit, and with 
such an attitude she was sure the suc­
cess of the venture is assured.
This visitor noted the varied requests 
for books, children’s books, travel and 
biography, gardening, cook books, 
those bn diesel engines, “Gone with 
the Wind”, etc. The custodians, she 
found, are no less interesting in their 
attitude to their responsibility in car­
rying on the work of the library, it 
being generally one of sympathetic 
co-operation.
Want More Books
The complaints are in many cases 
justified, she believed. “Can you not 
leave us more books?” was general. 
And what could be a healthier sign 
of a live and interested community, 
was the visitor’s response. The one 
great deficiency. in this system is the 
budget, she learned. The demand is 
for more and more books but with 
operating costs cut to a minimum the 
amount expended annually is much 
too small to meet the growing demand.
The arrival , of the van at one school 
during recess banished any thoughts 
of the baseball game in progress. Each
Quite a large contin/jent from the 
Mis.sion attended the dmi.s in Vernon 
la.st Friday; the Mission stage made a 
special trip for the evening perform­
ance with a full complement of pa.s- 
sengers, and several other cai's carried 
additional visitor.s for both the after­
noon and evening shows.
«
Local growers are still busy with 
spraying for codling moth, a good deal 
of first crop alfalfa Is already in and 
apricot thinning is more or less com­
pleted with cols sizing very rapidly * * * * ^
Mr. L. Collett has been transferred 
to Victoria from the Vernon branch of 
the Bank of Montreal.
<¥ <$ iti
Miss Phyllis Snrsons arrived home on 
Monday, May 30, for a fortnight’s holi­
day from Victoria, whore she is train­
ing at St. Joseph’s Hospital.
• >H
Mrs. Lucille McRae Paul and Mrs. 
Lefevre Baker arrived last week-end 
on a visit to Halehaven, ns guests of 
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Hale.
4< *
Mr. and Mrs. H. Willett returned on 
Tuesday, May 31st.
*
Miss K. Sellens, Miss N. Hanning 
and Miss N. Martin arrived from the 
Coast on Thursday, June 2, and stayed 
over the week-end as guests of Mrs. 
Haverfleld at her lakeshoro cottage.
Drastic Change
“Father,” said the minister’s son, “my 
teacher says that ‘collect’ and ‘congre­
gate’ mean’ the same thing. Do they?”
“Perhaps, my son; perhaps they do,” 
said the clergyman. “But there is a vast 
difference between a ‘congregation* 
and a ‘collection’.”
pupil chose a book hurriedly and one 
and all settled down to read.
The visitor was struck forcibly with 
the fact that each unit, while operating 
its own particular small branch is al­
most ignorant of the vast tei’ritory 
covered by the Union Library and of 
the operation of other branches within 
the union.
The formation of the Unkm Library 
is a step in the right direction, the- 
visiting librarian believes, and one can 
gather an idea of the vast latent pos­
sibilities not to be obtained in any 
other way. The big obstacle of the 
moment is in funds available for 
books, as the library is solely depend­
ent on taxation for its upkeep.
f
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Th is  advertisement is not pub­
lished t>r displayed by the L iquor 
Control Board or by the Govern­
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T o,crown a  record o f 36 years in  the brewing o f fine beers, Princeton Brewing  
Company now brings you O LD  G O LD  . . .  a new lager-type beer o f arresting  
flavor and refreshing goodness. Brewed from the choicest o f pure m alted barley, 
num ber one hops and the purest o f Xulamceii water, O LD  G O LD  ias its nam e  
implies, is fully aged. It  is a distinctly individual beer, notable for finer flavor 
and marked thirst-quenching properties. Try a carton today.
WHErs IN  PR INCETO N . . . visit our neivly-improved-plant . . . we’ll be 
proud to show yon the very latest ifi scientific brewing
equipment and modern storage facilities, ,
P R I N C E T O N  B R E W IN G  C O M P A N Y  L T D .
Princeton, British Cohiinbia
i t f t
i’ (
S s'-
On Monday, W ednesday and' 
F riday  each week Caiiadian 
National operates a through 
sleeping car from  the Okanagan , 
to the; East. Aw ake next morlf- 
ing aboard Th e  Continental, 
L im ited. Okanagan sleeper 
goes a.s far as Blue R iver,; 
where transfer-conveniently ar­
ranged to space already reserv­
ed in your name.
T R A IN  L E A V E S  K E L O W N A . 
5:05 P .M . D A I L Y  E X C E P T  
S U N D A Y
A. J. HUGHES, Agent 
Phone 330 Kelowna, B. C.
This advertisement is not publisihed or displayed by the Liquor Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia ' V-13-38:
'mimSDAY, JUNK 1), i»att T H E  K E LO W N A  COURIER PAGE ELEVEN
H i t h e r  a n d  Y o n
Mik. Gordon Lowers of Vimcouver 
who lius boon tlu; hoiist? j'lioet of Mr. 
nnd Mr.s. T. II. Lowers for the past .spent iil Uie Coast, 
tlireo weeks left for her lioino on Sat­
urday. .
Mi.s.s Florence McCarthy returned on 
Monday from a two weeks’ holiday
Mr. and Mrs. C. K. Snell of Van­
couver were visitors in town last week.
Mrs. L. G. Butler .spent a few days 
a; the coast last week.in «
Mrs. R. S. Weeks entertained a num­
ber of friends at the tea hour on Fridiiy 
aflei’noon at her home on Cadder Ave.in * #
Miss Jomi Russell of Victoria is the 
KuesU of her parents, Mr, and Mr.s. C. 
T. D. Russell of Bankhead for the next 
three weeks. •n • •
Mr.s. J. N. Cu.shlnjj was a visitor to 
Penticton on Thursday.
 ^ ' 4i 0
Mrs. Wilson McGill was a visitor to 
Kamloops lust week, the ;4ue.st of her 




Miss Joan Lysons Becomes Bride 
of Harry W ebb at Big Cere­
mony in Anglican Church
H i n t s  O n  F a s h i o n s
•by L IS B E T H -
Mr. and Mr.s. R. McKay of Kamloops 
were visitoivs in^Kelowna last week. S n in t Michael and All AngeLs’ Church
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Anscombe of decorated with
Victoria were visitors in town last ” 1’  ^ white peonies, colorful gar­
den lloweis and feiai was tlie setting 
for the wedding of Millicent Dorothy 
Joan, only daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
II. B. D. Lysons, to Mr. Harry Vere 
Webb, only son of the late Captain 
W. V. B. Webb, R.A., and Mrs. Webb 
Don McLean returned on Saturday of Victoria, on Wednesday afternoon, 
from a short business trip at tiie Coast. June «th, llKlg, at 2.30 o’clock. 'The
week.
0 0 0 [
Robei t Whelan of New Westminster 
was a business visitor in Kelowna for 
several days last week.
Mr. Dick Parkinson was a visitoi- 
Vancouver over the week-end.
to
Mr. II. Norman Lidster of New West­
minister was a visitor in town last week. 
0 0 0
Mrs. Olive Collins of Vancouver, 
who was visiting with friends in town, 
returned to her liome on 'rhursday.
Mis.s Frances Lowers entertained at 
the tea hour on Thursday afternoon at 
her home on Pai'k avenue in honor of 
her sister-in-law, Mrs. Gordon Lowers 
and her Cousin Miss Marguerite Petty- 
plecc, both of Vancouver. Mrs. C. M. 
DeMara presided at the prettily ar­
ranged tea table. The guests included 
Mrs. Russell Leckie, Mrs. Stanley 
Burtch, Mrs. C. M. DeMara, Miss Kay 
Hill, Miss Diana DeHart, Miss Dorothy
Venerable Archdeacon H. A. Solly of 
Summerland ijcrforrned the ceremony.
The lovely blonde bride, who was 
given in marriage by her father, wore 
a beautiful gown of cream silk lace 
over satin, the gracefully draped bod­
ice featured a charming Elizabethan 
Miss Barbara Meikle is holidaying collar and long, leg-of-mutton sleeves 
at the Coast at present. forming a lily point over the hands,
• * • while the slim-fitting skirt fell to the
Mrs. Lloyd A. Day returned on floor in the front and ended in a long
Thursday from a two months’, holiday sweeping train at the back. A cream
spent in the east. tulle, over-the-facc veil was held in
E. McLchnie of Vancouver cap and coronet ofDr. R.
is a visitor in town at present.
Dr. and Mrs. W. J. Knox, Dr. R. E.
rey Hughes.
seed pearls trimmed with pearl orange 
blossoms. She carried a bridal bou-
......... ............. . roses, carnations,
McKechnie of Vancouver, John Rose corn flowers and maiden hair
Harvey, Miss N. Lowers and Miss And- of Vancouver and G. A. McKay spent ‘‘fi’ ' j , . . . ,
the week-end at Camp Dunworkin in . charming bridesmaids. Miss
Joe Rich. Anne Allan, maid of honour. Miss Mary
• Stubbs. Miss Peggy Taylor and Miss
Mr.s. I. Parkinson has returned from Joyce Ford, a cousin of the bride, were 
a three weeks’ holiday spent at the ^ lovely complement to the bride in 
Coast. their picturesque redingote gowns of
'■ * * hyacinth blue and buttercup yellow
Guests registered at the Willow Inn starched lace over taffeta and picture 
this week include: J. McKay, Vancou- hats en tone. The sashes and hat rib- 
F. R. Meredith and son, Edmon- bons and further accessories were, of 
V. A. Bordignon, Kamioops; W. contra.sting colors. Miss Allan and Miss 
trip which took them as far as Fort St. Longheed. Vancouver; Mr. and Mrs. Ford were in yellow and Miss Stubbs 
James and Stuart lake. Mrs. Mignon Stratton, Vancouver: Miss Mar- and Miss Taylor were In hyacinth blue,
is staying a short while in Kelowna S^ t’ct Clark, Armstrong. The lovely govvns were offset by
before returning to Vancouver. ^  tt d T-hritn on+orfainon P^ ^^  pink and white peonies.
% * * • Thoin entei tamed at the Little Miss Dorothy Daniels was
Mrs. Percy Harding was a tea hostess wdlo^^TodPe^^^^*^^ afteinoon at the as flower girl in a period frock
on Thursday afternoon to a number  ^ ‘ pale pink taffeta, trimmed down the
"Of friends at her home in Benvoulin. Mrs. P. Woods, who has been the with diminutive frills of pale
* guest of .her parents Mr. and Mrs. D.
Mrs. C. Roweliffe spent the week-end h . Ward for the past week, returned 
in Vancouver. - to her home in Vernon on Sunday.
CH IC , D R E SSY  
D A Y T IM E  
FR O C K
Mr. and Mrs. W. Lloyd-Jones left on 
Saturday by motor for the Coast from 
where they will travel to California to 
attend the Rotary convention.
« « *
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Willis, accom­
panied by their daughter Mrs. Mignon. 
and Miss P. Cook returned on Sunday 
evening from a two weeks’ vacation
pink net.
Master Kenneth Thomson, as page
Stlyle Whimsies
Stylists coming from Paris say Main- 
bocher’s dinner dress with bustle dra­
pery is a good bet for autumn.
'Ill ♦ *
Pleated skirts arc almost a uniform 
where smartly dressed women gather 
in the daytime. • * •
Yokes will be important in autumn 
coats and suits. Sometimes they will 
be deep and constrasting, sometimes 
merely used in the backs. of coats or 
jackets that have inverted box pleats 
at the back. >» * *
Buttons are back, but often they are 
nrierely used for ornamental purpo<^ cs, 
slide fastenings doing the real work 
of fastening the garment.'
♦ ♦ ♦
A  new beach bag is being shov.m 
which provides ample room for cap, 
towel, slippers, bathing suit, and a 
separate compartment for cosmetics.
* ♦ • ■
Belts are important this summer. An 
especially attractive style is one of 
“summer snake’’ snake grain, which 
can be knotted in various ways.
Avenue.
Nearly two hundred gifts were re­
boy, was dressed in an old fashioned ceived by the bride and groom from 
suit of blue satin. Both the flower friends not only in this district but
DR. REBA W ILLITS  
ADDRESSES W . I.Ik
Mrs. W. J. Knox has returned from Mr. and Mrs. A ’ P. Pettypiece were girl and the page carried nosegays of throughout the province, denoting the 
' California where she has been holiday- visitors to Cawston and Keremeos last flowers. popularity of the young couple. — —^ -
ing. week. Dr. Cecil Newby attended the groom Among the invited guests were: Mr. 'Talk oil “50 Years Progress *ih
'* * * <. # ♦ as bestman while those who acted as Mrs. H- C. Mallam, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Jack Mayor, who has spent the ushers included Mr. A. K. Loyd. Mr. P- DuMoulin, Mrs. Prosser, Sr., Mrs. L. Medicine and Surgery’ 
ciated
Appre-Captain and Mrs. George Hawes left ________  ___ _____  _ ______ ________  _ ____________________  __ ______
on Saturday evening for the Coast on past two months in the east, returned Richard Benmore, Mr. Dick Ford and Toms, Mr. Gordon Toms, Mr. Huiiaph-
n holiday; * * to Kelowna on Thursday. Mr. W. B. Bredin. rey ’Toms, Mr. and Mrs. Lysons, Mr. _____
Mr. Frank Dunaway, of the Canadian Mr. Hudson, of%he Begg Motor Com- Master"lobSt EmslTe^ sa°nfi McCarflJ^** Mi^s’^ F ^ 'l^ c S f l^ ’^  Willits was the guest
National Railway staff, left on Saturday pany in Vancouver, was a visitor in You Walk” accomnanied at the orean Mrs J F Burne Archdeacon'and Mrs speaker at the regular mbeting of the 
on a holiday to be spent at the Coast, town last week. '  SS ly: Mm® pSSey^^^^^  ^ Mrs a  Kelowna Women’s^stitu^^^^^
Tvfr anri tv/tt-c Toob- tiome of Mrs. J. Mitcneii on luesaay.by Rev. C. E. Davis.
J^ADIES, g n iL S
LEARN THE MOLER METHOD 
OF BEAUTY CULTURE ;
A  PLEASANT PROFITABLE 
PROFESSION FOR GIRLS 
Learn under recognized Moler mast­
er instructors. To earn niore, enroU 
now with the Moler School that gets 
best results.
Train by same Moler system as 
taught to thousands of most success­
ful hairdressing graduates working 
in New York, Chicago, HoUywood, 
Paris and world’s largest cities. 
Visit us before joining any school. 
Practical, expert training guaran­
teed—“The University of Beauty 
Culture.”
MOLER HAIRDRESSING SCHOOL 
Enroll now. Reasonable rates.
W. Hastings. Trin. 0 0 0 *7  
Vancouver B. C.
B. Gooch, Manager all Moler B. C. 
Schools,
303
Horn, superln,indent Of the hetd"S iSSrsiet. Her ^
1 Pacific • Railways at Revel- Cottonwoods the home. Miss G. :^slie,__pr. C. D- Newby, Mr. progress in Medicine and Surgery”
J. J.
Canadian acific • ail ays at evel- 
stoke was a 
Fridaj'.
v sitor^ in K e low n a  bride’s parents on Ethel Street, and Mrs. F. A, Millar, Mr. and Mrs. G. ^r^^rr-fnnH
visitor in . Kelowna last the spacious and glorious gar- D. Cameron, Miss M. Cordy, Miss D. fn
Hpn aHHpH orrpafiv fn +vio ^  PnrHv TVTicc T T\/r»- r* T and helpfui and WHS much 6nIk Ik
Justice and Mrs. D. Murphy of Van­
couver visited in Kelowna last week
den added greatly to the beauty of the Cordy, Miss J. Cordy, Mr, C. J. Huddle- 
affair. The bridal party was assisted ston, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. H. McDoUgall, joyed by all present.
Mr. Frank Fumerton left ior Van­
couver on Monday evening.
ta Iste
s m iiR T
iU iS  4ummen. m ik  
G 0 0 0 R 1 C H
ID IIT O G I
/%.
O Entirely new. A  wide variety oi 
color selections. Suntogs look like 
suede but wear and clean better. 
Fast colours. Correct for summer 
street and dance wear. May we show 
you these new creations.
$1.95
See these New Creations in 
SHOES at the
FASHION PARADE
to be held at the
AQUATIC PAVILION
JU N E  16’th, <3 p.m.
&  C O .
in receiving the guests by Mrs. Ly- Mrs. A. H. Webb, Mr. and Mrs. Stubbs, The sale-of work held recently earn-
sons, who chose for the occasion a most Archie, Tony and Dick Stubbs, Miss the special baby fund.
Dr. and Mrs. G. A. Ootmar returned becoming floor length gown of smoked Mary Stubbs, Rev. A. C. Machie, Mrs. Miss Pratten’s dancing class entertain-
on Sunday from New York where Dr. pink lace over taffeta with hat en tone. M. E. Cameron, Mr. and Mrs. Browne- with clever dancing and a recitation.
Ootmar underwent a successful opera- Mrs. Webb, also beautifully attired, Clayton, Mr. and Mrs D G Stiell Mr The Institute is sponsoring a dance
tion. aided in receiving. B. Bredin, Mr. and .Mrs A D Weddell revue of Miss Pratten’s pupils on June
■L f . . , Dr. and Mrs. W. J. Knox, Dr. and Capt, and Mrs. Bull, Mr. and Mrs. Hav- 24th at the United Church hall.
iVtts. Kenneth Robinson accompanied Mrs. J. W. N. Shepherd, Mr .and Mrs. erfield, Mr. and Mrs. Dick Stirling, Mr. Hostesses for the day were Mrs. 
by her mother left cm Monday evening o. St. P. Aitkens and Mr and Mrs. and Mrs. F. J. Willis, Mr. and Miss Mitchell and Mrs; Gellatly.
or e oas on a o i ay. Norman -Grieves acted as hosts and Metcalf, Mr. and Mrs.-Paul Hayes, Mr. A  shower of fruit, vegetables or any-
"°®^fsses. . . .  A. Meikle, Mrs. Hobson thing useful to the Preventorium will
The bride was assisted m cutting the and family. Miss Molly Cowan, Mr. and bie held at the June meeting. The re-
three tiered wedding cake by her Mrs. R, F. Harris, Mr. and Mrs. F. W. quest for a tag day in aid of child
Miss Eleanor . Palmier is spending a Mr. A. C, Mallam. Pridham, Mr. and Mrs. D. E. 'Oliver, welfare work was vetoed by the city
holiday at the Coast. Loyd proposed the toast Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Dawson, Mr. and council, to the great disappointment of
^  » * * to the bride which was suitably re- Mrs. A. C. Coates, Mr. Nigel Pooley, the members.
Mr. and Mrs. G. McGinnis of Port sponded to by the groom while Mr. W. Comdr. C. W. A. Baldwin, Mr.'and Mrs. Mrs. C. O. Goldsmith, vice-president, 
Mann were visitors ‘ in Kelowna on B. Bredin gave the toast to the brides- H. G. M. Gardner, Miss Margaret Tay- was appointed as a delegate to the 
Monday.  ^  ^  ^ , maids, to which Dr. C. D. Newby re- lor, Mr. andMrs. E.M. Carruthers, Mrs. provincial conference at Vancouver in
IVRs. Ted Lewis entertained at the "^^FCuowing the reception Mr andMrs mVs\  / i  n w ktea hour on Thiir<?rfav aftprnnnn at ruiiuwirig ine rocepugii, ivir. ana mrs. Mrs. I. Cx. Norris, Mr. and Mrs. G. S. A  successful well baby clinic was
home on w S rflee^ ^ ^ ^  I®  ^ , ^ he Layton, Misses Nancy and Margery held onMay 20, with 23 babies present,
nome on water ^ streeL south by motor. Upon their return stiell, Mrs. W. S. Fry, Miss Barbara Roll call was answered with limer-
Mrs. F. Pridham returned on Mon- will make their home on Elliott Fry, Mr. IL HeeIas,Mr. andMr^s. A; K. icks rhyming with members’ names
day morning from the Coast. . ~  Loyd and Peter Loyd, Mrs. C. P. Cook- and caused much amusement. A ll
* * • whose wedding to Dr. Dalrymple of son, Mrs. E. E. Greene^ Miss Greene, members arid visitors are being re-
Miss Polly Makie of Vancouver is Vancouver takes place ’ -- - - -  _ _ _ _ _
the house guest of Mr. and Mrs. Bert evening, June 25th.
Marshall on an extended holiday. Miss 
Makie liyed in Kelowna several years 
ago.
■» * • ♦
Corp F. A. Martin, M.M., 2nd C;M.
R.’s, attended the Valley annual re
on Saturday Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Dunlop, Mr. and quested, to make and bring a model of 
Mrs. H. V. Acland, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Charlie McCarthy to the June meeting. 
* * • . Roberts, Miss E. Thomson, Miss L. A  prize will be given for the best
The Pendozi Street Circle of the Thomson, Major E. E. Hutton, Miss M. model.
First United Church held its regular Wolesworth, Miss M. V. Hewetson, Mr. -------- — —— ---- -
monthly meeting on Tuesday evening and Mrs. E. W. Barton, Mr. Renfrew,
at the home of Mrs. J. Cameron Day Mr. and Mrs. Middlemas, Miss Monica 
on Pendozi Street. Plans were made Rankes, Mr. G. B. Ford, Miss Joyce 
union dinner at Penticton last Thurs- for the annual garden party and tea to Ford, Mr. Dick Ford, Mr. and Mrs. J.
* ♦ * be held at the home of Mrs. E. ii. Cross H. Broad„ Miss Betty Lysons, Miss
Miss Alice Clement of the Okanacan S^^athcona Avenue, in the latter part Frances Lysons,. Mr. and > Mrs. D. C.
T e S o m e  c S  v,, ..- ..., Paterson,Miss Jenny Andison, General
Saturday for the coast and southern Mri Beft Fidcies of Vancouver i§
point. Oh a two^ wtek,' holiday. visitor In Kelowna^ this week. Bn^deWn;!
Mrs. C- P- daughter, " Miss Joan Lysons, whose wedding to ^  western Canada, is to be
Miss Janet Campbell of Penticton, were Mr. Harry Webb took place Wednesday marriage on Saturday at
visitors in Kelowna last week. : afternoon, was guest of honour at a Vancouver to MissMary Garland King,
,,, X, /-tr V lovely shower of pyrex ware at the ? ' youngest daughter of Canon and Mrs.
Mrs. W. Reynolds of Vancouver who home of Mis.<; P e e e v  T a v lo r  hn Pendozi ^r. and Mrs. F. Thorneloe, Mr. and jj. g . King. Vancouver, Among the
REV. M . COLEMAN 
MARRIES A T COAST
3 lowna”a^^?h^ouSo^^^ theGk^agan,Allqn„.]\toss Anne Allan; Mr. and Mrs. ®
has
left
Koov, Vancouver no ho e of iss Peggy Taylor bn Pendozi Mr4 w v  rraT; 'iJr. w  i ^ K i n g ,  Vancouver, A ong the
for h Jr Ho*’ ® With friends in town, street, on Wednesday evening, June 1. Mrs' WeiWeR Sf ’ w  rv TiJnfiem’ will be F. A. Martin, Kelowna,for her home on Monday evening, nrvio crupeic n/rfcooo ttcoJo Weddell, Sr., j.n. W. D. Banlield, secretarv .of tho -Okapagan districto ay eve i g, Th^ g^e^ts included the Misses Essie secretary . of J. ..the
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Stewart and fam- gaJe\ ’Taylor,^^^nne^^^^^ Barlee, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Weddell, ^
ily were visitors to Vernon on Friday. Mrs. G. S. McKenzie, Rev. and’
. • * Mrs. C. E, Davis, Dr. and Mrs. W. J.
Guests registered at the Royal Anne f t o L ’ S ie^G re^ne ’lw^SJerts^°Ha’  ®4r. and Mrs. C. R Reid, Mr. and
Hotel this week include: Mr. and Mrs. .in  ‘ B. W. Johnston, Mr. and Mrs. J.
H. Ascombe, Victoria; R. ■ Dalgleish, MrJ H ' A f f l e c k ,  Mrs. O. V. M. Roxby, Dr. u.xuvcu cuun uxu. xcu^ce xnes-
Kamloops; K. Doumont, Tranquille; Mrs cfJldsrnRh m 5  Rev t S h e p h e r d ,  Mrs. E. pian, Denman Thompson, whose hu- 
Miss C. Cardinell, John Rose. J. H. ^  W. Hill, Miss K  .Hill, Mr. and Mrs. C. manity .and humorous New England
He Acted Too Well
Probably no American actor was 
more belo ed tha that Yanke Th
m  '% r
' J E Ii’ Mr a ii9 b ’' K
KffccUvc I ridsiy, Saturday and Monday, ......  lOlli, llili, I'JUi
For the afternoon wedding or the 
daughter’s graduation, a soil, dre.ssy 
type of sheer dre.ss is most appropriate. 
This type of dress is also tlie answer 
to many a “what to wear” question 
during tlie summer.
The dross picturod is a hand-screen­
ed, border printed silk chiffon in black, 
with softly colored bayadere borders 
used vertically to. give a long line to 
the llgurO.
Notice the softly-draped bosom, the 
sliort sleeves, narrow belt and box- 
pleated skirt. j
A new version of the beret in straw 
and trimmed with flowcr.s on the 
crown is worn with it.
J A M
J E L L Y
P O W D E R S
A Y L M E R  ASSO R TED  





P IN E A P P L E  
C U BES------
“Crawford” 
(large flat tins) ; each 1 0 c
S N O W F L A K E
S H O R T E N IN G
(1 lb. cartons)
2  2 3 c
P IC K L E S
Sweet Mixed, Sour or 
Mustard (28-oz. jar)
C H iP s a
LA R G E
PACK AG ES
B U T T E R - ‘^ e r t 3  8 9 c
S A R D IN E S
Brunswick
Brand 2  9 c
T O M A T O  JU ICE— lOK oz. tins........................... 3 for 17c
C R A B M E A T — “Friar” (selected) ^ ’s; tin ................  20c
T O M A T O  C A T SU P— Quaker (2’s) ; tin .......... .... ...... 9c
R ICE  P U F F S — (cello) ; 2 packages .......................... . . 15c
C O L M A N ’S M U S T ^ D — 14 lb. tins...... .......... . . 25c
GRAPJ^FRUIT JU ICE— Smith Florida, 131^ 4 oz. tins . 11c
BAJH NG  P O W D E R — “Calumet”— 1 lb. tins ..... .......  19c
M A R S H M A L L O W  B ISCU ITS— per lb............ .......... 23c
SEE OUR WINDOWS FOR OTHER 
OUTSTANDING VALUES
MEA T DEPARTMENT
V E A L  C H O P S
OR
STEAK 2 5 c
P O R K  S A U S A G E
Our Own 
Make 2  Z  2 9 c
S T E W IN G  B E E F— 2 lbs. for ................... ................... 29c
S L IC E D  B O L O G N A -^  per lb .. .... ...... ......... . 20c
R O U N D  S T E A K ; 2 lbs. for 35c
B U L K  L A R D — Pure; per lb. ........ ...... . . 17c
FRESH  FISH  F R ID A Y
We Reserve The Right To Limit Safeway Stores Ltd.
rm aXuat ie t t  *  '
.QUAKER P U ffE O W H fA t







Delicious Quaker Puffed Wheat 
is shot from guos. That’s why it 
gives you quick food energy. Each 
grain is exploded to eight times 
its size to release its nourishment 
more quickly afnd easily.
Crisp and delicious, one serving 
o f Quaker Puffed Wheats with 
milk or cream, actually provides 
the. food energy of two whole
Q uaker
F u ffe d
W h e a t
lamb chops. Yet boys and girls 
everywhere who .have “pernickty* 
appetites just love Quaker Puffed 
Wheat. .Treat your family to this 
famous cereal regularly.
Get a box of Quaker Puffed 
Wheat from your grocer today.
Constantine, Vancouver; A. E. Edwards, * * H. Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Barnes, plays made him popular in whatever
Seattle; J. J. Coltart, Enderby; Miss The Anglican W.A. held its annual He\vetson, Mr. and section of the country he appeared. He
Coltart, Vancouver; Mr. and Mrs. T. B. garden party at the charming home of Jones, Mr. and Mrs. C. T. was Uncle Josh, the famous role he
Dalgleish, Kamloops; C. J. Huddleston, Mrs. O. St. P. Aitkens, on Christleton Bnssell, Mr. and Mrs. Norman assumed in “The Old Homestead,” to 
Summerland; Mr. and Mrs. C. K. Snell, Avenue, last Thursday afternoon. A  Clrieve, Mrs. F. V. Royle, Mr. and Mrs. all his admirers.
Justice and Mrs. D. Murphy, C. L. lovely warm day helped to make it a Buckland, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Knowles, Nothing pleased him more than the 
Barker. Vancouver; Mr. and Mrs. R. J. great success and many visitors came to Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bell, Mr. and Mrs. episode of the New Hampshire farmer
McDougall, Penticton; Mr. and Mrs. enjoy a dainty tea and a stroll around Miss Margaret Johnston, Mrs. who, journeyed to Boston to see “'The ■ ....... ...................... ..........
Ashley Edwards, London, England; J. the beautiful garden. Ice cream was and MisseS Coubrough, Darby L.,Hayes, Old Homestead,” and who asked for
J. Horn, Revelstoke; Mr. and Mrs. R, served arid a case of soft drinks donat- Mrs. St. G. Baldwin, Mr. arid his money back after the performance, | W | J  jV|M|y I i * l j K
McCoy, Kamloops; W. C. Cowell, Van- ed by the Misses Joan and May Tilley Mr. and Mrs. Bert Crichton, saying: “I can see the same thing any *
couver; Dr. K. Lamb, Victoria. was greatly appreciated The home Mrs: A. Taylot arid IHiSses Taylor, day at home, and for nothing.”
• ♦ • cooking and needlework booths were ' and Mrs. D. Blackburn, Miss W. — -------------— ----:---.—  --------- -----
The executive of the Ladies’ Auxili- well patronized as was the fortune Powell, Miss C. Johnston, Mr. Neish Stirling, Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Cameron, 
ary to the Aquatic held a meeting on telling booth. A  further attraction in- ^nd family. Miss J.  ^McLachlan Mr. Mr. and Mrs. R. Seath, Mr. and Mrs. C. After several months of searching he asked
Monday evening at the Aquatic in or- eluding a program of dancing by Miss P^tzger- Quinn, Miss S. Simmons. Mr. and Mrs. oroXcia l uSice hrrestld Har^^ ..t »   ^  ^ .rier tn Hisniisc thPir Fnchirm Shrt«r an/1 ___;x.-xx___ t t a i d .  Cant, and Mr.-? Arphar -Rniihinn ?  tj-jjL  ____ ___x,. ___ "tf provincial poiicc arresieci waroid iJen- “No,” stalled the friend
th e  D ICK TR AC Y S e c re t  S e rv ic e  P a tro l I
"  your membership* secret code book, certificate and Dick Tracy
bS||TT5  badge. Just send your name and address, together with 2 box tops to ^  Dick Tracy, Depr. NlOO, Saskatoon, Sask. To make it extra easy for you. 
With and to sive Mother a wide variety in the world’s most d'-licious ^ cereals, 
•» you may send box tops from Quaker Puged Wheat,
0OX Tops Qa'werComHakes, or Quaker Puffed Rice.
For Appearance Sake 
The producer of a dud show encoun«
WORTHLESS CHEQUE tered a friend across from the theatre
Tea on Thnreday afternoon. June 16th. Khw.»n and Aitkena, and Kelowna._,™h..Je he faced W s S a l e
just before curtain time.
“Would you like to see my show?**
“I ’m going
“Then,” persisted the producer, “w ill
Pratten’s pup_ils, recitations by Mrs. I«dston. Miss Joyce C^nruthers, Miss son in Chilliwack arid brought him to to wak mou^d"awhile*end lelax.”
Kelowna, where he ‘
T. F. McWilliams c 
charge, o f . obtaining
^  , ------------ ------3 worthless cheq
Dal Hawkshaw, Mrs  ^Wilmer. Mr. and $50 or two months in Oakalla, after
- . . songs by Master Robert Emsiie and Mrs. Mrs. Alastair Cameron, Mr. and Mrs. t   c illi s on Mav 31 with a ' v '”“
W.^V B. Webb of Victoria ar- Master Douglas Haworth, was held and J-^B. Laidlaw, Mrs. Rutherford, Miss w. D. Hoy, Mr. J. S. Thomson. Mr. W. charge rif o lS S n g  mra^ ^^  ^ stand in the lobby be-
in Kelowna on Tuesday to at- greatly enjoyed. M. Fraset. Mr. and Mrs. S. M. Gore, Mr. of a workless che^^
le wedding of her son Mr. Harry ___ __ . . • • rier, Mr, ^d_Mrs. 3. Mallet-Paret, Mr. Dal llawkshaw. Mrs. Wilmer. Mr. anri
Mrs. . V, 
rived 
tend th  ^
Webb to Miss Joan Lysons Wednesday 
afternoon.
means tween acts?’? 
was fined
to
Mrs. E. Worman arid Miss
Miss Marjorie Waites^  ^Ayas guest oL 3bd Mrs. H. L. G. Goldsmith, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Cookson, Mr. arid Mi’s. Rex ijl’eadin^ guil(v He was unable 
honor at a shower on Saturday after- Mrs. C, Renfrew. Mr. and Mrs. P. G. Lupton. Miss M. Elmore. Miss Bent, gay hg finTa^^^
Marie, Hon. Grote girling, The. cheque in- question was cashednoon, June 4, when Mrs., O. Jennens Dbdwell, Mr. arid Mrs. E. L, Hodgson, Miss
The Vacationist Returns 
Mrs. Jones (to husband whb has ven-o .*1- X entertained at her home bn M c D o u g a l a n d  Mrs. G. H, Thompson, Mrs. E. Miss L  K  Johnston Miss E Lvsoris * j * , , . _ .
Smith were co-hostesses at a miscel- avenue. The lovely gifts were w rap ^ d  Spencer. Mr. and Mrs. E. H. OsweU. M r a n k K T  Lysons M f f  ^ ^  tured to assert himself); “Nb^;, Henry,
laneous shower on Monday evening at in a parcel in the form o f a wedding Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hoy, Mr. Alden Snell Mrs K  Hutchins’on Col A  B  similar understand once and for ail, jUst be-
Mr.,. Worman s home on Lawson Ave- cake and presented to Miss Waites by Bliss-Dresden, Miss Gwen Harding, Mr. Webb Wh:‘ E®^R P a S d ^  M r t t  n S J r i cause y o y v e  been on a 10-days tour
nue in honour o f Miss Eunice Hcymari little  Miss Evelyn Jennens. D. Lloyd-Jones. Mr. and Mrs. John J. a A d ^ r ! . ' f o S ' j u S T r f o r ' T f  ^  ^. l , .  .
m
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BERNARD AVE.
WILL BE FLUSHED 
ON THURSDAY
City to Again Ascertain Cost- 
Weekly Bath Suggested
IJlakoboioiif'li rcijortcd Uiat the llush- 
injj in the early .spring cost $21.00 . 
QneMtlons elicited tlie information that 
this llrst fluHhing would be probably 
the moat expenaivo us consideruble 
time was used in .sweepliif; the winter 
accumulation of dirt and debris from 
the street. Mr. Blukeborough felt that 
considerably less time, with u con.se-
-More About-
I ALDERMANCHARGES
From Page 1, Column 1
“WE ARE IN MESS 
AND MUST FACE 
FACTS’ -TELFORD
Off To Kleena Kieene To Homestead
<iuent lower cost, would be iieces:iary lujic for tlie good of the city and we 
at the present tinie. try to run tlie city as «;fnciently as
Alderman .Sutherland expres.sed the possible. If you havi- any good sugges- 
At Alderman Sutherland’s sugge.slion ofiinion that, if the cost was not too lions we will be glad to con.sider them.” 
the city will try another experiment of high, IJernurd Avenue should be flush- Sutherland: “I can’t see any admin- 
flushing the busiiie.s.s section <*f Bern- ed at least once a week. While the istration.”
ard Avenue with the fire hose on sweeper did his best he could not con- Whillis: ‘‘I don’t like your stalemenls.
Thursday, thc! council decided at its trol the dust and this was a decided Make Ji S{)ccille statement." » ---------
Monday night meeting. detriment to all the stores. A  weekly Sutherland: “One can’t get to (list Fruit Growing Industry, Based on
Not Prophet of Gloom but not 
Incurable Optimist Either, Says 
C.C.F, M.L.A. to Kotarians
T R A D E  B A LA N C E  F A L L S
Replying to an inquiry made by Aid- llusiiing would do much to control the base around here.”
erman SutiierUnui. City Engineer dust, tlie alderman thought.
.0 ^
PHONE GORDON'S 178 & 179
JELLIED VEAL;
^  lb. for ....




Asparagus, Mushrooms, Lettuce, Celery, Tomatoes, Carrots, 
New Potatoes, Cabbage, Spinach, Beets, Green Onions
ICE Manufactured from the City water supply. We will bo pleased to take oarc of your requirements.
Whillis: “Well, make a speeiile state­
ment of wliat Is on your mind.”
Jones: “If you liave any belter sug-. 
gesUon.M, let us luive them.”
Cntlicr: “'riiere sliould be a pro­
gram.”
Jones: "Don’t you understand that 
the department has a iirogram? It 
was in the budget and you were pre­
sent when it was considered and you 
approved it. At least you voted for 
the budget.”
Sutherland: “Look at the mess on 
Ellis St. last yeai'. I tell you this pro­
cedure has got to stop. You are wast­
ing money the way you arc handling 
the roads.”
Jones: “I disagree with you. But re­
member this, that twenty years ago 
they had fifty per cent more money 
spent on roads than we have today and 
the streets were in a far worse con­
dition.
Preference, is in Dangerous 
Position, Says Coast Visitor
"We are in a mess, and it is up to 
us to think seriously and conscientious­
ly and face the facts, use common 
sense,” declared Dr. Lyle Telford, M. 
L.A., to a large turn-out of Ilotarians 
in tlie Royal Anne on Tuc.sday. “It is 
not my wish to cry ruin, but only to 
face facts squarely. I am not a pro­
phet of gloom, neither am I an incur­
able optimist.”
Dr. Telford proved iiii amusing 
speaker as well as an eduoutioiial one. 
He placed figures before the Rotarians 
and defied any person to contradict 
them as they were figures he had ob­
tained from the government records, 
which must be correct, ho said. 




Could Pro-rate Orders in Propor­
tion to Tonnage Each Shipper 
Handling Own Storage Costs
B.C. Tree Fruits Ltd., is asking the 
shippers, througli a circular despatched 
by G. A. Barral, their opinions on a 
one-de.sk selling amingemont some­
what similar to tluit which operated 
from December 8 onward, the pools for 
wliicli are expected to close about Juno 
I.'ith.
Tile circular follows:
In two of the past five seasons, when 
eonditions were difficult, shippers 
handling tlie big iiroporlion of the total 
lonnage agreed that the best results 
would be obtained by setting up one 
organization to make all sales,
Russell O. Overton of Keremeos and Donald G. Davidson whose parents Before starting another shipping sei
reside on the Belgo, setting out on a 400 mile ride to homestead at Kleena 've would ask you to lot ua have 
Kleeno, located about 150 miles east of Bella Coola. They captured the horses your opinion as to the desirability or 
they are u.slng off the range at Keremeos and broke and shod them themselves, otherwise of handling the do .estic 
A, guitar and banjo are included In their equipment.
ford showed that Canada's trade bal- 
The dust sUuation viTas t e r -  is falling away and that outputs
1938 S P R IN G  C H IC K E N S
HAMS - BACONS - COOKED MEATS - WEINERS 
b o l o g n a  - SALT PORK - BUTTER - EGGS
“We have been Ham and Bacon Curers for over a 
quarter of a century,”
riblo and they did nothing about con- manufacturers are fulling away 
structing permanent roads. Bcniard 'The newsprint output, for in-
Avenue was a Qua^ miro/^  stance, is down 32 per cent, while
Pettigrew and Whillis . e x p r e s s e d  on pulp and paper secur-
themselves as disagreeing with the t^ies on the Montreal market has drop- 
statement that the rhoney was being from .$370,000,000 to $101,000,000. 
wasted on roads. a iserious situation, he con-
Sutherland: “That may be, but there tinued, and people simply have to face
C i t y  F a ils  T o  H a v e  F a c i l i t i e s  
T o  E r e c t  H o l i d a y  F la g s
Permission Obtained but Hooks SIDEWALK STORE
Still Not Erected—^No Flags for 
Thursday
D. K. GORDON LIMITED
PROVISIONERS PHONES: 178 and 179
is no definite program.”
Jones: “If you. had looked at the bud­
get you would have seen that there 
was a definite program mapped out 
for the year. It may not be an .ideal 
program but you had a share in draw­
ing it up."
Sutherland: “It is the same in muni­
cipal, provincial and Dominion road
the facts instead of listening to incor­




portion of the 1938 crop on a “one- 
desk” basis.
Should such a course be decided 
ujjon, it would not be necessary to con­
duct a general pool as was tho case 
with the 1937 crop, ■ Starting at the 
beginning of the season with a pi’orat- 
ing of all orders in proportion to a 
shipper’s tonnage, it would be quite 
fair to have each shipper made respon-, 
sible for his own storage costs and for 
all condition allowances.
It might be necessary to set up some 
form  ^of equalization fund for each var­
iety in order that a shipper, whose pro­
duct was placed in a market where 
lower than aveixige prices obtained, 
should not be penalized. This would 
not need a large sum, nor would it
No Cost of Production
At the city council meeting on Mon­
day night, it was reported that the
Kelowna junior board of trade had Ob- Vern ie 'q  Ire  rren m  B a r  Coutrhttamed the necessary permission from '' v./redm nar oougnt could be treated separately.
He quoted from the circulars of the various property owners on Bernard Permission to Sell on Sidewalk Under a plan of this kind, selling
B.C. Fruit Growers’ Association, who avenue for the city to erect pernianent But Council Says No costs would be greatly reduced, and it
showed great alarm over the prospect hooks on their buildings that flags may _____  iis probable that allowances to buyers
of the cutting down on Imperial pre- be erected on festive occasions. An application from Vernie’s Ice would also be lessened. The chief ben-
ference now enjoyed. The growers It will be remembered that the jun- Cream Bar for" permission to sell hot- would accrue from the fact that,












Jo^ es:^ *^ ‘TL'®aSSun “?f stated that they would not realize mr board approached the city early in dogrand“icrcream“througrth^^  ^ with only one quotation being issliW;
rnnH nnn h^c cost Of production this year, de- May about erecting flags on the 24th of the building to people on the side- pnee chiselling would be eliminated
spite the preference enjoyed. “What and other similar occasions. The cUy walk was turned down by the city and buyers would have confidence in 
will happen to our trade if we cannot wrote requesting that the board co- council on Monday night stability of the deal,
get the cost of production?" he asked, operate by obtaining permission from The application stated that it was The wholesale trade is now accus-
Oil is a good substitute for holding 
the dust. We build some permanent 
road each year and each year the per­
manent road mileage in the city is “Any business based on preferences is the property owners upon whose build- proposed to place a counter where the tomed to the system adopted this pastgetting greater and greater. The rest dangerous ground, because the pre- mgs it was desired to erect permanent window of the store now is and to sell season, and we believe it has been con- 




per lb. ............ ...........
has to be carried over by oil. We would 
all love to see every street in the city 
permanent but they are not, and I do
Both put up by that Company of Adventurers, 
The Hudson’s Bay Company.
HUNTLEY AND PALMERS
“The finest biscuits in the world.”
Re-introducing these in bulk by the pound—Eight old favorites: 
Welcome, Empire, Italian, Abernethy, Osborne, Ginger, Marie,
and Digestive—all at, per pound 
Ratifia at $1.15; Cracknel at $1.05 and Rich Mixed at 75c per lb.
He quoted from the Dean Shaw re- ed until lUay 24th, leaving no time for the sidewalk There was some discus- fke advantage of all concerned,
port on canned and fresh fruit market- the board to act before the 24th. Con- sion but the’ council was agreed that Will you please give this subject your
not feel that the money spent on oiling in.Great Britain, and showed that sequently there were no city flags the building inspector should be in- serious consideration and let us have 
is wasted Canadian canners had failed to ap- flown on that important holiday. The structed not to allow the proposed re- ynnr opinion as soon as possible. Even
“You must rememhpr wp npvpr cnpnt the need for quality standards, board following the holiday, took im- novation of the building. The council if you do not believe a “one desk" deal
$70^0 in one v ^ r^ ^  whereas canners m the United States, mediate action and obtained the neces- was of the opinion that if the licence to be advantageous, we will appreciate
hkTKandlSL especially in Oregon obtained a big sary permission hoping that the flags was granted, it might lead to untold a reply giving your reasons against it.nxe xvamioop^ aia, nor, :t)ba,uuu like percentage of the canned apple trade would be in place for " ~ . . .
Revelstoke. They b(wrowed money to because of their appreciation of stand- Birthday.
been Sdllir^and^'^m aSa^ ^  * u questioned on Monday night check 'any person from’ selling’ on the
roads S  ^f lurre^t^ f On the^average, 31.42 pounds of but- by the^council City Engineer Blake- sidewalk L d  obstructing traffic,roaas out oi rarrent jrev Natur- ter should be consumed by every per- borough reported that the hooks had — ______ -___
did^  borrow” w  nm son in British Columbia. But B.C. only not as yet been erected, as, while they PROVINCIAL ARCHIVIST VISITS
air om ^OTsSiSo? produced-6^ pounds of butter per cap- were on order, they had not been de- Dr. Kaye Lamb, Provincial Archivist.
Srreht Je?fnup^ ? thini? todi^^^o,  ^ province had .to unport livered. It was doubtful if the flags was a visitor to Kelowna on Mondaycurrent revenue. I think today our 2,000,000 pounds intp a country which would be in place for June 9th
with those is supposed to be a dairy province, he'  ^ ' •. . ■ . ........ ......
If this were H d sufficient number of shippers ex- 
difficult to press themselves as being in favour, a 
meeting will be called to discuss de­
tails.
and Tuesday, and interested hiniself
in searching for history of the e&rly 
days of Kelowna and di^rict. He met 
a number of old-time residents while 
in the city.
Specials This W eek
HUNTLEY and PALMER PACKAGE BISCUiTS; each .... 22c
GOLDEN BANTAM CORN; per tin . . ....... iSc
NABOB MARMALADE; 4 lb. tins; per tin ........ ..........r 43c







of other towns. There are thirty miles said. Similar figures were related to 
of streets and lanes in the city and the cheese industry, 
you must appreciate it requires a sub- ,  , ^
stantial part of the road appropriation Lana Values Way Down
to keep them in shape”  Land values have been reduced from
Later in the meeting Alderman Suth- to $58 per acre, and he made some 
erland tangled with Alderman Gibb
about certain men on relief obtaining owners, of agricultural land to pay 
more than their allotment of city work income tax. British Columbians pay 
Still later he had a verbal duel with $37.20 per capita in all manner of taxes 
Alderman Pettigrew and other mem- the government, while the next high, 
bers of the council about the permit to ^
the Canadian Legion to build an ad- $22.39 per capita. Direct
dition to their property. The proposed t^i'^tion figures are $20.49 and $15.56 
building by-law and zoning by-law a^id.
were both tangled up in this discus- Land ih the Interior which once sold 
Sion and it was nearly twelve-thirty $300 is now being offered for $25 
before the exhausted aldermen decided no buyers, he
to call a halt to the discussion by post- explained. Trade is not materializing 
poning it to another meeting land values are going down. There
' is something radically wrong when one
is penalized for living in this province, 
he stated, in referring to freight rates. 
He quoted similar figures to those
EVENINGS
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June 10-11
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WE’RE niniNR ON THE RmES
and they're putting on 
a riot!
which have made many a resident of 
this province gnash their teeth when 
discussing the higher freight rates paid 
east by this province.
In the matter of wheat and bread, 
Liverpool people pay four cents per 
loaf of bread made from Canadian 
wheat, while Vancouver housewives 
pay 9 cents per loaf, he declared.
“Perhaps we can get back through 
tourist trade,” he continued, only to 
show how in the past three years there 
has been an adverse, balance of tourist 
trade of more than $3,000,000 per year.
He did not wish to appear to be too 
gloomy over the outlook, nor was he 
attempting to bring forth any solution, 
but was just presenting facts, Dr. Tel­
ford told the Rotarians.
For
Need. Good Roads
a moment he referred to the
G O W N  F A S H I O N S
FOR
Aquatic Opening
A N D  S H O W IN G  A T  T H E
Fashion Parade
O N  T H U R S D A Y  A F T E R N O O N , JU N E  16
%
y .
A L L  S ILK  P R IN T E D  E V E N IN G  DRESS—
with large design. Plain two-piece flared skirt, V  
neck and slashed to the waist at back. Jacket lined 
with white silk; deep reveres and puffed sleeves. 
Lovely ornament adorns the V  neck. (P  Q  A A  
Priced at ................ ...... .
V
O n e  re d  a n d  w h i t e  p u re  s i lk  p r in t ,  h ig h  s h ir r e d  
n e c k ; a ls o  w i t h  ja c k e t ;  p r ic e d  a t  ......
P IN K  S ILK  N E T  DRESS wjth taf­
feta under-slip to match. Jacket trim­









road conditions in the Interior, which 
he believ’ed to be a tremendous barrier 
to visitors from the Coast. “If there 
were good roads here we would be in 
here in. thousands. We would be almost 
a curse to you, as we would be getting 
under your feet. There is no more 
gorgeous drive in the world than be­
tween Vernon and Kelowna at the right 
time of the year,” he stated.
, W. E. Adams asked Dr. Telford his 
opinions on the agriculturists paying a 
land tax which has remained the same 
for the past twenty-five years, despite 
the fact that land is a liability today. 
The land taxation is antiquated, Dr. 
Telford replied. The only logical thing 
is a taxation on incorne. The primary 
producers always take it on the chin 
under the present system.
PARAMOUNT
NEWS
A 20th Century-Fox Picture with 
KEYE LUKE • DICK BALDWIN • LYNN DAW 
WH16US FOWLEY • JAYNE REGAN • HAROLD HUBER 
MAXIE ROSENBLOOM
M ETRO  N E W S  




C O LO U R E D  CAR TO O N
K I D S !
SATURDAY
“ HEART
MATINEE AT 1.30 p.m. 
SATURDAY. WESTERN
™e ROCKIES”
BRING YOUR  
NABOB  
CO U PO N S
SEEK. C0ST OF
CREEK CHANGE
The city council on Monday uight in­
structed City Engineer Blakeborough 
to provide an estimate of the cost of 
diverting Mill creek in a straight line 
from where it crosses Pendozi to where 
it crosses Water. The proposed diver­
sion would eliminate a wide bend in 
the creek which retards the flow of 
water and causes floods in the area 
during the spring. The diversion would, 
in addition open up several attractive 
lots for subdivision. Mr. Blakebor­
ough will also interview the affected 
property owners to obtain their react­
ion to the scheme.
Y E L L O W  N E T  DRESS, skirt all pin tucked frill 
around bottom of skirt. Blouse tailored style with co\ - 
ered buttons from waistline to the tailored collar. 
Short puffed sleeves and matching sli[).
Priced at.............. ........................,...... $11.95
L IG H T  N A V Y  LA C E  A N D  N E T  DRESS, slip 
to match. Jacket is all lace, buttoned ui) the front with 
small covered buttons, and round 
collar. Priced a t ............ .......... ........ $13.95
S ILK  M A R Q U ISE T T E  DRESS witli wide, full 
skirt. Blouse is shirred across to]) with straps o\ er 
the shoulders. Small ruffled cape adorns the shoulders. 
Tied at the neck and finished with two small bunclics 
of flowers.
Geo. A. Meikle, Ltd.
P H O N E S : 143 and 215. Quality Merchandise.
Don’t forget the Fashion Show and Tea, Thursday afternoon, June 16
